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Rushing gets two-year sentence
By AMY WILSON
Stan Writer

BERNARD XANE1ecge & T•res pi,oco

Former Calloway County Clerk Teresa Rushing talks with her attorney, Robert 0. Miller, prior to Wednesday's sentencing in Calloway County Circuit Court.

Former Calloway County Clerk
Teresa Rushing is not likely to
ever forget June 14, 1995.
Not only was it her 41st birthday, but she was sentenced to
two years imprisonment beginning June 26.
According to a spokesperson
from the Department of Corrections, Class D felons are typically
housed in the county jail. Since
Calloway does not have a jail.
Rushing will most likely serve
her sentence in an adjoining
county jail rather than being sent
to Pee Wee Valley, which is the
state women's detention facility.
"She will report to the Calloway County Jail at 6 p.m. June
26 and it is my understanding
that it is up to the Correcuons
Department where she goes." said
Rushing's attorney. Robert 0.
Miller, in a Ledger interview
Thursday morning. "Normally,
when it is a sentence of five
years or less, it can be served in
the Marshall County Jail. That's
the rule of thumb."
However, Marshall County

Jailer Herman Ford said in a Led
ger interview Thursday morning
that he has no female openings
and that Rushing may be sent to
Graves Count) Jail.
Rushing has 10 days to appeal
her sentence. Miller said he
would have to study the court
documents and talk with Rushing
before issuing a statement.
"The judge said if I were not
an elected official. he wouldn't
have any problems with recommending probation." Rushing
said in a Ledger interview fol.
lowing the hearing "I think that's
discrimination."
Rushing said she is also concerned about her 8-year-old
daughter.
"My husband is out of town on
business and I am concerned
about the welfare of my child,':"
she said. "She is Just 8 years old
and in the third grade. She
doesn't understand any of this I
will miss two years of her life
growing up"
Rushing said she has received
many calls and cards offering
support, although she acknowledged that there have been a few

"loud- people who hase not tven
quite as supponisc
Rushing des lined to somment
further on the sasc, empbasiiing
that she needed to dissuss the
ccritcmc with her &tomes
Rushing entered an Alford Plea
in April as part of a plea agreement on a felony theft sPurge
She was indicted in June 1994 on
charges of felony theft
one
count of theft by failure to make
required disposition 01 property
over $300. a Class D felony
An Alford Plea means she does
not admit she is guilty. but acknowkdges that there is suffkient
evidense for a cons iction
In his remarks at Wednesday's
senterking hearing in Calloway
Count) Circuit Court. Miller
explained wh) the Alford Plea
was used.
"We have had some comment
locally about why she made the
Alford Plea," Miller said. "She
was indicted on theft by failure to
make required disposiuon We
don't agree to any theft. However. we think the statute provides

LBL budget
cut in half
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The congressional appropriation
for TVA's environmental
research center in Alabama may
be gone and its operations budget
for the Land Between the Lakes
recreation area cut in half.
But at least a congressional
subcommittee spared about threefourths of TVA's nonpower funding in its recommendation for
1996.
Don Smith, a top aide to Rep.
Tom Bevil!, D-Ala., told The
Knoxville News-Sentinel the real
issue is that "TVA funding has
survived. I think that's a success
story. It could have been
nothing."
The House Appropriations'
energy and water development
subcommittee on Tuesday recommended a S103 million nonpower
budget for the Tennessee Valley
Authority.

That's down from the $140
million proposed by President
Clinton — an amount essentially
unchanged the past five years.
Chris Eckl, a TVA spokesman
in Washington, said Wednesday
the final wording of the panel's
decision was still in the works.
But he said it was clear that
"zero funding" was being
recommended for TVA's environmental research center in
Muscle Shoals — a 280-employee facility that up until a few
years ago devoted its energies to
fertilizer research.
TVA had $33 million earmarked for the center. Also apparently being cut is SI million
from TVA's $21 million request
for economic development programs throughout the seven-state
region.
MI See Page 2
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GROUP LEARNING: Former

UCLA star Ed Olannon, who led the Bruins to the 1995 NCAA Championship, instructs a group of campers
Wednesday morning at the Racer Basketball Camp sponsored by Murray State University Head Coach Mark Gottfried

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

bases that no longer use them.
The forestry department takes the
trucks and distributes them.
"It's a trickle-down effect. We
take unused equipment and loan
it out until its not needed by the
fire departments anymore. We
then sell them at public auction
and that money goes right back to
the federal government." he said.
Auebury says volunteer fire
departments need all the help
they can get.

The Division of Forestry has
loaned 10 trucks to the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Department.
The loan is made through a
program called the Federal
Excess Property Loan Program.
The trucks will belong to the fire
department for as long as the
department needs them.
William T. Auebury, technical
advisor for the Division of Forestry, obtained the trucks for the
-These are some of the most
department and works with more
poeple I come in
professional
than 14 volunteer fire departcontact with and Murray is one of
menu in western Kentucky.
the most professional I've seen.
"We've run the program for 25
This is one of the best programs
years. The fire departments use
the state has got," he said.
the equipment and in return help
Ilesides vehicles. the Division
us out on forest and
ush fires
neesesdest.Atselihry said.
The trucks come from Army
.iirse• Pipe!

State's lawmakers living well
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Financial disclosure reports
released by Congress Wednesday
show that Kentucky's eight lawmakers are living comfortably.
The reports cover members'
income above their $133,600
government salary but generally
require sums to be reported only
in broad value categories.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D•Ky.,
reported no speeches or trips, no
gifts and no financial transaction
exceeding SI.000. He got $4,531
from the Kentucky Retirement
System.
He and his wife, lean, had
assets totaling between

$1,185,018 and $2,675,000, consisting mainly of checking
accounts and deposits at banks in
Owensboro, Frankfort, Sturgis,
Louisville and Washington and
rental property in Owensboro
Their investment income was
$39,113 to SI15.500.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
reported directing $3,000 to charity for speeches made to Associated Equipment Distributors
and the White House Legislative
Affairs Alumna Group.
He and his wife. Elaine Chao,
reported owning three pieces of
Washington real estate worth
between SI million and 52 mil-

two Capitol Hill
houses and an apartment in the
Watergate complex 'Their mortgages totaled $375,004 to
S815.000
Altogether, their assets were
between $1,300,022 and
$2,901,000 in value, and brought
from 540,816 to 590.400 in
investment income
Rep Ed Whitfield. R-1st Das
met. got $319 in contract fees
from the McCormick Group, and
his wife, Connie, had income
Irons her former position with the
U.S. Export-Import Bank
He reported that he and his
wife had stock, bond, mutual
lion, including

fund and other investments totaling between $700,048 and
52.102.000. including two pieces
of real estate in California worth
$200,002 to S5000X)
Rep. Ron Lewis. R•2nd, said
he made $3,750 in salary as pastor of the White Mills Baptist
Church before winning his seat in
last year's special election, and
had $43,218 in gross income and
S5.926 net income from the Alpha Chnsuan Bookstore in Elirabethtown His wife, Kayi, had
salary income from First Federal
Savings Bank in Elirabetbtown
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FROM PAGE 1
of Forestry toms usher equivocal
Ike firefighter gear. pumps mod
geserators to volisateet fire
drparuneau
The Divisios of Forestry
Mlweiliaories the equipment °Ike a
year to mike sun the firefighters
are using it properly. but the
trucks belong so the fere departMeet' lot as long as they are
Melded
-We've painted them and
limed owe into an ansbulame
We are respunsibk for all maintenaace on dsc trucks.- Calloway
County Fire Rescue Chief Greg
Cherry said
Along with the ambulance. the
department has rc‘caved seven
four-wheel drisc uucks and tv.,)
tankers
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gallons
One taekee holds I.
of wales sad the other holds
1.S00 gallon
stirs ice has beta
-rat 47
very lie id to us.- Chen,
hen, said
"Vie•ve made tom into brush
fire trucks and some cur) equipment and ernergenes power
generator s
-This sated us seseral thuu•
sand dollars that CC can use to
upgrade our esisong equipment."
Cherry said
The fire departmenu get the
loans by placing orders for
needed equipment
-They tell us what they need
and once we find it for them,
they go to the bottom of the list
of priorities unless they need a
different piece of equipment
This keeps the ratio cscn between
the fire departments and eser)hod)Igets what they need and not
a lot of estras The lifC depart
menu also work with each other
so as not to step on each others•
toes." Atiebury said
The fire deparunents hase been
helpful to the forestry disision
The manpower pros ',led hs the
departnients helps the forestry
sersicc fight forest and brush
fires
"It•s a real collaboration
between us and thc fire departrn:rts." Attetsury said
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FROM PAGE 1
the legal assaampuoa al *aft say
wise as audit is compiled ad
moot" is missiiii."
The state aeditor's office
released an midst of Rushiag's
office in November 1993 alleging
that she faded to deposit more
than S219,000 aLas mosey to an
official bCCOoK then paid personal funds to cover the deficit.
PM( to rendering his decision.
Special Judge Wiliam Shadoan
considered a presentence investipuon completed by Lawrence
Mitchell. a probauon and parole
officer in Fulton County_
Rushing. in her first public
statement since the indictment.
questioned Mitchell's report in
which he indicated she did not
understand the seriousness of the
crime.

-I do understand the seriousness of all this." Rushing told
Shadoan. "I can't understand
where he came up with the idea
that I do not think this is a serious crime. I am worried about my
child because I take care of her. I
am concerned and 1 do understand the seriousness."
Assistant Attorney General
Barbara Whaley. who is the special prosecutor in the case, told
the Judge that she had received a
copy of the close-out audit that
was initiated as a result of Rushing's resignation in April.
"There was no indication of
any irregularities." she said. "In
regard to Mr. Miller's statement,
regardless of whether she plead
guilty, there was more than sufficient c%idence to convict her of
theft...That's 3 fact."
Whaley also informed Shadoan
that Rushing had been employed
recently at the Marshall County
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lows> County
-The next issue I consider is
does probation unduly depreciate
the senousness of the defendant's
crime." Shadoan said -If Mrs
Rushing were not an elected official. I would have no problems
recommending probauon."
Shadoan listed several items
that had been compiled as part of
suw.t probation guidelines that he
considered including home
incarceration and appearing
before the state clerks' meeting
to apologize for her actions.
"But I can't do that (recommend probation)," he said. 'That
wouldn't be very harsh. The
problem is perception and for
whatever reason, there is a problem in Calloway County with
perception of elected officials.
The citizens must understand that
their elected officials arc
accountable."
After discussing his rationale,
Shadoan sentenced Rushing to
two years with the Department of
Corrections. No detention facility
was named.

FROM PAGE 1
The remaining $3 million in
cuts appears to be aimed at the
Land Between the Lakes recreation area in Tennessee and Kentucky. That potentially would
halve LBL's $6 million for operations and maintenance.
Eckl said there was growing
concern in Congress that the
Muscle Shoals center was dupli-

casing the work of other agencies
and that LBL needed to look towards higher fees and private sector support for its operations.
"Nobody says, 'We are going
to gut you.' But there was a signal coming there," he said.
Indeed, the House Budget
Committee had recommended
trimming TVA's nonpower
appropriation entirely as part of
plan to balance the budget in

seven years.
The subcommittee's recommendation now goes to the full
House Appropriations Committee
and then to the House floor.
Traditionally, the subcommittee's
version holds up.
"I don't know," Eckl said
when asked if any of TVA's cuts
can be restored. "I think the
answer will come when the
Senate takes up the bill."

•Lawmakers...
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UPS Pick-Up

etplain how he arrived as his
decision
am taking the time to tell
you this to let you know what
goes through a iudge's mind," he
said "I have received a number
of letters. some pro and con
'The probation officer is concerned about what the public
would perceive if Mrs Rushing
were probated," he said "I have
considered the presentence 'rosesugauon and the audit I go a long
way in county government and it
is a hard business collecting fees,
but you should be accountabk on
a daily basis. I have before me a
plea of guilty, even though it is
based on the North Carolina vs.
Alford case."
Shadoan said he was not
recommending imprisonment
because there was a risk of Rushing committing another crime or
because she was in need of correctional treatment that could be
provided in a correctional institution or because she was ineligible
for probation.
His recommendation was based
on the message the sentence
would send to the citizens of Cal-

•LBL...
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Jail and was gealifying for
hazardous duty pay
In a Ledger talettrIew Wednesday afternoon. Ford berified
Resling's anploynient.
"She was classified as a deputy
yailer and *sorted for us for about
three weeks is May to help us get
Set up on Our computer systemFord said. -She vas a lot of help
to us."
When Shadoan asked if anyone
else wanted to speak prior to sentencing. Charles Cooper stood up
from the audience of about 20
people and told the court that
past audits of Rushing's office
had indicated that funds had been
mishandled.
Cooper said the fiscal court
never took any action regarding
those reports, which dated back
to 1989.
Rushing took office in January
1986 and was in her third term as
county clerk. She ran unopposed
on the November 1993 ballot for
her third term, which would have
lasted five years.
Shadoan said before he sentenced Rushing, he wanted to

Call the circulation dept. between
530-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
330-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
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FROM PAGE 1
The Lewises' other assets were
a duplex in Radcliff worth
$50,001 to $100,000, and First
Federal Savings Bank stock and a
saving.s account worth
S65,002-5150,000.
Rep. Mike Ward, D-3rd,
reported no speeches, trips or
gifts. His wife, Tina Heavrin, had
a salary as law director for the
city of Louisville plus royalty
income from Prentice Hall and
MacMillan publishers.
The couple had local bank
investments totaling S7,007 to
$105,000 and producing $1,407
and $7,000 in interest income.
Ward's liabilities — personal and
auto loans at Republic Bank &
Trust — totaled S30,002 to
S100,000.
Rep. Jim Bunning, R-4th,
directed $2,000 to charity for
signing autographs at Jim Lutz's
card show in Philadelphia and

another $2,000 from Drew Gross
Enterprises for making a speech
and attending a golf tournament
in Orlando, Fla.
He also reported transactions
in the Legg Mason Money Fund,
and his liability included a
S15,000-550,000 margin account
with Legg Mason as well as a
515,001-S50,000 line of credit at
Citizens Bank of Campbell County. Other assets included his pension, worth S500,001 to $I million, and Host Communication
stock worth S100,001 to
$250,000.
Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers,
R-5th, reported getting travel,
lodging and food for himself and
a relative from the "Miami Congressional Workshop" for seven
days in Florida in Dec. 1993-Jan.
1994. An aide said Rogers
attended a forum on regional
issues sponsored by the local

chamber of commerce and
universities.
Rogers reported stock and
mutual fund purchases totaling
$31,017 to $290,000, and listed
an end-of-year asset total of
$210,025 to $715,000 in various
investments plus more than SI
million in Citizens Bancshares
stock.
a
reported
He
S100,001-5250,000 mortgage on
his Washington home.
Rep. Scotty Baesler, D-6th,
reported receiving travel
expenses from the Vocational
Industrial Club of America in
connection with a benefit basketball game in Texarkana, Ark.,
March 4-6.
He reported assets totaling
$719,011 to $1,710,000, and
more than Si million in one-half
ownership of a 295-acre development in the Lexington area.

Universities need funding increase
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The leader of a group that has
lobbied for Kentucky's colleges
and universities says they face a
crisis of public confidence as
well as public dollars.
He said the crisis grows worse
with repeated turf battles, which
are inevitable as state spending

on higher education gets
skimpier.
Kentucky's university presidents "unfairly have little choice
but to fight with one another, to
fight over scraps," James Wiseman, chairman of Kentucky
Advocates for Higher Education,
said Wednesday.

Wiseman, appearing at the first
meeting of a new task force on
higher education, said the presidents must "insist on adequate
funding" from the General
Assembly.
The presidents clearly had support from House Speaker Jody
Richards, who said the General
Assembly will merely "whitewash over the problems facing
higher education" if universities
get only "token funding
increases" in 1996.
"A patch here and a patch
there will no longer suffice,"
Richards said. Kentucky's universities have "been allowed to
decline fiscally far too long," he
said.
But Richards said the universities also must do some soul
searching.
"The time for stop gap measures is past. The time for real
change and hard solutions is at
hand. Not in the past 20 years has
there been more public debate
and support for substantive
reform in higher education,"
Richards said.
Richards got eloquent backing
from former Virginia Gov. Gerald L. Babies. chairman of a
Southern Regional Education
Board commission that examined
the quality of education in the
South.
Babies said Kentucky fits an
"alarming profile" of states in
which college enrollment has
boomed but public funding has
slipped. As a result, students and
their families have had to shoulder more of the load with higher
tuition and fees, he said.
Tuition and fees now account
for nearly a third of college
budgets in Kentucky. Battles
said. They increased 52 percent
for state undergraduates in Kentucky in the last decade, he said.
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Coalition's plan seeks to end subsidies
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Opposes's of spending as farm
programs have a rallying posit ea
this sumaier's farm WI debase —
shadow legislate.= that would ehmisiale crop subsidies after Six
years.
Reps. Charles Schumer.
D-N.Y.. and Dick Zimmer.
R-NJ., announced the coaster
measure at a news conference
Wednesday. They Were joined by
representatives of a conservative
think tank, environmental groups
and an organization that targets
government waste.
"The fact of the matter is, you
will not find a group like this
together very often.' said

Schemes, who has spent IS years
nibbling at the edges of farm
programs before the new assault
on subsidies for corn, other feed
grams. COtion. nce and wheat that
cost $6 billion to $10 billion a
year.
Schumer said he's tired of
urban programs such as mass
transit being shorted while
wealthy landowners benefit from
farm payments. Zimmer said
Republicans have to prove
they're sincere about cutung all
programs, even those benefiting
GOP farmers.
The Environmental Working
Group said agriculture can't ask
for "takings" legislation that

compessates farmers for loss of
wetlasds use Of the cossequesces
of clam waia or endangered species legislation whets the land
value already is enhanced by
government fans payments
The Hentage Foundauos said
simply that a free market without
government involvement works
best.
Other groups pining in support
of the proposed Farm Freedom
Act were the U.S. Public Interest
Research Group and Citizens
Against Government Waste.
The measure would also end
acreage-idling requirements,

In Congress:

Many freshmen take pay cut
By JIM DRINKARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill
Martini is taking a pay cut to
come to Congress.
The New Jersey freshman
Republican made $295,000 in
earned income last year, most of
it from a now -discontinued law
practice. As a member of the
House, he is making $133,600 a
year.
For Martini and a significant
slice of the large new freshman
class on Capitol Hill, their new
lives in Washington will amount
to a financial setback, according
to annual disclosures released
Wednesday.
Rep. Greg Ganske, R-Iowa,
gave up a lucrative practice as a
plastic surgeon in Des Moines to
run for Congress last fall. He
listed among his assets the more
than $500,000 that he lent his
own campaign — about the same
as his annual income before
Congress.
Rep. Tom Coburn, R-Okla.,
earned $296,000 last year from
his medical practice. He has an
agreement with his medical partners that allows him to continue
to practice while in Oklahoma on
a limited basis.
Another doctor, Sen. Bill Frist,
R -Tenn., listed stock in
Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corp.
valued at over $I million, bank
and retirement accounts and additional stock holdings, and business partnerships — particularly
in investment firms — valued at
more than $600,000.
Income from Frist's investments alone exceeds his new

Senate salary.
Tennessee's other senator, Fred
Thompson, made $281,000 last
year from his careers as an actor
and an attorney.
Among other new lawmakers
reporting substantial assets in
their first disclosure forms:
—Sonny Bono of California,
perhaps the most famous name
among the newcomers, reported
royalties from two music companies of between $100,000 and SI
million each, along with numerous other, small royalty and residual payments from other

Hewlett-Packard and Intel. His
total holdings are valued at more
than $3 million.
—Republican Rep. Steve Lai.gent of Oklahoma, a retired pro
football player, earned a
$100,000 salary from the Seattle
Seahawks, $50,000 as a marketing consultant, $18,000 from
Owens-Corning for product
endorsements and smaller
amounts from trading card
endorsements and appearance
fees.

sources.

—Rep. Rodney Frelinghuysen,
R-N.J., has a broad array of
investments and trusts that stem
from inherited wealth in one of
New Jersey's oldest and most
prominent families. Holdings
include land, stocks, and a trust
generating $100,000 to Si million
a year.
—Rep. Tom Latham, R-Iowa,
reported owning stock in a family
seed company worth more than
$500,000, part ownership of three
farms, and other investments
worth more than $350,000.
—Kansas GOP Rep. Sam
Brownback owns more than SI
million worth of Stauffer Communications stock and farmland
worth between $100,000 and
$500,000.
—Rep. Lloyd Doggett, a Texas
Democrat, had income last year
of $95,000 as a state Supreme
Court judge. He is an active stock
trader, according to his disclosure
forms, with heavy interests in
technology companies like Boeing, General Motors, IBM,

Not all of the newcomers, of
course, are well-heeled.
Some are more like Minnesota
Republican Rep. Gil Gutknecht,
who made $30.000 last year from
his work as a state legislator and
an auctioneer, or even like Mike
Ward, a Kentucky Democrat who
owns an advertising firm but had
no income last year, no major
assets, and owes between
515,000 and $50,000 for auto and
personal loans.
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which require that .:upland be
made idle as a condition of farm
propane psrucipstsos. and loess
that sampan commodity prices
11 takes particular aim at
wealthy landowners. forbidding
payments to those who earn more
than $100,000 in off farm 'morn e. it also cuts the maximum indi•
vodual payment from S50.000 to
$40,000. The $100,000 cutoff has
already been proposed by the
Clinton administration. and Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman
has said other payment caps
could occur.
To bolster their point. the lawmakers released a list of the top
20 farms to receive government
deficiency payments in 1993, 10
of which received mote than SI
million. One of the farms is owned by The Prudential Insurance
Co. of Newark, N.J.. and another
by International Paper of Purchase. N.Y.
Mark Friedlander, spokesman

II
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Ranaies of Culotta. Calif. has ssi
payees rho received SI :
million
Manager [Mn Griffith said the
payees ins hided more than to
family members and around tuit
doren tenants, many of shorn
would Stu as soon do away with
farm programs

recipients

Likewise. fv1khelle Swastika.
spokeswoman for International
Paper, said the company revelscd
no government payments for its
46.000-361re FAIVIs of 10116 prop
mei in Alvin, leas. whi,h it
rents out Shc reyvted a sugges
lion by S‘humer that the renul
agreements were used to avoid
payment limitations Records
show government payments of
SI 4 million to 46 recipients
Two of the properties are own
cd by Indian tribes in Anions
that distribute the funds to
members
Another property. Davis
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Remember Dad This Sunday
Garden Flags
Fountains
Statuary • Sundials
Bird Feeders • Perennials
Gift Certificates
_

For others, the salary in Congress will be at least close to
what they were making in private
life.
Florida GOP freshman Rep.
Dave Weldon, a physician,
reported $164,000 in income last
year.
Sen. John Ashcroft, R-Mo.,
collected $127,000 in salary from
a Clayton, Mo., law firm last
year, took in 551,000 in royalties
on a business law textbook and
earned $8,500 making speeches
— something he can no longer do
for pay as a senator.

fix Prudential, said the ...impart)
rests mil the 18.000 VAR proper
ty. sear Greenville. Miss . and
dues not panaipate an any gov
crassest farm support system
— It's up to OVF tenants how they
operate.'' he said AV/tat/re
Department records shots pay menu of SI 4 million went to 45
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Pop for a
new Chaise
Recliner
for Dad!
Thurman's
makes it
easy
with savings
of up to

FATHER'S
DAY SALE

40% off.
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Newspaper is usually the first
place people go when considering a
purchase Its their primary source of
advertising information
And 62% of Kentucky's newspaper readers said they made a purchase
in the last month as a result of newspaper advertising,•
Newspaper helps spark the
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local economy by putting dollars into
circulation. And that; good for everyone, not mit the retailer
Because a strong local economy
means tower property taxes, MOM OS.
tax Support for OpritriturUty services and
a better place to live
Newspaper is more than lust a
smart place to advertise
Its an integral part of our lives
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Big on comfort,every inch of this transitionally
styled chaise recliner is proportioned for
soothing relaxation. Generously scaled and
featuring o channel stitched bustle bock,
pillow arms and a chaise pod seat that
reclines to one continuous surface.

rgurman furniture
208 E. Main St.

753-4834
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WASHINGTON TODAY

The pounding heart
ofa tax revolutionary

•

By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill Archer's neat suits, mild demeanor
and Harry Homeowner hobbies are misleading packaging for the
revolutionary heart that pounds within. The chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee is on a crusade to end taxation as we
know it.
Archer. R-Texas, has been convinced for nearly a decade that
income taxes should be abolished. With the GOP now in charge of
Congress, he's finally in a position to do something about it.
"I'm very excited," Archer said Fnday. after presiding over
three days of well-received bearings on alternatives to the Income
tax. "There is every reason to believe something major will happen
in the next three years."
The new GOP chairman is a diminutive, soft-spoken, scholarly
Houston lawyer and feed-company executive who by his own
account is worth S2.2 million. He files his own taxes and says he
-likes to do carpentry, plumbing. electrical and drywall work around
the house.
A 24-year House veteran. Archer inherited his affluent, whitecollar seat from George Bush and now represents the former president. He has run unopposed in the last three general elections —
and no wonder. He's a perfect fit for his district.
Archer is a classic conservative, committed to business tax
breaks, smaller government and a balanced budget. "The only
place where our minds might meet is that you shouldn't cook the
boots," said Mike Eulinger, tax policy director at the labor-backed
Citizens for Tax Justice.
Liberals are particularly unhinged by Archer's determination to
replace the 82-year-old income tax with a 16 percent tax on business and consumer spending — and to repeal the constitutional
amendment that authorizes taxation of income.
"It will raise taxes S3.000 s year for nine of out 10 people,"
contends Robert McIntyre, director of the tax-justice group. "The
whole point of this is to cut taxes for nch people. It's astonishing
that he thinks he's going to get away with it"
Archer has said a credit, waiver or rebate system could cushion
the new 1.2‘ for low-income Americans. McIntyre says that would
require everybody to Ilk tax returns, just as they do now. "How
else are you going to tell how much they make?" he demanded.
Archer began his tenure with a declaration that he would listen to
both DeTOCiatIC and Republican voices. He is often described as a
model of civility. "Fair to a fault," said longtime committee member Rcp. Andy Jacobs, D-Ind.
But such niceties meant little in the first 100 days of the GOP
congressional takeover. when Archer was his party's point man on
the major welfare changes and tax cuts promised during the fall
campaign. "He is very efficient at carrying out instructions when
be has to." said committee member Rep. Ben Cardin, D-N1d.
Archer conceded as much, saying, "We had a job to do ... and
we had a very limited time to do it".
Still. Archer is so amiable that even McIntyre, who has disagreed
with him on every issue for 20 years, describes him. as "a lovely
guy" who'd be great company at a ball game. "He's always in
control, although it sometimes looks like he's burning up under his
collar." Cardin said.
The caustic debate over welfare tested Archer's famous restraint.
"I think I bore up very patiently with some of the attacks that were
being hurled almost hysterically by a few Democrats," said the
chairman.
Archer did castigate Democrats for charging that the GOP welfare bill was "mean-spirited, Hitler, cruel. non-compassionate." In
his le*. the GOP bill rightfully calls on welfare recipients to
demonstrate "personal responsibility. individual 1111t13t1 vC, thrift
and sacrifice."
When it comes to erasing the income tax, Archer believes he is
in the vanguard of a potentially bipartisan populist movement. "I
am told by my colleagues that it's the No. I topic in every town
meeting over the last couple of months." he said enthusiastically.
Democratic colleagues? Well, no, he said. "but many Democrats
are finding the same things."
Sull, it's hard to imagine a meeting of the minds. Several Democrats are floating major tax reform proposals, but they would
increase taxes on the wealthy. Beyond that, the Clinton admirustrlimon is averse to large-scale changes. Even Archer allows that "a
lot of the time frame will depend on who is in the White House."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill Lawrence sisters Congress for The
Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Peamsytvania Avenge. Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SIN. WENDELL FORD
173A Rumen Seam Office Bidding. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH "(CONNELL
120 Reason Saute Office Bailding. Washington DC. 20510
502-442-4534 (Padir.ah) CIE 202-224-2541 (Washington)

WASHINGTON (AP) — So
far, the balanced-bedget debate is
about promises, not proof. That's
to be delivered later, over seven
years or 10, and while today's
government leaden can set the
course. tomorrow's will be in
charge when the final bills come
due.
And they will be costly.
So when Republican leaden
say, as they do, that Congress
already has produced a balanced
budget by 2002, there's some
political poetic license involved.
They have drafted two plans to
be melded by the House and
Senate. They're two months
behind schedule.
With President Clinton's rival
proposal to balance the budget in
2005, the top echelons in both
political parties are committed to
shrinking the federal government,
although they still collide on
how, where and when.
Whether the break-even date is
2002 or three years later or something between, the call from the
Democratic White House for
cuts, in spending and necessarily
in the federal role, is change in
the pattern. Indeed, while Clinton
pressed his own deficit-reduction
program in his first two years —
and got no Republican help then
— his new-look budget is a sharp
turn from the one he sent Congress only four months ago.
That break with Democratic
orthodoxy is drawing protests
from within the president's own
party, and not only from ardent
liberals.
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Walter Mean
Amciated Press columnist
"I don't believe it's right for
the Democrats to kind of overreact to the last election," Clinton said Wednesday. But to
Democratic critics, he's the one
overreacting to the Republican
takeover of Congress, with a
budget plan they deem tilted the
GOP way.
The president said he isn't
yielding on priorities like education, won't let Medicare beneficiaries suffer, won't accept Republican tax cut plans. "In a sense,
he's created bookends with the
Republicans," said Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle,
D-S.D., who wanted him to wait
longer.
The budget resolution Congress is trying to complete sets
guidelines for action there, and
isn't subject to a Clinton veto.
"... He's got a veto on everything
else that follows," said Leon
Panetta, the White House chief of
staff.
Republicans scoffed at the
Clinton proposal as a belated
non-starter, a flip-flop that will
have little or no impact. That's
politics; some of the same Republicans had been demanding for
weeks that Clinton weigh in with

a new budget, since his original
was scrapped by Congress. He'd
said that one would continue his
course of deficit reduction, but it
showed imbalances widening by
the year 2000.
For weeks. Clinton refused to
move, saying he would wait until
the Republicans settled on a plan.
He said he'd work with them for
balanced budgets, and would say
how at the proper time.
He decided that was Tuesday
night. although Democratic congressional leaders wanted to wait,
and said so, before and after,his
five-minute TV budget message.
He'd been assailing GOP cuts as
Draconian and menacing to popular programs, particularly Medicare. Now he's for Medicare cuts,
too, although more modest ones.
And that cedes back an issue.
It also put both parties on his
case, even though House Speaker
Newt Gingrich said it may
include some good ideas Republicans can accept. Sen. Pete
Domenici, R-N.M., chairman of
the Budget Committee, said the
new Clinton plan showed "that
he agrees with Republicans on
many things ...."
"It is probably the only time in

history that Congress has produced a balanced budget while
the president sat in the sidelines," Domenici said in a
morning-after TV interview.
"We've proven we can do it in
seven years." House Majority
Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas,
said in another.
But designing a balanced
budget and delivering it are different matters. Budgets are based
on projections, on scoring, in the
congressional parlance. They
include assumptions on economic
performance that are hard to project for one year at a time, let
alone seven or 10. The biggest
one-year cuts in all the proposals
come in the latter years. In Clinton's version, it would be 2003,
well past the end of a second
term if he gets one.
The federal budget hasn't been
balanced since 1969, and that was
a break in a deficit pattern.
Before that, it was 1960. Clinton
boasts that he is the first president since Harry Truman to
reduce deficits for three years in
a row.
Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan both came to the White
House promising to balance
budgets within a term. Neither
came close. But until George
Bush's last budget, the annual
message to Congress always had
projected balance by the end of
the five-year projections presidents are required to issue.
That points to the gap between
plan and performance. It's still
there to be bridged.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 30 — North County Blade-Citizen, Oceanside, Calif., on
organ-donor babies:
All of us, no matter how defenseless, how weak, how imperfect,
are supposed to be equal before the eyes of the law.
Now, a panel of the American Medical Association proposes to
change that — to designate some of us as less than human, available as organ donors before we die.
At issue are infants born with most of their brain never having
developed, a condition known as anencephaly. Certainly this is a
tragic condition. These children generally live only a few days and
have no hope of recovery.
Nevertheless, they are living human beings, breathing and suckling on their own, not dependant on machines while they live.
The AMA panel has proposed removing organs from these children, arguing that they are doomed to die anyway.
In that view, we are all potential organ donors while we live.
Who among us is not doomed to die? Who among us has an open

lease on life? ...
Further, this proposal — which would allow parents of anencephalic childien to designate their living children as organ donors —
perpetuates the myth of children as property of their parents.
Parenthood is a gift, our children (are) our wards. We do not own
them; we arc entrusted with their care and their well-being. ...
The full AMA should unanimously reject this grisly idea, this
modern form of cannibalism. In the unlikely event the AMA
approves this. Congress should move quickly to re-emphasize the
rights of all citizens — even the severely disabled, even the dying
— the right to their life for as long as they breathe, as long as their
heart beats.
The best way to deal with the tragedy of anencephaly is with
love, dignity and respect. We must make these unfortunate children
as comfortable as possible while they are with us, love them with
all we have, and, when possible, use their organs for transplant —
after they have died a natural death.

Is the problem really with Hollywood?
A lot of liberals say that talk radio
was responsible for, or contributed
to, the Oklahoma City bombing.
No,say conservatives. Talk radio is
not to blame. It simply mirrors
widely held attitudes in the culture.
Presidential candidate Sen. Bob
Dole says liberals in Hollywood and
the recording industry are at least
partly responsible for the social
horrors everyone deplores. No, say
liberals. Hollywood just mirrors
reality.
Some say if one is true, both must
be true. Not necessarily, but let's
suppose that it is. Would Hollywood and the record industry make
a deal? If talk radio went silent.
would they stop making and distributing films and recordings that, in
the words of Dole, "steal away
innocence (and smother) our instinct for outrage"? Not likely.
The key to restoring lost innocence and civility does not lie in
Hollywood or on talk radio —
though neither can absolve itself
from the outrageous and vile contained in some(but not all)filmsand
recordings. Cultural pollutants are
at least as damaging as the kinds
pumped into the air. water and soil.
But the problem will not be solved
with finger-pointing.
A survey for USA Weekend
mapaine reveals not only the new
low in artistic crudity, but also
showsstrong pubhc revulsion to the
wipe, the violent and the senor'
Of the 65.000 raiders who responded. 96 paean am very or

somewhat concerned about sexual
content on TV,97 percent we very
or somewhat concerned about vulgar language, and 97 percent are
very or somewhat concerned about
violence. Most also favor the installation of "V" chips to allow parents
to block certain programming and
would prefer television shows to be
rated, as movies are.
There is a more frightening question to confront. Suppose Hollywood and the music industry ore
true reflections of who we are?
Suppose our external "values" as a
nation are a reflection of our inner
vinues"? Perhaps our baseness de-

rives from our self-centered nature.
The fact is. Hollywood isn't destroying us. As a friend of mine has
said. Hollywood is simply "the
piano player in the whore house."
People are buying what gives them
immediate satisfaction.
Both liberals and conservatives
want the quick fix. Liberals turn to
government to repair all social ills,
allowing those who claim =ECM
for the poor to escape their responsibility by appealing to the state.
Conservatives also increasingly
turn to government, believing that
all social ills, from abortion to bad
language, can be fixed by legisls-

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express the
(Onions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
pideliner all letters must be sired by the Wfilla, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone cambers will not be published). Letlers MIMI not be
acre than 500 words. Letters should be typewrites and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the ti
to condense or reject uty letter nod to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Leuer to the Editor. Mum Ledger
& Thum P.O. Bon 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

tion and having the "right" President
in office. Rather than disciplining
ourselves and our children, we as/
others to make us stop before we sin
again. The devil may make us do it,
but we want something outside of us
to make us stop.
This is why some conservatives
so badly want one minute of prayer
in the public schools. They mistakenly believe such a prayer —
which would be watered down if not
unspoken — would create intellectual and moral manna, restoring
what has been lost in education. It is
easier to persuade ourselves that
government should restore our lost
virtue, rather than make the effort
required to live a virtuous life so that
others might do likewise. The
power of a changed life is greater
than the power of the state.
I saw a bumper sticker the other
day. It said "I Killed My Television." A little radical? Perhaps. But
that's the kind of individual decision-making that produces the results we say we want. If television
stinks, parents should stop watching
it as an example to their children and
spend UM in alternative pursuits. II
some movies are evil, don't buy a
ticket. Hollywood responds to money.
Support the good farm Ignore
the bad ones. Shame the filmmakers. if you wish, but shame on you if
you don't begin setting an example
for your own family
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Lynn Grove reunion planned
A reunion of all classes of Lynn Grove High School from 1923 to
1960 will be Saturday. July 1. at Curtis Center ballroom, third floor.
Murray State University. Dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. All graduates, students who attended but did not graduate, teachers and others
who would like to attend are invited. Reservations should be made
no later than Saturday. June 17, by mailing a check or money order
for $11 per person to James A. Rogers, 1719 Holiday Dr.. Murray.
KY 42071.
OFFICERS OF WESTERN KENTUCKY PARALEGALS for 1995-96 were
announced at the annual meeting held In May at Curris Center, Muria,
State University They are, from left, Shelly Ragan, president. Jul
Franklin. presidentslect, Sonya Rambo, vice president, Jimmeiyn West
secretary, Linda O'Brien, treasurer; and Lora Roberts. past president
local ofticres are Ragan, legal assistant to Calloway Circuit Judge
David Buckingham. and Roberts, legal assistant with the Murray firm of
Haverstock and Bell

Tourism calendar needs items
The Murray Tourism Commission is now gathering calendar items
and events for the July-August Murray-Calloway County Calendar
of Events. Items include non-profit, open-to-the-public community
events. Please contact Kathy Tibbotts at the Tourism Commission at
753-2199 to include events for the months of July and August. The
deadline to submit any event is Friday, June 16.

•

United We Stand plans breakfast
Murray-Calloway County. Kentucky Chapter of United We Stand
America will have a breakfast meeting in the back room of Shoney's
Restaurant, Murray, on Saturday. June 17, at 9 a.m. Lovella McConnell, representing the Concerned Citizens Group, will update UWSA
on their efforts regarding building a new county jail.

Curd Cemetery meeting Saturday
Curd Cemetery, located in Calloway County, will have its annual
meeting on Saturday, June 17. A potluck meal will be served at
noon. Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery will be received.
Persons unable to attend may mail their donations to Helen Litchfield, 954 Brownie Rd., Dexter, KY 42036. For information call
437-4176.

Singles (SOS) plan events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June 16, 17 and 18. The group will meet
Friday at 7:30 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park to attend "Music Man"
production. On Saturday, the group will meet at 3 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce Centre to tour Adsmore House at Princeton and dancing at New Kuuawa. On Sunday the group will meet at 1 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce to go to Belew's at Aurora to eat and then to
hike at Kenlake State Park. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice, 474-8774.

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line has listed items needed for the food pantry to prepare
food sacks for clients. Critically needed are tuna, canned meat, and
powdered milk. Also in low supply are peanut butter and crackers.
The items may be taken to the Need Line office on the bottom floor
of Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

By Way of the Grapevine
Primuncs Ai Gift Shop

New Shipment Granite Ware Just In!

Stephanie Caroline Carraway
and Brian Wade McClard
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Carraway-McClard
wedding to be July 8
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carraway of Hazel announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Stephanie Caroline Carra
way, to Brian Wade McClard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary N1LCIar,1 ot
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mend Coleman and
the late Lexie Coleman of Pans, Tenn., and of Leo Carraway and the
late Mrs. Hollis Carraway of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Robbie Bucy and the
John Bucy of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. F.B. McClard lit A I MI,I
Miss Carraway, a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High Sshi.,1,
graduated Cum Laude in May 1995 from Murray State
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business Administration
Mr. McClard, also a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High
School, earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Applied Mathernati, •
from Murray State Unvicrsity in May 1995.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 8, 1995, at 6 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
A reception will immediately follow in the Fellowship Hall (if the
church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Soccer yard sale on Saturday
A 30-family yard sale for the benefit of Murray High School
Girls' Soccer Program will be Saturday, June 17, from 7:30 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Murray High School. This will be held rain or shine. The
public is urged to attend this sale.

3'h miles out of Murray on 121

S. to

Old Salem Rd.

IF WORK OR EXERCISE
CAUSES LARGE MUSCLE BUNDLE PAIN
CALL US AS SOON AS IT HAPPENS
[And receive. $50 if you qualify and start treatment
within 72-)6 hours of injuring yourself
Healthy men & women, ages IX-55. are needed to
participate in a drug research study to determine the
effectiveness and safety of Retake I gm and 2 gm
compared with placebo, for patients with,.acute onset
moderate to severe mus%-ular pain of the shoulder..
quadriceps, hamstrings or calves.
Relafee is an approved drug which has been shown to be
effective in the treatment of the signs and symptoms of
rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis. Qualifying
participants must he available for three office visits during a
two week period, and will receive a free medical evaluation
of muscular pain, free study medication, and free directly'
related medical tests.

753.5732 or (800)445-6992

Smith reunion on Saturday
The Backusburg-Golo Area Smiths reunion will be Saturday. June
17, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park. For
more information call Clay Smith, 489-2447, Norville Cole,
753-2652, or Richard Smith, 753-5788.

FOUR RIVERS
CLINICAL RESEARCH, INC.

1

Hazel reunion Saturday
Hazel Alumni Association will hold its 48th annual reunion dinner
at Calloway County High School Cafeteria on Saturday. June 17.
Visitation and talking with friends and former classmates will begin
at 6 p.m. with dinner to be served at 7 p.m. Drop-ins are welcome:
but if possible, make reservations by contacting Betty Lou Hill, Rt.
4, Murray. Anyone who has ever attended Hazel School is invited;
and if you have any memorabilia, please bring it to share.

Kennady A. Crass born
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Crass of
P.O. Box 45, Kirksey, are the
parents of a daughter, Kennady
Anne Crass, born on Friday, May
26. 1995, at 7:40 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds six ounces and measured
204 inches. The mother is the
former Lisa Overbey. Two sisters
are ICacie Brooke, 7% , and Karson Amanda, 24 .
Grandparents are Dale and Sue

Brandon, Roger . and Sharon
Crouse, Mr. and WI: Hugh Gray
Crass, and the late Larry
Overbey.
Great-grandparents are Ralph
and Betty Morris. Vesta and Billie Shelton. and Lawrence and
Nancy Overbey.
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MURRAY MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION recently hosted the Kentucky Music Teachers Association 1995 Student Workshop, "Music
Around the World." Over 50 piano students, grades kindergarten to 7
at the Momentary level of study from western Kentucky and Tennessee
attended the event held In the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Many students and volunteers wore costumes representing foreign countries. Pictured are Workshokp Coordinator Joyce
Herndon, seated left, and MMTA members Dot Mason, seated right, and
Mending, Margaret Wilkins, left, and Karen Heise In costume at the
registration table.

TODAY

(5 Big Days of Super Fun and Great Entertainment)
Something For Everyone...

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

*Antiques
*Parades
*Fireworks
*Arts & Crafts

WATSON'S
111
I GIFT GALLERYII
BABY Boont
TN'lov.fy boob.,s made of while

*11 nc
!SPRY *Ili/

Pier I Imports is pleased to
have tilary Beth Barnes,
bride-elect of Bill Maddox,
Join our bridal registry by
choosing pottery and decorative accessories.
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Distinctive Gifts For All 01 Llit's Precious Moments ('

Celebrate the
Fourth ofJuly at
Freedom Fest'95

Mori imports
B1UDAL

1041 N. fith Strict • Muria% , is\ 42071
14
1A'it

*Concerts
*Street Fair
*Pageants
*Family Night

'Pet Show
'Exhibits
*Golf Tournament.
*And much, much more!

caienuc and features a dewily
note most waft•sold vim Comes
in two styles pink ribbon for tons
and blue nlabOn for boys Wel
personal:, each bootie with the
baby's kW name,dine of bath and
weght Send 119 96 for aus of
Q181.3 Plus OW ohotwy 10
Watson Enferpnses
1

41*

SART PORTRAIT FRAME

•
•

Out new portrait frame looks lea
an open book On the neht side
there's a sleeve for lb baby's
pholb and on the left mileentabon
about his or her twin sailletscs
The hame is made of white ow
@mac and *elutes a cotorful bar
der Measures 53/4 • stfr and
comes win • permanent ink pen
IA° lot persone':alp
Said $995 plus $250 shipping b
Watson Ensswpnses

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 1400-566-571111/
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO AND MAIL TODAY TO:

For schedule of events or mpre information, call 759-2199, stop at
Freedom Fest Headquartertf, Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Center-Hwy.641 N, or write Freedom Fest, Box 190,
Murray, KY 4207L
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WATSON ENTERPRISES
1631 SOUTH MAIN ST. DEPT. MTL
HopkInevIlle, Kentucky 42240
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Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
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Pd. 5:304; Sat. 530-5
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UNDA SCOTT, second right, holds the cup presented to her for being
named -KFWC Newcomer of tne Year' at the recent convention of Kentucky FeCltration of Women s Clubs held
Gait House East. Louisville.
Scott was representing Murray Woman S Club in the event. Other members attending from the Murray club were, from left, Sue Allison, Martha
Andrus and Barbara Brandon
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Melissa Jean Wyatt and
Michael Louis Hale

Wyatt-Hale wedding
vows to be said July 1
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Wyatt of Benton announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Melissa Jean Wyatt, to
Michael Louis Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. William S. Hale of Almo.
Miss Wyatt is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lula Ross and the late
Delmus Ross of Benton and of the late Mr. and Mrs. George Wyatt of
Owensboro.
Mr. Hale is the grandson of Mrs. Sybil Oxford and the late James
Oxford of Pineville, La., and of Mrs. Clara Hale Killough and the late
James Hale of Madisonville.
The bride-elect attended Marshall County High School. She is
employed by Fisher Price of Murray.
The groom-elect, a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School,
served in the United States Navy. He is a member of U.S. Navy
Reserves and is employed by Fisher Price of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 1, 1995, at 5:30 p.m. at Benton
Church of Christ, Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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New!
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UNITED METHODIST WOMEN of First United Methodist Church of Murray are pictured presenting jogging suits to Sherry Bones, third from
right, for the Rape Crisis Center, located In Murray. Pictured, from left,
are Dulcle Douglas, Peggy Myers, Lillian Robertson, Bones, Erma Tuck
and Betty Lowry.
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Special
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B-Imparted Beers
Guaranteed to please
any Beer Drinker
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SUPER
BUY!

•Free medical care related to the study.
•Free investigational medication for the symptoms of menopause.
*Opportunity to learn more about menopause
and the latest treatments available.
*Up to $150 for your time and travel.

Hot

95
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Call Monday-Friday,8:30-5,for more information.

Four Rivers Clinical
Research, Inc.
P.Iclucah s Most Interesting Store

VISA

0

The Party Mart
Jeit OAS Ansie Sirs 45 Palts...ask 442

Open 8 A M.-10P.M. Fri. & Sat. Iii 11 P.M.

100 N. Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 753-5732

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU JUNE 21ST
tAK

AIM

Qualified participants will receive:

Diamond Tennis Bracelets

neves aewerege KIP tilta 1111affser
vow aeverege Is Sew he Pew
Sedia. Its
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Four Rivers Clinical Research is seeking menopausal
women,ages 40 to 70,to participate in a research study
being sponsored by a major pharmaceutical company.
Volunteers will be asked to help evaluate the effectiveness ofan investigational skin patch in controlling the
symptoms of menopause. To qualify, you must be
experiencing hot flashes and rannot have had a
hysterectomy.
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Ladies Diamond
Cluster of the Month!

Anniversaru Band
Special o the .11onth!

inches. The mother is the former
Beth Ann Humphreys. A brother
is Matthew Logan Morris.
Grandparents are Doyle and
Freda Humphreys of Rt. 1, Hazel,
and J.D. and Mary Morris of Rt.
1, Dexter. A great-grandmother is
Mrs. Mayme Orr of Rt. 4,
Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Morris of
1104 Olive St., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Maggie
LeAnne Morris, born on Wednesday, May 31, 1995, at 2:13 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
12 ounces and measured 19
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Rex A. Gilbert born
ins he's the mother is the former
L..tan Freest Toy iiskis are .t is
sy Wilson and Chssits Page and
two brothers are Josh Nilson and
Derek tillben
Grandparenu are Shale) (111
ben of RI I. Sedalia. and Floss!
and Remy Freete of Chkaito, Ill

Mt *ad Mrs Rea Gilbert of
Rt I. Sedalia, are the parents of
a aoa. Rea Aleaasnier Gilbert
bora on Sunday, lent 4. 1445, at
II sl a m at Marra% Calksway
County Hospital
The baby neighed low puends
12 mimes and measured IS

Sarah E. Taylor born
CAriOt•l• CRAIG prole

Pictured are se•Wd, Venda Gibson, president, and standing, from left,
Imogene Monroe, Mayfield, recording secretary, Iiirriam Ferguson, Murray, corresponding secretary, Mary Alice Humphries, Murray, CO-110Clfil
chairmen. and Karen Crick KIrksey, co-social chairman, for Gowns
Chapw of Delta Kappa Gamma Society international at. meeting at
Lake Barkley Lodge.

By CAROLYN CRAIG
Chaotic writer
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Sutherland and Poyner
wedding will be July 8
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Sutherland of Benton announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter. Marla Ann Sutherland, to Ashley Brett
Poyner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Poyner of Hazel.
Miss Sutherland is the granddaughter of Hazel Park of Benton, the
late Estil Park, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Sutherland.
Mr. Poyner is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hale of Murray
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Buren Poyner.
The bride-elect, a 1987 graduate of Marshall County High School,
is a 1993 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor's
degree in Elementary Education. She is employed by Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom-elect, a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a 1994 Cum Laude graduate of Murray State University with a
Bachelor's degree in the area of Occupational Safety and Health. He
is a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 8, 1995, at 3 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church.
A reception will follow immediately in the Church Family Life
Center.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

The May business-luncheon
meeting of Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma Society
international was held at Lake
Barkley Lodge.
Vanda Gibson of Murray, president, welcomed the 30 members
and one visitor, Sister Analita
Lancaster of Clinton who gave an
inspirational devotion on "Your
Life's Work is an Extraordinary
Gift." Edna Radford of Clinton
introduced the visitor.
Milissia Sledd of Murray, past
president. was honored with a
president's pin being presented
by Gibson.
Sue Roberts of Benton, Professional Affairs chairman, reported
three $500 grants-in-aid were
awarded to three Murray State
University women.
Those selected by the committee were Jennifer Burchett, Eddyville, majoring in Middle School
Education; Julie Causer, Olney,
III., a Music Education/Voice
major, and Vickie Clark, Cunningham, majoring in Elementary
Education.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Juno 15
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board/5:30 p.m./hospital cafeteria.
West View Board of Directors will also
meet.
Dexter-Almo Lodge 0971 WOW/6:30
p.m. ice cream supper/Dexter Community Center.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
Bethel United Methodist Church Bible
School/6:30:p.m.
Pet Therapt/2 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884, or Nancy,
753-7405.
Murray Kennel Club/7:30
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
Divorce Recovery Support Group/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Info/753-5584.
Health Express of MCCH/Bob's Corner at New Concord/1-3 p.m.
TOPS KY 1469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Murray Country Club's Men's Stag
Night/6 p.m. Reservations/753-6113.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m/Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
Murray Civilan Club/6 p.m./Ann's
Country Kitchen.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
First Christian Church events indude
Singles Study-Suppon Group/7 p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.

Thursday, June 15
Singles Friendship of Paris,
TennJ7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Budding,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall.
National Scouting Museum open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Friday, June 16
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Lockin
for Youth Bible School for seventh
through 12th grades.
Grace Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
Bethel United Methodist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
School/9 &m.
Cooperative Marketplace AD Bible
SchooU9 a.m./Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, sponsored by eight
churches.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
School/9:30 &m.
Nina Rose Moss and James David
Gillium wedding/home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Bradley.
Murray Christian Women's Club/
noon/Seven Seas.
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-to 2 p.m.
for senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m. and Bridge Club/1
p.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/6 p.m./American Legion
Budding, South Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St/open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Wranglers Riding Club make-up Club
Show/7 p.mJclub grounds.
Memorial Baptist Church fifth and
sixth grade to Oprytand/6 a.m.

Friday, June 16
Special Alzhelmer's Education/
Support group/4:30 p.m./private dining
room, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Special session for healthcare
professionals/8-10 a.m. and for law
enforcement personnel/1-2 p.m
Info/762-1248 or 762-1108.
Stroke Support Group of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/2
p.m./education unit Info/762-1100.
Murray Middle School Site-based
Decision Making Council/work
day/8:30 a.m.-3 p.m./school.
First United Methodist Senior Adult
Fellowship/9 a.m. to go to
Hopkinsville.
First Baptist Church events include
BYW's Bible Study at Fern
Terrace/9:30-11 a.m.
Shiloh Christian Assembly fellowship
service/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bingo sponsored by Shrinersa
p.m./building at Fairgrounds_ Public
invited.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-430 p.m. Info/162-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropods, III. Info/1-800-935-7700,

(..'arandparenu are Dr Tim and
Pats) Miller, 1).ann) la)lor, and
Ka) Ta)lor, all of %tunas
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Mr and Mrs Scott Taylor of
HC Box 174T, Nen Concord. are
the parents of a daughter, Sarah
Elizabeth Taylor, horn on Friday.
June 9, 1995. at 11 41 a m at
Murray Calloway County
Hospital
The !Nabs weighed seven
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about your new cly?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative. it's my lob to he you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer
By bringing you some useul
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business an your new
neighborhood And more Call

The monthly feature, "Who
Am I?" focused on Margaret
Rudd of Cada/. Piano music was
provided by Jean Elgin of
Benton.
"Getting to Know Delta Kappa
Gamma" was the program presented by Gibson in a question/
answer form.
This international society, representing 14 countries and
162,000 members, was founded
an 1929 on the campus of University of Texas, Austin. Alpha
Gamma State — Kentucky,
formed in 19037, now has ;6
chapters with Gamma Chapter
forming in 1940.
The purposes of the honorary
organization for key women educators are better professional preparation, recognition of women's
work in the teaching profession,
and scholarships for women in
need of improving their professional preparation.
Hostesses were Ben Helen
Burkecn of Cadiz. and Malassia
Slcdd of Murray.
The Gamma Chapter will meet
Saturday, June 17, at 10 a.m. at
Holiday Inn, Mayfield. for a
business/musical luncheon
meeting.

A

Pier I Imports is pleased to
have Allison Kamber, brideelect of Greg Sloan, join our
bridal registry by choosing
pottery and decorative accessones.
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Summer Savings...
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Pansy & Sunflower Pctlery
'Watermelon Wridchenes

.Patsy Gseen

44ew Scented Candies

•Faties Day Cards

Dist Feeders 4
7;

*louse Flags

SHRINER'S
BINGO
m
Early Bird Bingo
6 30 p

Regular Bingo 7 00 p m

NEW LOCATION - 121 North
(N.•.i to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

Helping Right Here in
Our Community.

* $1000 Latter H
Jackpot Eviary Week
(30 calls or less)

* Special Gamuts
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%
* Air

Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
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Swimwear 1/4-1/3 on.

Jewelry 1/4-1/2 off
The African elephant's
ears, which can grow as
large as tour feel across.
are the largest of all
animals'.

Coordinates
By. Lucia, That's Mc,
Graff, Ellen Figs,

SUBSCRIBE

First Option

4
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Summer

Handbags
1/A Off

Make
Dad's Day

Shoes 1/4-1/2 on
All Sandals 1/4 Oft

From ow big.roomy hammock to comfortable director's chairs.
Dad will have it made in the shade for Fasher's Day

Conon Blend

All this plus decorative accessorise for the horns or atlas.

Enure Stock Summer

PierI imports*

Robes & Lounge wear
1/4 Orr

Sleepwear
S26.03-$40.00 Value

$19-s2999

The Place To Di%cover
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Every Friday Night!

Spring Dresses 1/4-1/3 Off
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HOLLAND DRUGS

1//4 off
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Check Our Friday Night/Sunday' Afternoon Specials

MURRAY LEDGER I MIES
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HOUSTON (AP) — NBA correnisaroner O&M
Stern said trl• leap,* and the union neve made
substanosi progress in negosasons and extended
the no-sinke no-tockout agreement tor tne anort•etin

S.
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NEW YORK (AP) —010r91 Steintvenner
said Pie and Darryl Strasitetry's as have
discussed the slugger playing in New York.
Out has not signed.
S
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Rockets repeat as NBA champs
Drexler earns
first NBA title
in 113-101 win
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writ*.
Mil STUN (AP) — They are
the most unlikely of repeat
Lharnpions and, boy, did they do
it the hard ray
team traveled a tougher
T.4,1 to the NBA tide than the
Houston Rockets, and the more
the% pt.”ed, the harder they were

to beat
la the end. the Orlando Magic
had no chance against Man. They
couldn't even win one game in
the NBA Finals.
••The way we did it was
remarkable." Clyde ()reales said.
••We beat the font best teams in
the league. and we basically did
it in their gyms.••
The triumphant conclusion
came in Houston. though. where
Drexler and Hakeem Olajuwon
had been college teammates and
failed to win the national championship expected of them.
Olajuwon capped the 113-101
victory Wednesday night by
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floating in a 3-pointer with 11.4
seconds to go. It seemed a fitting
way to end it.

The unanimous choice as the
finals MVP for the second year
in a row, Olajuwon completed an
incomparable playoff performance with 35 points and 15
rebounds.
"I don't know if a player's
ever played as great as Hakeem
Olajuwon did all through the
playoffs," Houston coach Rudy'
Tomjanovich said.
The Rockets arc the sixth team
to sweep an opponent in the
finals and they earned a place
alongside the repeat champions
of the recent past — Michael and
the Bulls, the showtime Lakers
and the bad boys of Detroit.

But those teams were supposed
to win again. Houston started the
playoffs as No.6 in the West, the
lowest-seeded team ever to win a
championship. The Rockets of
1994 won an ugly, defensedominated finals over New York.
This Houston team soared from
nowhere on a barrage of clutch
3-pointers, the relentless drive of
Drexler and the grace, balance
and soft shooting touch of
Olajuwon.
"Nobody in the history of the
league has done what this team
has done," Tomjanovich said.
As the game ended, Kenny
Smith jumped on the scorers'

table to celebrate and Sam Cusell did a victory dance. Olajuwon and Drexler, the two old Phi
Slams lama friends from the University of Houston reunited in a
Valentine's Day trade, mostly
just smiled.
"We didn't do it together in
college and came back and did it
in the pros," Olajuwon said. "I
think that is a special story. That
is something 1 will give a chapter
to in my book."
Mario Elie, a Continental
Basketball Association refugee
who became a starter five games
IN See Page 9A

Ed O'Bannon
Gottfried:'He is all about winning'

NCAA's best player in 1995
makes quick stop in Murray
By STEVE PARKER
Socf/s Ecitor
Standing a muscularly -built
6-foot-8 the special guest Wednesday at the Racer Basketball
Camp was obviously a basketball
player As winner of the John R.
Wooden Award, he can certainly
he considered an extremely good
hasketball player.
But, it was clear from the
moment he arrived in Murray by
way of Vancouver, Canada, there
aai more to Ed O'Bannon than
hcing the country's best col1ge basketball player in 1994-95.
Mark Goufried, who coached
Bannon all four years at UCLA
tsciore taking over the Racer
hasketball program in April, calls
ft Bannon "the whole package."
•He has the heart of a warrior
and the character that you only
1tC4M to coach." Gottfried told
members of the media at Wedre
•s press conference. "He is
ihout winning. He's not one
th .11 hac ever been concerned with
personal etats."
In 1995. O'Bannon covered
v. , rin:ng and personal suu
.inner of the United States
ii.i,kethall Writers Association
JJ CBS•Chevrokt player of the
:“.•.ar awards. in addition to the
9.,‘,1cn Award, O'Bannon led

UCLA to this year's national his 12-hour stop in Murray is any
championship.
indication, O'Bannon will be an
"It was unbelievable," NBA millionaire along the lines
O'Bannon said of the Bruins' of a Grant Hill or Hakeem Olajuchampionship. "The greatest won, rather than a Derrick Colething was how hard we worked in man or Dennis Rodman.
practice to become a better team.
Blessed with tremendous talent
Each player took it upon himself and considered a future star out
to go out and improve of Artesia High School in Lakewindividually.
ood, Calif., O'Bannon has also
'1 think the teamwork came had his share of obstacles.
After transferring from UNLV
naturally because we all liked
each other and enjoyed each during that program's NCAA
other. It was an unbelievable probation, O'Bannon tore up his
knee before his freshman season
feeling."
Despite assaulting Arkansas at UCLA. All of a sudden, a great
for 31 points and 17 rebounds in and promising career looked
the championship game at Seat- headed for average at best.
"It took about a year and a-half
tle., O'Bannon was more than just
a scoring and rebounding force. to get back on the basketball
"He willed our team to a floor," he said of the slow recovnational championship," Gottfried ery. "And, it took a year to feel
recalled of the Bruins' ride comfortable on the basketball
through the NCAA Tournament. floor. So, in essence it was about
"He was just absolutely two and a half years for me to
really feel comfortable and look
unbelievable."
O'Bannon, who averaged 20.4 forward to playing basketball
points and 8.3 rebounds per game again.
"I tell you, I wouldn't trade my
for the 34-2 Bruins, took time out
of a busy itenerary that has him situation for anything. When it
visiting NBA cities to meet with, happened I was .very disappointed, but I was very positive
and tryout for, NBA teams.
Predicted to be a lottery pick in and surrounded myself with posithe upcoming NBA draft, tive people; my family, my
O'Bannon can expect to be a millionaire in a month's time. But, if •See Page 9A

BERNARD KANE/Lodger IL limos photo

UCLA's Ed O'Bannon, winner of the Wooden Award for college basketball's best player, took time out of a
busy schedule to visit former Bruin coach Mark Gottfried and talk to youngsters at the Racer Basketball
Camp.

1995 U.S. OPEN

Nomo fans 16 Bucs,
Giant hitter picks 6
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Wow
With an overpowering fasthall and nasty kickball, Hideo
Nom() looked like someone
who might set records
someday
Not so for Mike Benjamin.
who began this season with a
186 career batting average.
Both players, though, made
their marks Wednesday.
Benjamin, a light-hitting
backup for injured MAU Williams, tied a San Francisco
record with six hits in a 4-3
victory at Chicago in 13
innings. His 6-for-7 performance gave him a major
league record of 14 hits in
three consecutive games.
"It's hard to believe with
the role that I'm in. You don't
think a whole lot of records
are realistic." Benjamin said.
"The guys who play every day
have the best chance of
accomplishing them."
Nomo struck out 16, most in
the majors this year, in eight
innings 9,Los Angeles won at

Piusburgh 8-5. He set a Dodgers record for strikeouts by a
rook se.
"But strikeouts aren't
important to me," said Norm,
who has fanned a leagueleading 75 strikeouts in only
57 innings. **The significance
of this game isn't the strikeOYU, it's getting them out. I
don't care about strikeouts."
Benjamin had four hits on
both Sunday and Tuesday. He
also hit a three-run homer
Saturday before starting a
streak in which he went
14-for-111.
Benjamin singled home the
go-ahead run in the 13th after
Robby Thompson doubled and
Darren Lewis drew a walk
from Anthony Young (04).
"I've been around some
great hitters — Aaron, Cepecia.
Ralph Gan. Rico Carty. Steve
Garvey, Reggie Smith — but
I've never seen a finer three
cloys than Benjamin has had.Glans manager Dusty Baker
said.

Daly out fast at Shinnecock
Soft greens
greet golfers
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writar
SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. (AP)
— John Daly started off the U.S.
Open with an eagk-3 on the fifth
hole today as long-awaited sunny
skies greeted the early starters.
Four days of rain slowed and
softened the Shinnecock Hills
Golf Club course, as more than
three inches fell early in the
week. But because of the sandy
!Oil of the historic club, the
course was quickly drying out
today.
Daly, one of the first off the
tee, bogeyed the short seccmd
hole, but scored an Calk-3 as the
pw-5 fifth and was one under par
at that early stage.
With the majority of the
156-man field still awaiting their
sorties times. Jeff Mauert was
die early pace-setter. reaching the
in 33. 2-under Po.

Vijay Singh of Fiji, a two-time
winner on the American tour this
year, was I-under through eight
holes.
History indicates that the winner of the U.S. Open probably
will be a home-grown product.
But don't be too sure.
Authoratitive sources are not
always completely reliable. Take
the weatherman, for example. It
took him four tries to get it right.
For three , days the forecast
called for "clearing tomorrow."
For three days it rained. On
Thursday, the fourth day, it
cleared.
During the early part of the
week, grounds crews kept the
coarse playable. Barely. But gallery walkways are muddy
troughs. And pedestrian areas
around concession tents, hospitality tents and comfort stations are
ankle-deep quagmires.
All the factors — the weather,
the conditions, the site, the situation — have combined to make
this the mysterious Open:
While other major tournaments
have been dominated by foreign
players recently, the U.S. ,Open

has remained mostly allAmerican.
Of the 49 tournaments since
World War II, only a handful
have been won by foreign-borns:
two South Africans (Gary Player
and defender Ernie Els), an Australian (David Graham), and an
Englishman (Tony Jacklin).
"I can't explain it," Greg Norman said. "Certainly the Europeans have some of the better
players in the world, players who
are capable of winning the U.S.
Open.
"Maybe they just haven't been
coming over in time to get themselves acclimated," Norman said.
But that won't wash for the
centennial U.S. Open.
First of all. Europe's best, Nick
Faldo of England, has moved his
base to the United States and now
plays most of his golf in this
country.
Perhaps RIM importantly,
however, is the rain and the
coarse, calked by Els "one of the
best I've played anywhere in die
world.
"It's a true links course. ft's

going to be like playing Scottish
links golf."
The vistas from Shinnecock
clubhouse and the clubhouse at
Muirficld, Scotland are much the
same: fairways wending between
heaving sand dunes and waving
sea grasses.
Combined with the chilly,
drizzly rain, a decided British
atmosphere pervaded the practice
rounds. Sweaters rather than
shorts were the garb of choice.
The rain should work to the
benefit of Faldo, who scored an
American tour triumph earlier
this season to add to a collection
that includes two Masters and
three British Opens.
Bernhard Langer of Gennany,
a two-time Masters winner, has
played well in Europe this year,
as has Colin Monqiomerie of
Scotland, a frequent contender in
major events.
If there's a favorite. Norman
probably is the man. Coming off
a six-week break from competitiok the Australian ace won two
weeks ago sad let another title
sky away with a 71st hole lapse
lest week.
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Rows
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into the Western Conterease
finals, scored eight of his 22
points in the fourth quarter as the
Rockets pulled away Elie was
9-for-II from the field. i-tor • in
the fourth quarter
As the game neared an end.
Elie sought out Drexler. his old
Portland leallIMate, and gave him
a hug
"A great. classy guy." Elie
said. "He deserves it "
After 12 NBA seasons. Drexler
finally carried a championship
ring in front of his hometown
crowd. He had a tough shooting
night, but still had 15 points.
rebounds and 8 assists
Robert Hurry. switched to
power forward when Elie joined
the starting lineup, completed a
strong series with 21 points and
13 rebounds tic and Elie each
made four 3-pointers.
Watching the celebration, it
was hard to believe this Houston
team was on the brink of elimination in the first round against
Utah, trailing by seven points
after three quarters of the decid•
ing game in Salt Lake City.
The Rockets were down 2-0
and 3-1 against Phoenix, only to
win it on the road in Game 7 on
Ehe's 3-pointer 7.1 seconds from
the finish.
Then it was on to San Antonio.
where they won three times in the
Alamodomc.
Next stop. Orlando, where the
Rockets came back from nearcertain defeat to win Game
120-118 in overtime. The Magic
never recovered.
Houston won nine road games
in the playoffs, the last seven in a
row, both NBA records.
"Every team we heat could
have won the championship,"

ogether in
and did it
a said. "1
story. That
e a chapter
Jonnffor Crouse, right, and Rachtillo Cadwall won tho Championship Flight of thi Ladlos Mombar-Guest Tournament at Oaks
Country Club on the second playoff hole. Other winners woos:
Ada Roborts/Anna Duke, First Flight; Patsy Noale/Wanda Sutter,
Second Flight; Cheryl Darnall/Stacy Pettingar, Third Flight.

LOCAL SOFTBALL

Church League hosting tournament
The Murray Men's Church League will hold its first-ever tournament to benefit the Murray State Cheerleaders Scholarship Fund on
Saturday, June 17 at the Murray City Park.
The event is open to all men's teams with a cost of $100 per
team. The deadline for entry is tonight at 8 p.m. To enter, call John
Morris at 759-4599.

O'Bannon...

Timis photo
a Out of a
Basketball

k

FROM PAGE 8A
friends and my coaches."
O'Bannon also credited Gottfried for helping him along the
way to becoming college basketball's best player.
"He helped everyone improve,
as a basketball player and as people," O'Bannon said of Gottfried,
who spent seven years as an
assistant under Jim Harrick in
Westwood. "Off the floor, he's a
brother in Christ and that really
helped us out. Before every game
we'd all get together in fellowship and make sure we had our
priorities straight and make sure
we knew what it was going to
take for us to win.
"Personally, for me, he's been
there for every ounce of my life
at UCLA; my knee injury, he was
there for me when my girlfriend
had a kid. He was always there
for me and that in itself was
worth my time at UCLA."
A history major, O'Bannon
said his goal is to become a high
school teacher after his NBA
career his over. He gave campers
many lessons during his 35-minute presentation in Racer Arena,
but his best word of advice was
simply "patience."
"One kid asked me, 'what was
the best advice I've ever
received?' I said patience,
because if you're patient, good
things will come to you."
O'Bannon told the media.
"I know I was patient as far as
my knee injury goes. This team
(UCLA) was very patient. And
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Tonspnotich said "That's why I
say this lack of respect has got to
stop
The Rockets used respect foe
motivation They didn't think
they got mooch after last year's
title They believe they've proven
they deserve some now
"They say they have no power
forward, they have no this and
that." Orlando's Anfernee Hardaway said "All they've got is a
bunsh of guys who play really
well together ••
For the young Magic. the finals
were a seminar on how to win a
chimpionship Orlando hadn't
Un a playoff Sales before this
season. Now this talented group
of youngsters has made it close
enough to the top to get a good
view of what it's like to win it
all.
Magic coach Brian Hill
gathered his team together as the
Rockets were engulfed in the
post-game euphoria.
"He told us not to let what
happened here put a darrIptf on
what we accomplished this
year," Horace Grant said. "We
had a lot to be proud of this
season."
Hardaway and Shaquille
O'Neal. both just 23, had strong
performances throughout the
playoffs. Each scored 25 points
Wednesday night and each vowed
to be back.
"We didn't give up at all,"
O'Neal said. "I'm a young player. I'll be in this position many
Orlando went down shooting.
Tbe Magic tied a Finals record,
set by Houston in Game 1, by
making 14 3-pointers. But they
went cold in the fourth quarter
and couldn't overcome 19 turnovcrs.
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the program was very patient
with us. It took UCLA 20 years
to win again. If you wait and are
positive, good things will come
to you."
Though playing under Harrick
and Gottfried, winning a national
title and earning player of the
year honors were rewards for his
four years at UCLA, perhaps the
greatest prize was playing alongside younger brother Charles
O'Bannon for two years.
Ed calls Charles, a junior-to-be
at UCLA, his best friend. He was
relieved when Charles turned
down a late push from Kentucky's Rick Pitino to join him at
UCLA in 1993.
"Each time I saw him there
was something else different
about him," Ed said of the time
away from his brother, who was
becoming one of.the nation's top
high school players. "His voice
was getting depper, his mustache
was getting darker.
"In college, the two years that
he was there, I got to see him on
a daily basis. That was the best
thing for me, I got to see my
younger brother turn into a man."
Now, Ed O'Bannon will leave
the family atmosphere of UCLA
and try to make his niche in NBA
arenas. In keeping with his quiet,
unassuming personality,
O'Bannon doesn't crave individual honors or trips to the annual
All-Star Game.
"If the Rookie of the Year
comes, fine. But I definitely want
to win championships,"
O'Bannon explained. "I think the
mark of a great player is winning,
and I've done that on the high
school and college level."

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
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U.S.68 & 641 • Draffenville
Just Off The Purchase Parkway Next To
Majestic Pizza & Steakhouse

Remember Dad
June 18.

527-1)646
The Associated Press
As if Mark McGwire needs
help in the power department, he
credited Roberto Hernandez with
supplying the force for another
400-foot homer.
McGwire's three-run homer
down the left-field line capped a
four-run rally in the eighth inning
that gave Oakland an 8-5 victory
over the Chicago White Sox on
Wednesday night.
Hernandez blew his second
save opportunity in two games
after relieving Jose DeLeon (2-3)
with two runners on and Chicago
leading 4-3. After Stan Javier's
RBI groundout and a walk,
McGwire connected for his 18th
homer, tops in the rancor:.
"He throws awfully, awfully
hard, so he basically supplied all
the, power," McGwire said of
Hernandez. "It was a fastball up
a bit. so I reacted to it. I wasn't
looking for it. I just react to
pitches."
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The Muss. Man. the musical
comedy which opened Ian week at
the Park.
Slurray s Plashouse
takes place in the mall Iowa Sown
ot Riser City - a 10w11 nut inilike
Slurras
In Riser City parents dote on their
kkh -10 keep the young folks
moral alter w.hool." they evest m
thc brass hand proposed by con man
Hill and in his 'think system'of muswal instruction There s
.ouple of romances. some misaa-

ken idenuues, and a udy ending in
which everyone lives happily CVC3
Alta
And there 1 that wonderful
Broadway music This is. after all.
the show that gave us "Seventy-Six
Trombones" arid the love ballad.
"Till There Was You.
Pat Clement. the duector of The
Music Man.'calls the production "a
Lundy show' and the means the
remark to include the audience and
also the people who have helped

with the production. She admits
that keeping m touch with ha ova,
family and friends during die ex Masons two-month rehearsal period was MK/ Since 10 many of
them were involved with the show.
Family groups characterize this
producuon — both offstage and on.
The whole DeLancey family —
Mom.Dad,and three kids — are all
performers. In the Green Room.
Jane Ethendge sews costumes and
fixes turn-of-the-century hairstyles
for the girls in the cast. On stage.
her 9-year-old daughter. Rachel,
shines as Amaryllis. The two drive
up from Pans, Tenn., for every
rehearsal and every performance.
An assistant director, Kathie
Fleming gets to boss around her two
adult sons — Donald is the stage
manager, and David is one of three
hg hung coordinators.
Husband
Don helped build the set. The
family began as involvement with
community theater fifteen years
ago, when the boys were in middle
school.
'There's even a grandfathergranddaughter team — 8-year-old
Emi McFarlen, whose featured moment is the shocked face she pulls
when Harold Hill calls her "little
lady," and Ed Davis, who sings bass

Dr. Nelson da Costa and Ns SAT 409 Intercultural Communication students
are, from left to right: Tom Warren. Judy Leath, Pamela Dawes, Gary Mark
Smith and center, Dr. Nelson DaCosta.

in the show's barbershop quartet.
"The Playhouse in the Park is a

da Costa featured
in magazine article

* Paducah

of the
Communication
and
`.....itre Department. has recently
Nccn 1,:Juired in Amencan Field
World Magazine in an
utak entitled. "Communicating
Through the Culture Gap." The
ankle focuses on da Costa's inter, ;ural expenences on 3 personal
AcIl as professional les el at
%I.Irray State University.
AFS. an oserseas exchange stu,i,;a organization. was the source of
Costa s first intercultural inter,tun gc In 19M). da COSL3 traveled
from his homeland of Santos, Bran. to Ilse abroad for one year in
(:es eland, Ohio Da Costa recalls
Out his inival understanding of the
t %lied States was shaped by what
he
and heard in the movies.
musk and Lek.ision shows Brafil
imported from Hollywood — teles ision shows like I Dream of Jeannie "Students should not fall into
the ices ision trap. that is. by watching telesision one cannot learn
enough about a culture It goes
m‘i‘h deeper than that.Da Costa bnngs his well-traveled
k no v. ledge and theories of intercutlural kkNlimunkabort to his students
in SAT 44)9. Seminar in Communiatitin The topic this semester is
intcrLultural communication training and development. During the
•
(Ka
iLs Costa hopes to dispel any
rro,ths and broaden the honzons of
•
multicultural views
\%Or NCINOn d.i
(
-LAU.

SAT 409 students, Gary Mark
Smith. Pamela Dawes, Judy Leath
and Tomi Warren, have designed a
training packet entitled,"Incorporauon of the Mexican Migrant Worker
into Agn-Business: A Conununicalion Workshop for American Farmers." The program is designed to
educate Kentucky farmers about
cultural aspects of Mexico and to
facilitate interaction between both
the farmer and the immigrant
worker. Da Costa's course has
provided the students with the
necessary theoretical and practical
skills needed to conduct such a
program. The group will present the
packet at the annual December state
mceung for County Extension
Agents, and have scheduled three
presentations at the state-wide level.
Other work in progress includes the
development of a brochure to highlight cultural facts of the packet.
The brochure will be published and
distributed by the University of
Kentucky.
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Thursday 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Friday

Who says you can't have your
cake and eat it too! Well at
Fleming Furniture you can. If
you just built a new home, just
remodeled an existing home or
your old home furnishings just
need replacing, hurry in today
and you will **Pay Nothing for 1
Full Year..til June 1996.

Substantial
Factory Incentives

Storewide Savings Up To 60'3/0 Plus...
Pay Absolutely Nothing Til June 1996
NO PAYMENT for 1 Full Year • NO INTEREST for 1 Full Year • NO DOWN PAYMENT
•• WW1 “1411.munn
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Bill Phillips plays the role of the charming con man Harold Hill while Teena
Young Is Marian Paroo ("Marian the Librarian") In the Playhouse In the Park
production of the Meredith Wilson musical,-The Music Man." Performances
continue this weekend and next weekend, Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m., and
Sunday at 2 p.m.

;

Doctor da Costa has visited several countries including Brazil
home country), Argentina and
Italy. "I have been able to use my
experiences living abroad to show
my students that nothing should be
taken for granted when it comes to
intercultural communication. Living abroad has also taught me how
to appreciate different modes of
thinking."

The playwrights' section of the
conference will feature Horton
Foote. winner of this year's Pulitzer
Pnre in Drama. Foote is most
widely known for his screenplay of
"To Kill a Mockingbird' and for his
play "A Tnp to Bountiful."
Scheinpp,*hose short work 'The
Last Play" was featured at the recent
West Kentucky Playwnghts' Festival, will be in residence se Sentence
from July 18 through July 30. He
will workshop his play "Henderson's Barn" with the aim of preparing it for a professional production.
Schernpp is a member of the
Dramausts Guild and a recipient of
an Al Smith Award from the Kentucky Arts Commission. He is also
on the faculty of Theatre and Dance
at Murray State University.

Shakespeare," Feb. 23-25, March
1-3; and the Sixth Annual West
Kentucky Playwright's Festival,
April 12-14, 19-21.

/4grfOiff

Playwright accepted
to writers conference
Murray play wnght James I
S.hempp has been accepted for
participation in the SeWariee Writers Conference at the University of
the South in Sc%same. Tenn
Funded in pan from the estate of the
Lite Tennessee Williams, the Sew anee Writers Conference brings
together prominent novelists. poets
and playwrights for readings. cnNue sessions and workshops.

wonderful place for families to
work together in a fun and creative
way: mid executive director Lana
Bell. She says she's grateful for all
the families who take pert in community theater. year after year,
whether they perform, build sets.
wort in the office, donate money,
take a theater class — or attend the
performances.
"This shows the community's
commitment to foster and support
the arts," she said.
The Playhouse in the Park production of"The Music Man" begins
its second week tonight. June 15,
with shows June 16-18 and June
22-25. Performances are Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday at 8 p.m., and
Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $7 for adults, $6 for senior
citizens and $5 for children.
Reservations are advised and can
be made through the theater box
office, 759-1752.
Season tickets for the 1995-96
community theater productions are
now on sale and can be purchased
with reservations for "The Music
Man." Other shows scheduled in the
new season are "Jerry Finnegan's
Sister," July 7-9, 14-16: "You're a
Good Man, Charlie Brown," Aug.
4-6, 11-13; "The Unexpected
Guest." Oct. 6-8, 14-16;"A Christmas Carol," Dec. 1-3,8-10;"Family
Affairs: Favorite Scenes from

COmd
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DEATHS
Mrs. Ola Starks

Eulane Edward (E.E.) Burkeen

Mn Ola Starks. 96. Rt 2. Wheel, died today. June I
a.m at Murray -Calkrosay County Hospital

The funeral for &dame Edward (LE.) Badmen will be Saturday at
10 a.m. m the chapel of Goodwin humeral Home, Cadu. The Rev
Harry Lewis will officete. Music will be by Bob and Susie Higbee
Pallbearers will be Howard Ward. Bill Fuller. Bob Rose. Kenneth
Guinn, Chapel Wilson and Jam Wallace. Banal will follow in HenuMt Cemetery in Trigg County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Friday. Masonic
rites will be at 7 p.m. Friday at the funeral borne.
Mr. Burkeen, 59, Old Dover Road. Cadiz. died Tuesday. June 13.
1995, at 12:40 p.m. at Ina County Hospital. Cadiz. His death followed a long illness.
Born Jan. 3, 1936, in Calloway Connty, he was the son of the late
E. Joe Burkeen and Addle Darnell Burkeen. Also preceding him in
death were three brothers, Alfred L. Burkeen, Dale Burkeen and
Donald L. Burkeen.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ben Helen Burkeen; one daughter,
Mrs. Anne Kay Scyphers, Louisville; two sons, Ben Hale Burkeen.
Cadiz, and Matthew Lane Burkeen, Murray; one grandchild. Kandice
Hale Burkeen. Cadiz; one USW, Mrs. Brooksie Nell Belcher, Belleville, Ill.; four nieces; two nephews; several cousins.

l' 4) at' 14)

She was a member of Green Plain Churxh of Christ Her husband.
George Starks, preceded her in death Born Noe 2. I11911. in Calloway

County, she was the daughter of the late Thomas R Strider and
Rebecca Ann Steel Wader.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs Pearl Tarpon, Rt 6. Mum).
three sons. Jack Starks and wife, Maxine. Rt. 2. Hazel, Brent Starts
and wife, Oha Mac. Rt. I, Almo. and Wesley Starts and wile. Mary
Alice, Gleason, Tenn one sister, Mrs. Lucy Tidwell, Murray. IS
grandchildren; 18 great- granch tithe n
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p m in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. John Dale will officiate Bumsl will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
p m Friday
Friends may call at the funeral home after

Mrs. Lucile Downs Thornton
Services for Mrs. Lucile Downs Thornton were today at 11 a m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr Jerre' White and the
Rev. Jim Simmons offwiated. Mrs. Oneida White V• AS organist.
Pallbearers were Brad Barnett, Downs Thornton. James Wnght.
Bob Brown, Jack Pierce, W.P.(Dick) West. Tommy Carroll and Tommy Alexander. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial li.iptiot L'hurch.
906 Main St., Murray.
Mrs. Thornton. 84, Rt. 6. Murray. died Monday. June 12, 1995, at
9:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Methodist pastors
appointments are Plants to stay open
listed for the year
Memphis Conference of United
Methodist Church held its annual
session the week of June 4 at
Jackson, Tenn. Appointments as
listed in The United Methodist
Reporter include the following:
Paris District
Roger A. Hopson, supt.
Ahvood-Shiloh, Mark Earheart, Baker's Chapel-McRae's, David Jordan,
Bethel-Brooks Chapel, John W. Penney, Bethesda-Lebanon, Will Luther;
Big Sandy-Lick Creek, Fil Boston;

Blooming Grv-Community GrvSeminary, Frank Bran; Bruceton FirstNew Hope Ext. Ministry, J.D. Featherston; Camden First, J. Steven Gavin;
Carter's Chapel-Liberty All, Dale V.
Mathis; Coklwater-Lynn Grove, Mike
Rumble; Coles Camp Ground-Temple
Hill-Independence, Charles L. Walker;
Cottao Grove Charge, Norville G.
White; Cowell's Chapel-Shiloh, P. Durwood Worley; E v a- Flatw oods, William
Marty Arnold; Hazel-Mason's ChaPel,
Steven L. Douglas; Hebron-Hollow
Rock, Robert W. White; HenryPalestine, Jimmy Ellis; Huntingdon Circuit, H. Wayne Holmes; Huntingdon
First, William P. Bailey Jr.; KirkseyGoshen, Jim W. Peyton; LibertyChapel Hill, Richard Welch; LibertyPost Oak, C. David Shettes; Mt. Carmel, Hugh Barksdale; Martin's
Chapel-Good Shepherd, William E.
Tate; McKenzie First, Steven E.
Mischke; Melemoresville and Trezevant, Eulas R. Greer; Murray First, Larry J. Daniel; Murray Minister of Program, Russell Sisson; North Camden
Circuit, Bruce Crane; Palestine and
Russell's Chapel, Calvin K. Clark; Paris Covenant-New Hope-St. Paul, Mary
Moore; Paris Parish First, Ben F.
Boone Jr.; Paris Trinity-Antioch,
Richard C. Denton; Paris Circuit, Don
Bowers; Pleasant Hill- Poplar Grove,
Joseph A Walker Sr.; PuryearBuchanan, H.B Fields Jr.; South
Pleasant Grove, Robert S. Saywell Jr.
Paducah District
David M. Hilliard Jr., supt.
Arlington-Milburn, Aaron Dowdy;
Bandana-Oscaer, Michael W. Blake;
Bardwell-Corinth, Fred S French Jr.,
Barlow, Joseph L. Skelton, Bethlehem,
Water Valley, Wesley, John Keith
Wright; Brewers, Richard Dowdy; Clinton First-Oakwood, Stanley L. Waldon;
Jackson Chapel-Mt. Pleasant-Salem,
Edward E. Endsley; Kevil-New Liberty,
John R. Bonson Sr.; LaCenter, Pleas-

ant Hill, J. Randy Cooper; Benton
First. James 0. Alford; Briendsbur, Mt.
Carmet/Laketand, Lynn H. Humston,
Calvert City, William T. Jowers;
Church Grove, Union Ridge, Sandra
Lethenvood; Dexter-Hardin and Olive,
William Dean Emerson; Maple Spring,
Earl T Dickerson; Oak Level. Robert
E Wiley; Oakland-Lama, Richard H.
Flick, Pleasant Grove, Robert McKinney. Lovelaceville and Owens Chapel,
Paul G. Peck; Lynnville-Poyner's,
Jason Beck; Massac, Harry B. Morton;
Mayfield Calvary, Bill Foster Riley Jr.;
Christ-Pleasant Grove, Daniel K. Tilly;
Mayfield First, Charles L. Parker:
Spence Chapel, Kenny Locke; TrinityMcKendree, Dan M. Leslie; McKendree, Donald E. Jones; Oakton, Shiloh, Columbus, Vita G. McClure; Paducah Arcadia, Michael S. Morris;
Paducah Broadway, C. Wayne Fesmire; Broadway Minister of Discipleship, H. Gregory Waldrop; Concord,
Joseph A. Geary; Fountain Avenue,
Shirley G. Lynn; Lebanon, Warren L.
Phillips; Lone Oak, Rick C. Dye; Northside, J. Michael Elliott; Reidland,
Ronald C. Allen; St. Luke AldersgateSt. Mark, Merle D. Thomas; Trinity,
Steven L. Spitzer; Palestine, A. Kendreick Lewis; Pryorsburg-Mt. Olive,
Ben W. Butler; Sedalia, Burnett's
Chapel, St. Paul's. Charles R. Burns
Jr.; Symsonia, A. Ralph Gunter.
Other appointments of local interest
in the conference include the
following.
Dyersburg District - Cayce, Marita
Burkeen; Dyersburg First, Dossie F.
Wheatley; Finley Extended Ministry,
Thomas 0. Perkins; Gleason First
Extended Ministry, James E. Stubbs;
Grove Hill and Olivet. Eugene Burkeen; Martin First, William P. Mullins
Jr; Newborn and Church Grove, Lloyd
A. Doyle Ill; Obion Extended Ministry,
Joseph A. Walker Jr.; South Fulton,
David G. Atkinson; Tiptonville
Extended Ministry, Ken Stewart; Troy
Extended Ministry. Susan AllsopAtkinson; Union City First. John W.
Archer.
Jackson District - Henderson First,
W. Glenn Hill; Jackson Forest Heights,
Jerry L. Jeffords; Lambuth Memorial,
Paul McAdoo.
Memphis-Asbury District - Christ
Associate, Rick B. Kirchoff; Christ
Counseling, Fred C. Morton; Covington First, Mickey C. Carpenter; Grimes
Memorial, Thomas A. Bullock; Millins,
Lloyd A. Doyle Jr.; Raleigh, W. Roger
Joseph; St. Stephen, Stephen C.
Shapard.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
privatized uranium-enrichment
corporation won't close the
enrichment plant in Paducah or
its sister facility in Ohio in the
next four to six years, according
to the president of the U.S.
Enrichment Corp.
William H. Timbers Jr. said
even with new supplies of
enriched uranium expected from
Russia's dismantled nuclear weapons, "I feel very confident"
both plants will be needed to
meet sales contracts during that
period.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.,
who favors privatization, later
issued a press release on Tuesday
welcoming Timbers' statement to
the Senate Energy Committee,
but organized labor's representatives were not reassured.
James K. Phillips, vice president of the Oil, Chemical and

Atomic Workers International
Union, which represents hourly
workers at both plants, said the
crunch will come in 2000. That's
when the Russian deliveries are
expected to triple -- to 930 metric tons a year of enriched
uranium.
Phillips told the committee that
the influx of the Russian supplies
and the use of some U.S. stockpiles will exceed the output of
one of the plants.
Besides the likelihood that one
plant will close, the second also
could be a casualty if the enrichment corporation loses sales to
foreign or new domestic competitors, he said.
Phillips' solution is for a federal agency to buy and hold part of
the Russian supplies until they
can be introduced into the market
without disrupting domestic
production.

Construction delayed
The site is littered with artifacts and remnants of stones that
were used to make hunting and
eating utensils. A study by the
state also found some human
remains and other evidence of
communal life.
Bill Black Jr., an amateur
archaeologist, ideally would like
the area to remain undisturbed
and the highway diverted. However, he said the new highway
represents progress that he
doesn't want to block or delay
unnecessarily.
As an alternative, Black hopes
the state is careful not to disturb
sections of the site that are outside the construction right-ofway.
More than half the site is estimated to be outside the construction area.

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- Construction of the new four-lane
U.S. 60 has been delayed along a
three-mile section because it runs
through an archaeological site
that was inhabited at least 3,000
years ago.
The state must obtain a permit
from the Army Corps of Engineers before construction may
resume at the site in western
McCracken County. The permit
is needed because the site has
historical significance and possibly qualifies for listing on the
National Register of Historic
Places.
Charles Raymer, assistant state
highway engineer, said the state
has met all requirements for
surveying the site and preserving
artifacts. He expects issuance of a
permit by the end of July.

Soldiers are injured

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP) Blanchfield Army Community
- Nineteen soldiers were injured Hospital and released. The other
Eff:*44:Ligr.."
Wednesday when three 5-ton mil- four were admitted and were in
itary trucks transporting soldiers stable condition.
Investments Since 1854.
The Army said the collision
during a training exercise
collided.
happened about 12:30 p.m. CDT.
Its cause was under investigation
Derik
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spokesby Army officials.
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Bethel Fellowship will haoc
reriral services starting Sunday.

June 18. and continuing through
Friday. June 23.
Evangelist Duane H. Lyon.
known as "the street preacher."
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Homily, members or the item OP/ Schools' Printery and Elementery
Chess teams compete(' at the National Elementary Chess Championships in
Lirtio Roc*. Lierreaors playing were,front row: Sam Chierson. Tyler Gfifb and
Lauren Clemson; back row: Wham Samos, Darren Keel and Marshall Watch.
Not pictured but shoo attending waS Alai Gustafson
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The followuti a a MOWN
arta leeway ca is Wort Activities Tramming Ceara for tits HasidUMW at
Kappa& w W.A.T C
at &a
702 Mao. W A T.0
to provide musing for meatally
aadior physically challeatied adults
ova dot age01 21. Marta fix each
client a the program a to hove than
at nom& lifestyle
Wait the
possible This involves eatehlishang
a personal plan far each cheat that
will prepare diem far masional self•
sulfawns, and acreage their rodepenitence Business hours are 7:30
am io 3 30 p la weekdays. If you
have specific quesuons reprduag
WATCH.*are call(502)7621965 and. member ol our staff will
be happy to assist you.
To toothsome readers with our
program. prev ious articles have prov ided a brief overview of
WATCH In those we mentioned
that many of the clients at
WATCH we ernpkiyed throughout the community. earning at least
minimum a age In addition.various
aria es also provide in-houw an
ploy mem at the Center with clieras
paid a piece rate for their production Vi AT C 11 is fortunate to
ha•C a CoOperanice agreement with

•

one ot our community industries.
Bnggs & Stratton Corp. which
pro ides both of these oppurtuniues
to ow clients An enclabc of eight
uidiv iduals report to work at the
Briggs plant each weekday under
the supers twin of a job coach.
Assembly work is also brought in
daily for the clients who remain at
the workshop This month. we
would like to focus on one of ow
clients who is involved with the
enika•c unit
Kxla Allbrown. 30. has been
working at W A T C.H. since 1986
and in the Bnggs and Stratton
enclave since 19a8 She arnves at
the W ATCH Center each arek day morning around 7 30 where she
spends some time visaing with
mends and working on one of the
computers By 9 a m she and fellow
enclave employees have reported to
the Bnggs and Stratton plant to
begin their jobs Karla s *wit in the
plant Inv oh cs such duoes as assembling needle valves. weigh parts.
pruner bulbs. throttle shafts and
springs
'Karla is vets enthustasuc and
dedicated to her position in the
enclave at Briggs and Stratton.'
sass job coach Tracy Bell. who
supers INCN the unit on a daily basis.
Karla says what she likes most
about her job is being able to work
in the pLot env asoment. the saner.
of duties associated with her job.
and last but ,:ertainly not least the
opportunity to earn a regular
pay c heck
The daughter of Hal and Patricia
A Ilbnuen. Karla is a member of the
Glendale Road Church of Christ and
serves as treasurer for the Special
Cisiun Club She is a regular
pat-tic *pant in area Special Olympia
and enjoys a •ancty of hobbies such
as reading. exert!sing. shopping,
watching videos. going to the MO-

The many faces of

W.A.T.C.H.

Work At-wrung Tralnuts Cam" tor the I tand..•rp•s:
vies and helpag cage for her two
Tracy Be.11 began his assouniao•
with WATCH ml9Uwshc
was employed as a job coach to
mparvese the Brim nod Samoa
enclave la &Odium to nopervisaig
clients as the job sae. he abo
identifies jobs for supponed employment porta awes in indusual
setungs In 19'04, an additional
enclave was established at Fisher
Price and he v.as turned etc la ve
supervisor to coordinate wort for
participants at both sacs Bell has a
bachelor's degree in psychotogy
from Murray State University and
had two years of industrial job site
experience prior to joining the staff
at WATCH.
'One of the things I enjoy most
about my job is the challenge of
working in supported employment," says Bell. whose ntsponsilotuses include prepanng cancbdates for competitive employment
in the community. Part at those
challenges involve alenufying job
placement sites, contact with cm
ployers and arranging uanspona
uon to and from the job site. In
addition. be must learn every (wet
of the client'sjob during the training
phase and provide continued support throughout the employment
period.
Special Olympics activities provide opportwuues for W.A.T.C.H
clients to compete and socialize
with friends from other programs
throughout the state. This spnng,26
clients from WATCH. entered
the J.U. Kesal Bowling Tournament. where they earned 10 firstplace medals, nu second-place. seven third-place, one fourth-place
and two fifth-place. They also ea celled in the softball throw event at
the annual Regional Special Olympics held on the campus of Murray
State University. Twenty clients
claimed honors that included 11
first-place medals, one second place. four third-place, three
fourth-place and one fifth-place
W.A.T.C.H. depends heavily on
local donations. Monetary contributions received from February
through April have included donations from Sugar Creek Baptist
Church(3 I. payroll deductions from
employees at General Tire Corp..
fi.vel Baptist Church (3). Christian
Women Fellow ship of First Christian Church. Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Women, Goshen United
Methodist Women, Zeta Department of Murray Women's Club.
Kirksey Baptist Church (3). Women s Circle of Russell Chapel
Church. Conunental General Tire.
Inc /Ntayfield-Graves County tinned Way pledge. Murray State
University Student Gosernment Association, and Coldwater Baptist
Church Women's Organization. In
addition, contributions were re eelsed in memory of Ginger
Adams. Wendell Alibi-awn, Mary

Frames SW Leda Ellis Ensin.
Akira Springfield and Steve Taylor; and The Tuesday Bridge Club
domaled am Ansocrat Bradford Pear
tree Osgood at the Cessna in memory
of Dr. Howard Tasworth
Several thoughdul citizens donated specific items such as a color
TV, folding chair, two computers
and softw we and News from the
Past and Instant Arust computer
programs. for the enjoyment of
clients at the center Murray High
School FHA students supplied cupcakes for the clients; and Hazel and
Robert Crenshaw (who also send
monthly monetary gifts) donated
cake and popcorn for a St. Patrick's
Day party Goods or services were
provided at no charge by Honon's
Lock Shop. City of Murray and
Louse Moon Mission Group of First
Baptist Church.

Give Him A
Gift From Dad's
Favorite Store!
Pictured are Kenny and Jay Roth
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Karla Allbritton was one of the first W.A.T.C.H clients to begin working In a
special enclave unit proposed between Briggs and Stratton Corp and
WATCH in 1988 Besides her work In the plant facility, she also remains
interested in activities at the center, where she planted a tree on the grounds
in remernbrance of her grandfather, Wendel Albritton, who died last July
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High Priest Joe Walker, right, and King, Jullan Rogers, left, applaud
honorees after presenting 25-year continual membership certificates
during a meeting of Chapter 92 of Royal Arch Masons.

Members of Chapter 92 receiving awards at a recent meeting were
Robert Bazzell, Cecil Lovett, Robert Hall, Charles Jackson, Louis Westerman, R.C. Jones, Enoch Kaiser, Roy Folsom, Cecil Dodds and Roy
Harmon.

Past District Deputy Grand Master Hardin Alkderdlce opened the Master
Mason meeting of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Prior to turning the meeting over to Worshipful Master Barton Jones,
Alderdice thanked Murray Lodge for their kindnesses extended to him.
"Tubby" Alderdice Is also a past worshipful master of Cuba Lodge 644
and holds a dual membership In Murray Lodge 105.

JOHN SALTER photos
Seven members of Murray Council 50 received awards honoring their
25-year continual membership. First Arch Deputy Grand Master Lewis
B. Burnett, third from right, presented pins and certificates to the following Royal and Select Master Masons, who are, from left, Louis Westerman, Cecil Lovett, Enoch Kaiser, R.C. Jones, Burnett, Charles Jackson, Robert Hall and Roy Folsom.

Remember the times when
storytelling was the favorite thsng
do at school or at bedtime? Well.
you can relive those childhood
memories again at the 4th annual
Storyfest during the festivities of
Freedom Feat '95.
Spinners!, the suxycrafung
troupe of the National Scouting
Museum, will be presenting its
annual Storyfest at the CUrrifCenter
Dance Lounge on the campus of
Mumiy State University. Storyfest
will take place on Saturday,July 12,
beginning at 10a.m.and concluding
at 5 p.m.
Spinners! sponsors this annual
event as its way of patriotically
expressing our freedom. The celebration of freedom is the theme of
Storyfest as the circle of storytellers
will bring its stories to life.
According to Steve Ross. the
image that storytelling is for everyone, and not just children ix adulis,
is a celebration of the American
tradition of storytelling. Everyone
who is young-at-heart benefits from
these presentations.
During Storyfest, the stories will
be performed in three sets, starting
with the first set which is geared
toward younger people and those
young-at-heart. The second set will
be for adults who enjoy Americana
tales, such as folklore, Mark Twain,
and frontier life. The third set of
stories will be ghost stories, for
people who enjoy being frightened.
Spinners! has several different
positions in which it will be presenting its stories. The beginning level
of storytelling consists of interns
and apprentices. These storytellers
are learning how to perform their
own styles and create stories that
can be applied to real life situations.
The next level of storytelling is the
Journeymen.
This circle of
storytellers has been through the
levels of interning and apprentices
of storytelling,and the members are
now at the level in which they are
able to present their own styles. The
Master Storyteller of Spirme& is
the main presenter as he or she has
had the most experience with
storytelling. In addition, the Master

Storyteller has also taught the other
levels of sootelltng
Admission to Freedom fc)i '95
Storyfest & lice, and uin oonunuc
throughout the dr) of Saturday,
July I. If you ha+c an que.uons
regarding SloWC•t, or any otha
Freedom Fe)* e)ent, picasc don't
hesitate to call the Ffocdom Feat
hotline at 502-759-21k/9 or I -80070-5004

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnky Root, A Donny Roos)
0111c• Hours Mon •Ffl •• m •S p m
Now Also Sal 9 • m-1? pm

753-0489

600 Alain St

Support our local hospital

Prices Good Oars Joss,
006e. st%tt•
ana
in AL.*

Cash & Carry

4‘#''die

2O49
20Yr Warranty
Assorted Shades

GAF Shingles

529

ctrio Mill Finish

Roof Vent

Single 4 wide door
499

$750 $950 $1,150
''Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included

Brown or White

Aluminum Gutters

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
tiel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884 =Zig
Monday-Friday 7:30-8; Saturday 8-4
Elale'Price• Good at Murray Store Only! • Other Locations: Renton • Lake City

Stoess receives
sheriffs' award
in San Antonio
Ray Stoess,executive director of
the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association
and the Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys
and Girls Ranch, has been chosen
by the National Sheriffs' Association to receive the Globe Award for
Distinguished Service for 1995.
Stoess, who has been the executive director for the past 17 years,
waschosen to receive this award for
his contributions to needy children
and for his assistance in promoting
better law enforcement throughout
Kentucky. In addition, Stoess has
initiated several seminars and programs for Kentucky sheriffs through
the National Sheriffs' Association.
The presentation was made at the
annual conference of the National
Sheriffs' Association in San Antonio, Texas on Monday, June 12.
Sheriff Frank Policaro, Beaver,
Penn., immediate past president of
the National Sheriffs' Association,
made the presentation.
Stoess, who resides at the Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and Girls
Ranch in Gilbertsville, is married to
the former Donna Newcomb and
has five children and II granchddren.
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See Our Large Selection Of Built-In Appliances
For Your New Home Or Remodeling Needs.
30" White on white
Built-In Self-Cleaning Oven

SUMMER SPECIALS!

GE Profile' Black on Black
Select-Top'
Modular
Downdraft
Cooktop

• .a,ge :afar/. 4 2 cu ft oven
• E let t•onic °ben c Ort'Ol
0•41 10.g/104gis

(8
)

• What' glass loot with big
0.4

•^C1101.*
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CARRY-COOL
PORTABLE AIR CONDITIONER
• p-1,-art „. , 6 EER
•6,000 fru cooling.
115 volts, 65 amps
•2 cooling/2 fan only speeds
•8-position thermostat
•Easy mount window
ONLY
installation
•Easy-to-clean
slide-out filter

• Powerful downdraft venting system
• Porcelain enameled dual modular cooktop accepts optional
cooking modules (available at extra cost I
• Rotary infinite heat Controls
• Surface unit -ON- indicator light

• "a- tit rsta',ed *to a *ilti
A X
.nCle,counfe,
a,or

1.1

• •

JP 31981/

Uwe:.1P3119141 4•50 a.a.able
yarre a, .• 'e.07.1,r,• .0 1i9iee

41110'111
,
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HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
• H.
8888 EER
• 11501117.200 BTU
•230/208 volts. 9 2/99 amps
•2 cooling,2 tan only speeds
•8-position thermostat
• Easy mount window
installation
ONLY

'2990°

'559"

.
"7.7.1

Many Other
Models And
Sizes To
Choose
From!

i•`•—•%

Mode: 4VM24013

.

GE Profile' BLACK ON BLACK

27•
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•3 aver sne,ves meat t*.e•rrometer
osast,rg •ack
•instals in a wa'l
cabinet or .ride,
a countertop

SPACEMAKERPLUS"'
MICROWAVE OVEN
•850 watts 1 1 Cu .1 Oven Ca1/11N
•Convenience Cooking Controls
Beverage. Popcorn, Reheat.
Snacks and Cook pads
•2 speed, high capacity
ONLY
exhaust fan and
cooktop light

Al::•

GE Profile BLACK ON BLACK
SUDE•Ilt RIBBON TOP RANGE
• Pc• •es s•+ •
-•
• -

CONVECTION OVEN
• Se'
re
- •.
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Until 1997f
Direct
From
GE

'75

CASH
REBATE

Direct
From
GE

- Electronic touchpad controls with systems monitor
Clean sensor system.
• Automatic cycle selection.
• Super upper rack.
• GE Profile' QuietMotor.
ONLY
• Sound-dampening Profile."
insulation package.
6.soesiaxee. Air,ond on Aknonr1
Before Rebate

CASH
REBATE
Direct from GE
when you buy this
GE dishwasher

Apples ba OE applanco pun:Noes
ta• your GECAC'clidll =curt May
27 two.* lulq 31. 1103

CASH
'100 REBATE

Elrect
From

CASH

'100 REBATE

'499

••el GSD44.10X11,' V Kluft on HIM,
also aradatoe

From
Refrigerator with
Factory Installed
Nice Cubes"'
Icemaker!

. ••• Pm&

Mani TBX22PC1
n*am

GE Profile" REFRIGERATOR
WITH ICE DISPENSER

GE Profile* REFRIGERATOR
DISPENSES CRUSHED (CF.
CUBES a CHILLED WATEF

•4 "

•

1 - 4' •
A

, ass
ad[t.VabJe

ONLY
;

Model GSOM200EIB

Direct

MMus
GAuto
00011
t'041641

lik•3•

Installation Extra

GE Profiler" BLACK ON BLACK
CLEAN SENSOR DISHWASHER

'35

Payments,
Down Payment,
Finance Charges

-On Purchases 01 Selected Sid.-By-Sede Refrigoralors'
•Ori &Sic-tied Appitances' Purchased With A Side-By-Side Refngerator

CASH
$100 REBATE

'7490°

'429"

Our Best Offer Ever! Now Through July 31, 1995!

No

HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
•Hi -efficiency, 8 3.8 3 EER
•23,500/23,000 BTU
•230/208 volts, 13.0/14.2 amps
•3 cooling/2 fan only speeds.
•10-position thermostat
•Easy-to-clean,
ONLY
slide-out filter.

s'e .es

ONLY

'1229'

:

GE Profile'' REFRIGERATOR
DISPENSES CRUSHED ICE,
CUBES & CHILLED WATER
•2t
•
•
-e . •
, • DO
g ass s^e .es
•SeiloCC Sacit Pac.
ONLY
•Smart Storage System
Yee33 1.0 .egeab.es

11749x

*resew 10"

GE Profile" 30 REFRIGERATOR
•298 Cu ft capacity Fits in vim,
the same space as a GE 17 cu
refrigerator That's room for at least
4 more bags of groceries
• Largest freezer & door
ONLY
bins in the industry
'4•1•••,••r.
1-e1 0, 8'01' -0-v•••••;•s

•
•
•
•
•

18 2 Cil fl capacity.
Acfnistable glass shelves.
,nack pan
,allon storage on tfcxx
vegetable/foul pans

Special Price HOT__
POINT

$599

mud,' CTXI8GIS

1999

Limited Time Offer...June 2nd Thru July 3rd 1995!
GE Laundry Care Bonus Pack

FREEI

Laundry
Pair of
the Monlh'

GE
rif
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Dryyear Poir ifittd
*SUM!

Get a 71* 37 unbleached . ottun
ta.; and uupOnS for
6 boxes of Ultra Ttde II/ or box IS was"°ads)
S boxes of Bounce 140 sheet count,
1 bottles of Ultra Downy 120 loads per bott'e
Wastepn Dryers
Avow..
*moms.
serarkm..-AlIal111,•
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Mete V.V.0.4160CS
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EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
2-SPEED HEAVY DUTY WASHER
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Voile DC 1 MOM
RIM ON MIRE
LAME CAPACIT1 DRYER
•autamalcerv taws evs•
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•4 Orr% 14141011n11
ONLY
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Large capectty 111-cyche
heavy duty watabot
• 3 aster Wee seiecticris
•4 aillts1Vres• lerncilwatureS

•Breach diviner
•'40 cieensng fee,

319 -

Just

Large capeelty 3-cycle
been dety dryer
•Autornahr: dry(ono&
•3 drying selector's
•ltutte door versos( ff,r easy bairn(
•Reny-meter r)Irree1I nt 1111er

$359

Just

$289

•
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Murray Appliance & TV
"Your GE, Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer"
212 E. Main

Howard Coy. Owner
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Alzheimer's programs offered
Murray -Calkzway County Hospstal is offering rvii.c.kiminal programs
on Alzheimer s Disese on Friday.
The
June 16 at the hospaul
programs we for numes, interested
stunt's, caregivers and family

nveasbars al Alzheimer patients.
and Sow cnioNcincrit Linkers
Guest speaker at eali of the
sesstuns *al be Barbara Ham a
leading authority on Alzhessner s

Murray High gives
semester honor roll
Murray High School has released
the honor roll for the second semester
Ninth grade
AN As and Its
Adam Bartruk, Rebekah Brown, Louis
Cheraw, Alan Claw,Courtney Clinstopher.
Gins Compton, David Crouch, William
Denruson, Virginia Graves,Candace Gurley.
Kimberly Howard. Danny Hudspeth, Nathan
Hughes, Jeremy Hunt, David Johnst.in,
Jeanne Maddox, Joseph McKee!, Jeffrey
Page, Joshua Price, Amberly Rollins and
Joey Woods
Ninth grade
All As
Autumn Alcou, Morgan Blankenship, El
ten Carpenter, Aleuts Haverstock, Mary
Howard, Amy Mangle, Kisai Nathu. Ryan
Pickens, Own Riedel, Brad Simmons and
Mark Stockton
Tenth Grade
AU As and Ets
Dea Banks, Amy Burgess, Ashley
Burgess, Angela Colson, Karen Fischer,
Angela Fitch, Melissa Goldharner, Chnsune
Gnffuhs, Lynda Hamngton, Stephanie Hill,
Aaron Howard, Robert Howard, Angela
Hutchens, Daniel Hutchens, Joanna Kind,
Susan Kneb,Jennifer Lewis, Crystal Mardis,
Rebecca Miller, Megan 01.4ahony, Tabitha
Painter, Albert Plan, Nicole Straw and
Rahual Tendon
Tenth grade
All As

Elisabeth Breeding, Elizabeth Broughton,
Alexander Hunt, Jennifer Leary. Cory Mar-

us. Katie McNees'', Dana Thomas and
Daneue Wuds
Eleventh grade
Al As and I.

Seth Allgood, Marc Baker, Ken Bassett,
Hillary Belcher. Scutt Brows, Andrew Cun
ningham. Karen GRIM, Neely Green. Came
Griffiths, Joseph Hayman, Timothy Hinton.
Andrea Jackson, David Klepper, Sabrina
Kneebune. Julie Krouse. Sarah McNeary.
Alyson McNutt, Greg Miler, Pnyesh Nathu,
Jinx! Plummer, Summer Roberson. JUSUA
Rouse, Sarah Snyder. Timothy Vaughan and
John Weatherly
Eleventh grade
AM As
/•y 1011 BrILL•281, Leah Chnuensen. Carroll

anstopher,Sabrina Glover, Rachel Hutson,
Emma Shaw and Charles Villanove
Twelfth grade
AN As and Ba
Amy M. Bourland, Whicy A Dia.
Richard E Fearn, Anna M. Garland, David
G. Graves, Amanda 1 llanelinc. Taryn W
Hansen, Crystal L Johnson, Sarah Kneebone, Kathleen M. Leary, Angela M. Long,
Shawn C. Manners, PUMAS Maxwell. lerorny L. Painter, Connie L. Payne, Tracy L.
Pervme, Vicki Rowland, Enca Rowleu, Paul
E. Scott and Leighe C. Wolf.
Twelfth grade
AU As

Keisa Bennett, Dana Blankenship. Rachel
Cella, Lonune Cook, Sara Dente°, Angela
Fairbanks, Caleb Johnson, Joel Johnson and
Mary Maddox.

Valve shutoff cuts
oxygen to patients
MELBOURNE, Fla. (AP) —
Someone closed the wrong valve
on a hospital's oxygen line, cutting off some patients' oxygen
supply for 10 to 15 minutes and
leaving one woman in critical
condition today.
The 55-year-old patient, whose
name was withheld at her family's request, was among 56
patients at Holmes Regional
Medical Center whose supplementary oxygen supply was
interrupted early Monday.
"At this point, her prognosis is
not good," Valerie Davis, a Holmes spokeswoman, said today.
"We don't necessarily anticipate
a recovery, but it's too early to
tell."
Nurses alerted by an oxygen
pressure alarm immediately distributed portable oxygen units,
but the woman went into cardiopulmonary arrest, said Mike
Means, Holmes chief executive
officer.
The other patients suffered no
adverse effects, Means said
Tuesday.
Staff members had planned to
shut off oxygen only to the hospital's east wing early Monday during a routine construction project.
Instead, a valve was closed that
shut off oxygen to the east and

west wings, hospital officials
said.
"This was a purely human
error," Means said at a news
conference Tuesday.
Though he was not the person
who turned the valve, the hospital's director of engineering, Glen
E. Anderson, was reassigned after
the incident and later submitted
his resignation.
The hospital would not identify
who actually turned the valve.
"This was a team failure,"
Means said. "1 don't want anytotal
accept
to
one
responsibility."
State and federal officials were
notified and may investigate.
Outside experts called in to
investigate the hospital's procedures could make recommendations later in the day, Davis said.
The oxygen shutoff did not
affect patients on life support and
respirators, only those in the west
wing needing supplementary oxygen, said Dr. Richard Baney, the
hospital's medical director. Many
of the patients were recovering
from surgery or suffering conditions such as pneumonia.
The hospital said the woman
who was made comatose was
recovering from surgery but
would give no details.

who Ls infonn.suon coordinator of
the Alzheimer's lhsease Research
Center at the Salders- Brown Centel
on Aging at the L'inversity 04
Kentucky
A brain disease. Alzheimer s oc •
,un most often us people over 65
but d UM strike those in they 401
and 50: It invoi.es an irreversible.
progressive loss memory
FOR THE PUBLIC
From 4:30 to about 6 p.m. on
Friday, June 16, a free Alzheimer's
ixogram will be presented by Ms.
Helm. The session, to be held in the
hospital cafeteria's pnvate dining
room on first floor, is for family ,
friends and caregivers of persons
with Alzheimer's.
Alzheimer's affects on a person
and coping with behaviors of
heimer's victims will be discussed.
Ms. Helm's presentation, The Wizard of AU, will explain these
things, tying them into situations
from the classic "Wizard of Oz"
movie.
A free sitting service for people
with Alzheimer's will be provided
during
the
meeting through
MCCH's Adult Day program,
Shared Care. To sign up your loved

1 .401.4S('A S2‘
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Support our local hospital

IT'S A BIRTHDAY
PARTY...
AND YOU'RE
INVITED!
Chrysler Corporation was
founded by Walter P.
Chrysler 70 years ago, in
June of 1925. So,to celebrate, we are offering our
best deals of the year.
Plus, from today through
June 30, everyone who
buys or leases a new or
used car or truck will get to
choose one of 70 envelopes containing prizes
including:
'Free lube/oil & filter
coupons
'Free Mopar accessory
coupons
'Free T-shirts
'Mystery gifts
'Even a $1000 U.S.
Savings Bond

•

‘Aps19.4 70TH
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CHRYSLER

EVERYONE WINS!

Since education reform,some
Kentucky kids are reading things
they've never read before.

'95 DODGE NEON

10,599
'14,599
'16,999
'17,499
13,899
99,199

4 door

'95 DODGE STRATUS

4 door

'95 CHRYSLER CIRRUS

4 door

'95 JEEP CHEROKEE SPORT

4x4

'95 DODGE CARAVAN
'95 DAKOTA CLUB CAB

Education
Opportunities After
High School

4x4

'95 RAM 2500 CONVERSION VAN

$21,999

'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE

99,999
19,999

'95 EAGLE ei9SION TSI

FREE rum WItW'EVERY NEW VEHICLE
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In Western, Ky.

Stn..- its impIrrnentstion in PAO. the
lientucki F &Lisette/1 Refuirm Act has pronied the Nits kw continued nrioniverrwrm
in schools all over the
(twnmon wealth
Noir, not only are kennel% shetents
readmit more theY re dome it at a higher
level full•time enrollment in all types of

highly education in Kentucky has incninsed
by an astounding 21% over, the past five
years The Increased enrollment at tech•
nscal schools is equally dramatic
So if you re wondering "Lardy where
education reform is taking our kids. lust
look at what they're reading

The Partnership for Kentucky School Reform
1-800-92S-2111
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11.e Hous:ng Authority of Murray vi;!!
e bids un a 1995 Ford Ranger Truck.
,
ta•,: bus Only bids of $2.000 or more
• .s considered Sate will be on an as-is
nen -is basis The truck may be seen at 716
Nash Driver. Murray. on Friday. June 16,
tt.5 bet*een S0) •m and 200 pm
•

Rids must be sealed and delivered to
•••och the Housing Authority office, located
At 716 Nash I)rive. Murray, KY 42071, by
• 15 pm . June 16th, at which time the
ty.ei opening will be conducted Item
•
must
picked up no later than
i 30 pm on the date of the sale

•

The Housing Authority reser•es the right
to rv,ect any and all bids, if deemed to be
C 2.e4t interest of the Housing Authorit

Oictice
aar!bis.1 Do you PSYCHIC reading by Sue
IOWa o.e.e E 4:54..**V 0.0 502 876 7398 $1 00 Pet
brims@ June is qi..ality of
,
Xr4Cre443 aspi".10 ,cica 0.4 '
141 PS.414/ contact Fern me month
••••oar _oive 53 7109 SKIN PROBLEMS? My
F;1EE SP new treaenent heals Psor
- ES •
'c
cost to lase a Exzerne last Siops
itch clears r•dn•ss
• :se • 2 ;...a
- •./ a nos blued scales FREE INFORMA
:
• , 515so CS inSolif) TON I3en P Hardy P0
SOS 1301 Dbcskson TN
*411 & more Sates
r
waved Liberty 37056
V it a cal
Supply
TAROT card readings Cal
• 800 762 8C26 Mention tor appontment 110 esch
•
'eating 502 753 3663

--

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
v' ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School
,OPEN FALL 1995
E-rc... 'vow Glades K 6
..ocated at Sinit.ng Sorrigs Baptist Church
f•iess Sos.therest Elsmsrnary
753-6487
437-4432

Do you have acne prone skin facial
scars tine lines" Would you like to have
firmer sorter younger looking skin in
weeks'
) Try Glycolique 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter kit and quality for !ht.
'Peel Dear
A new you in four weeks
No Gimmicks
Ask about our natural nail care program
Now you can have pretty hands 8 nails.
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
(reg $22 00

Acrylic Nails - $25.00

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Steuart* Thru As 04
Our most compretion
she policy pays lor
Infermediale or
Cassocks' Care
Wei
iAececare $ new guide
tines lot confinement
Nursing Home frau/
woe a more important
than row
For free
kilorrnation car

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
**-•• Cr.& Co' MiACa.
ATTENTION MARRIED
WOMEN Contestants
wanted tor Mrs Kentucky
Amenca Pagent For free
information
call
1.00688 8413 You must
ask for Judy
A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE' Scarxlina
yen European Asian
South Amenaan
s.„..,
stu
Gantt arranng in August
Become a host farney tor
the AMERICAN INTERCULTURAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE Call Emilie at
502 833 3229 Or call
800-SIBUNG

4uan

Tqpacco Plants
For Sale

RECK'S
PRODUCE
489-2442

OUTLAW Construction
We custom build log homes
& have log home supples
for rt• do it yourself person
Approval licensed. general
contactor with ?Sirs ex.
perience VA FHA -2 10
HBW. warranty For all your
log home needs call Shan
nonmorns 502 436-5210

511 00

MALE
$116'

•

FEMALE

Manicure

$.S 00

-111,

r• .41'1
't4

•

•

,

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
I
AGENCY, INC.-

S.

•

E

905 SYCAMORE. MURRAY, KY
Local 751-41911
Nereevalle Tag1nbiS00-455-4199

••

•

Hrs. Mon.-FrL 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

.3

502-759-1333

Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger 8 Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11,000 $16,000 or more
per year
tt interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times and
complete a resume No phone calls please

Southside
Shopping Center

753-1682

DONATE your or help
durety Got a tax break We
hands tie paperworit and
ins sow% Casa today' Ne
tonal Kidney Foundaeon of
K•ntucky
Call
I 900 499 CARS

(.11

I ociOtton% roast to '

It advance!

DRIVERS NEEDED NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED
NO TRAINING REQUIRED
to be prehired to fill 86
driving jobs representative
in your area this week taking applications Call today.
1-800-999-4317.
DRIVERS OTR check
THIS out' At Advanced Distribution System qualified
flatbed drivers start unmediatetyl Up to 31c/mile assigned equipment, plus
benefits 800-646-3438
DRIVERS, over the road
35 states Flat with sides,
late model conventionais 3
year's experience Start
30c/Mile . benefits Cal
800-444-6648
DRIVERS- TIRED OF
LONG HOURS AND LOW
SAY'
, Earn up to
$35-50,000/yr with Floehl
Transport, the Truckload
carrier with a real "Get
home' policy Excellent
equipment/benefits. Sign
on bonus, school reimbursement. Van or flatbed
Talk with our drivers'
Driver- trainers and teams
welcome 1-800-467-6345
Roehl Transport The road
to SW-COSS

EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience tree supplies, information no obbg•tion
Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks Dept 14
8407, Etandera Rd Suite
133-217 San Antonio Tx
78250
ELECTRICIANS and helpers needed Apply at new
Kroger store in Murray
ESTABLISED lawn service
has position for full time
employee Call 753-6986
EXPERIENCED travel
agent needed full or part
time Send resume to P 0
Box 430, Gilbertsville KY
42044
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed Needs enough experience to run a crew
753-3343
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators in your area
Part-time hrs fullbrne pay,
over 800 items Celebrating
our 40th anniversary Call
1-800-488-4875
HINTON & Son's Cash 8
Carry now accepting applications for full time delivery/
sales position Must be at
least 18yrs old with a vaild
drivers license Apply in
person at 621 S 4th St
next door to D&T Foods
JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt , maintenance 759-4118 between
2-3prn
LPN'S 10-6, Britthaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 South
Drug tree work place EOE/
AAE

DRIVER- TOP DRIVERS
DESERVE TOP PAY'
OTR/Shorthaul, home
weekly (shorthaul), starting
pay up to 32c./mile, 2500
minirk (longhaul) & top
notch benefits BURLINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS
1-800-JOIN-BMC EOE
DRIVES Semi IT, $1300
sign on Empty 8 loaded
mileage pay monthly incentive bonus Immediate
insurance coverage Excellent benefits MD Transport
Systems 1800-626-1988
(EOE)
PAINTERS must have
2yrs experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Blacks Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray or
call 502 753 0839

Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office 753 6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

NEW cable television corn
pany seek sales represen
tatrves to sell in the Nelson
County Central Kentucky
market Candidates must
have sales experience &
strong people skills Good
pay 8 benefits Send resume to PLG Inc.. do The
Kentucky Standard, P.0
Box 639 Bardstown, KY
40004
NOW hiring part & full time
Apply in person at Subway
No phone calls please
SAFETY advisors,
$2150/per me Company
will train, call Mon-Fri
9am-1pm
only.
615-399-8269
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring cooks, cashiers. dishwasher & salad bar attendants Apply in person between 2-4 Mon- Fri.
TRUCK
DRIVERS
NEEDED to operate 48
states, no Canada Haul
dry freight, no HazMat, excellent pay and benfits Call
Continental Express Inc
1-800-695-4473

PART time or full time help
needed at Hitching Post
Gift Shop in Aurora Call for
appointment 474-2266
POSTAL JOBS, start
$12 68/hr. For free registration form 8 info Call
1800-233-9078 tel free,
24hrs 7 days
WAITRESS, dancers
wanted Doll House Cate
Pans, TN 901-624297
WILDLIFE/ Conservation
Jobs Game wardens, security, maintenance. etc No
exp necessary Now hying
For info call
(219)794-0010 ext. 7159
8arn-10pm 7 days
070
Domestic
& Childcare
BABYSIT in home, Mon
Fn, days only 759-4490
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

SHOE SENSATION
MANAGER WANTED!
Growing retail shoe company seeks a local enthusiastic, independent individual to start as manager
Previous experience in retail management a must
and retail shoe experience is a plus
Benefits Include:
Salary Plus Bonus
Paid Vacations
Group Health
Employee Discounts
Opportunity for Growth
Send Resume Today!
Shoe Sensation e939
Chestnut Hills Plaza
r•YERPRISES
718 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Fisher-Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and 55.30 for
8 and 4 hour. Positions le-ading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay raw of $8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
281 So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Eimpioyer 1•4/F/D/V

HENRY COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
AND
HENRY COUNTY NURSING HOME

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
112 So 12th
Murray. KY 420t1

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
HOSPITAL

ALPINE.
•
Nxidadrosqati.
Tapes
CD
oH
#5aU,sc7,
Car Audio

clari
•

..016

SilliAel

Boulevard Music
753-0113

Oen
Help
Maised

ATTENTION Ws.
Mee
posttion we+ home heser
&perry Apply at Eiteha
owe Nome Meell'i 103
Jane Si.Pena. In 3&242
901 644 1990

Mon.-Fd. 8 ckm.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 am.
• 0.0a.•••• ass 2 days

I.

•

Cester

91 000 WEEKLY stuang
envelopes Free into Send
self addressed stamped
envelop. to Aladde• Dept
45 332 N A S Dr sues
171 Corpus Chet Ti
713418

DRIVERS EOE quality On
yen Maverick Transportation Inc 1800-289-1100,
Home most weekends, excellent pay package. (starling pay 26 CPU with yearly
increases up to 36 CPU).
late model equipment, tarp
pay dispatch pay, quarterly
bonuses (fuel, safety, drive
referral) 401K. rider policy,
vacation profit sharing, credit union. health dental.
vcsion 8 life Inc Driver must
be 24 YOA, 1 yr OTR

ealittEME:211

Kut-N-Kurl

10
NEVV LOWER RATES AGE $O UP
13 09
.1;.•
21 '8
15 S4
age .
2' 31
19 33
age '
95
NI 77
26 19
Pte.- -1, ,aririiiied NOT *a "create

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

ATV.<•

Fringe Benefits

A.AlLABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examination!'
,Sc - •••,••32.
,
800 Car
A,•
q-C.11,:r5 you May QV a
•
9. • a•ii a *re mr.,^^M'y de',
1. • •ip-t agcs tor $400C p0+.cy

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER

hot Oil
Manicure

BURIAL INSURANCE

DIETARY Aci.6.11 time
positions. venous shift. no
•xperienc• necessary
Apply in person. Britthaven
of Benton, Hwy 641 South
A HIGHLY se* motivated Drug free work place EOE/
indrvidual with great inter- AAE
personal skills for advertsrig sales Job responsibii
ees include outside sales DO you need a GED? Do
customer sennoe maintain you need hope for the fuestablished accounts and ture and help to get a solid
open new revenue ac career? We have 22 JOB
counts Must be a responsi openings for people 16 thru
bre and enthusiastic indnn 21 that are not full time high
dual Must own vehicle and school students. Call
a valid drivers license Sal 753-9378 Frye days a week
ary plus commas/on Send beNseen 8 00am-3-00pm.
resume lo P0 Box 1040F, This project is funded by
the Job Training PartnerMurray KY 42071
ship Act through the KenApproximately 5 days ivork, tucky Department for Em
including the weekend cam ployment Services and the
753 3354
West Kentucky Private hdustry Council This as an
BIG Apple Cate Puryear. Equal Opportunity progTn a now hiring cooks pan ram Auxiliary aids and sertime or full' time Apply in vices are available upon
person after 11am
request to individuals with
1 901 247-5798
disabilities

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Op•n 5pm
Clos•d
Mon Tues Pizza. salads,
hot sandwiches gyros I
bread socks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1903.649-3804

Slb 00

Nags • 753-1137

COOKS & dishwashers for
day night shafts for Murray
& Hazel restuaranei Apply
in person Am's Country
Kachen

Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Pedicure

Haw & Skin • 759-1874

AVON sal at work, home
anywhere! Be your own
Earn 50%
boss
1-800-539-4529 Ind/Rep

I James Ferguson am no
longer responsible for any
debts other teen my own

With any hair service receive 15°0
oft any nail or toot care service
or vice versa

I Or /4 'Worth '1 ler. 'frin.ge 14nr/iti

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 IN BO
NUS paid monthly, quarterly 6 yearly PLUS TOP
MILEAGE PAY 101(K)plan
MOO SIGN ON BONUS
other paid benefits
vaasson Molth & Me deed
hoed rnotet4symier- loading & unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT solos
and
teams
call
800 441 4394 StJdonts
and driving school grads
Cal 1 800 338 6428

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

Pamper
yourself
with a set of acrylic
nails -only $25 Nail
technician, Sherry
lames, is now at
Kut-N-Kurl

OFFICE HOURS;

Help
wailed

Noise
11,

INVITATION TO 1111.)

R.Cec So*
For Trooe
Free Cotan,
Wonfec

MAME=
Adrodleses are socussuand b
chock Ilse Old laredloa of
their oda lor any ant ileum,
Lodger & m.
MI be resposuilble tor only owe Moorsod lasedion. My estor
should be reposled hurasellokay so confecions can be
mocks.

RESPIRATORY THERAPY
• REGISTERED THERAPIST - P/T WITH BENEFITS
• CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN - P/T WITH BENEFITS
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
• E.M.T. - PRN
• PARAMEDIC - PRN
PHYSICAL THERAPY
• PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT - FULL TIME
NURSING HOME

Come see Me brooming Dayisllies Japanese
Iris and Hostas Over 900 varieties
Fres Plant With Thai Coupon

.NURSINQ
• R.N.'S - ALL SHIFTS AND HOURS
• L.P.N.'S - ALL SHIFTS AND HOURS

Open Garden Daily 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

CarC Nursery

ALL QUALIFIED AND INTERESTED CANDIDATES, PLEASE APPLY IN
PERSON IN THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPT.

753-2993
94E arm lea on Van Cleans R (Nappy Holiday
Pontoon) Go 1.4 aids turn left en Bee* Church
(1411.3) Finn toSO 11510(COOlt d )114en tel 1it
house an tel (apse* 114 ads)

apra04,40044.610,*=
a

,

301 TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TN 38242
NZ= IS AN E 60 EMPLOYER
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MURRAY LEDGER & TlfAt.

Deneses
• Clibleare
h•Ou SE cieening ha••
opening rebates depend
able arta eapenenaed ner
cadi C.-erie 436 2667 reeve
message
HOUSEKEEPING or OWN
does relwentais depend
able Armee 7551751

WANT to buy Ammo...
coitectibies coca cola
awns care war arteacte
ISCon• o411114111y lugs wee ad
~tang gas•oil achann
riggesserme Erma nue
Phone
reOr &bilis etc
753 3133 ask for Larry

1.1 to ealti elderly any
erne Consider We vi ref
cap Call 753-4590 tor
nformabon

Mickel
Fa $ae

WILL dean houses reit
senate. Hee. references
437 4064

20 RIDING mowers. 2
boats. concrete miser
cermet Cal 328-8123 at
lar Sprii
2 STEEL sales at Horton
Lack Shop One 5214 x 32w
▪ 250. 74it a 38W a 31D
burglar resistance. Ti. rat
wig 753-5980. 753-1203
shier Sprn

WILL keep books in my
home Experienced in bank
records general ledger.
axe roc accts pay per 3F1 BALL Python with 30in
roll. sees tax returns 941'S cage and lights. $125
and much more Cal Erica 759-4814
489-2405 it no answer $595 POOLS POOLS
leave a message
$595- Brand new 1901
tan* size pool complete
with deck flier. liner, heat
wig device and nxwel 100%
financing 1-800-846-2725

WRSz
-5
pJn

11 OM.
days

1Hp
anted

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Possible $2500 part time
$8000 full Ome monthly.
processing insurance
drams tor healthcare providers Investment re
guyed Software purchase
plus computer Financing
available
1-800-722 SAMS

x full time help
Hitching Post
Aurora Call for
474-2266

JOBS start
or free registra
& info Call
078 toll tree
ys

RETAIL franchise oppor
tunity, existing locations
Call
available.
1-800-277-3278.

S. dancers
I House Cafe
)01-62-4297

120

Conservation
wardens, secnonce. etc No
:ary Now hirinto call
10 ext 7159
7 days.

Computers
A MI GA 2000 computer with
color monitor, includes two
35 disk drive, 1 MEGA
BYTE of memory & all
cables Over $400 in software included Will take
best offer 759-4729

nestle
illdcare

DO you want a LOCAL
INTERNET dial-up7 For information call 753-6807

home, Mon759-4490.

y.

AMAZING OFFER' SWIMMING POOLSI Must sell
entire inventory of new
1994 leftover HUGE lamely
sized 19'01' OD pool
complete with sundeck,
fence and filter ONLY $9591
100% financing Hurry' Cal
toil free 1 (800)759-6058
ask for Kelli Limited area
ANTIQUES dining room
suite, bedroom suite,
kitchen table & chairs,
marble top tables(Zend &
coffee), etagere, china,
crystal & silver 753-1513
BOGARD Trucking and Excavating, Inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, till dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446.
BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT Bow hunters discount warehouse.
America's largest archery
supplier, stocks over 5,000
bow hunting items at
20-40% off retail. Call
1-800-735-2697 for free
160 page catalog.

HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT COOKWARE Surgical
1304-E CHESTNUT IN stainless steel waterless,
THE DIXIELAND SHOP- greaseless' Americas heaPING CENTER, NEXT TO viest multi ply set' Lifetime
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA. warranty' New in box' Fac
CALL 753-7001,
tory outlet, yard sale pm
LEADING Edge 486 com- ingl Call 1-800 371 3951
puter with SBGA monitor. Don't miss out'
external CD- Rom, sound ENCLOSED utility trailer
card. 14 4 fax-modem. 6x10x6ft high, $1000, obo
$2,000 invested will take 502-247-8754 after 5pm
$1,500 obo Call 759-2070
FEDDERS a/c 18.700
between 5 30- 9pm
BTU, 220V, single phase.
SEE HAWKINS RE- (A) top condition, energy
SEARCH FOR YOUR saver Cali Chris 436-2292
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS. FIBERGLASS topper for
long wheelbase, lull size
753-7001.
pick-up, $250 436-2523
SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE GOOD clean used lawn
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN mowers, clearance prices,
DIXIELAND CENTER. J.D. Cub, Sears & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
753-7001.
247-4456.

houses is my
?liable and exiferences Call
553

ON

)!
cal enthumanager
int a must

4

26E5

1/0

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

10 p.m.)
S5.30 for
ot offer a
package.
ymakerS,

USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane tank
759-9752

Ages 5-13

753-7201

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square

A

C

DEBBIE $ TN. /1 That
new•used %endure anti
quer glasearroe pitverry
00clat 1001s, crane, oasis
old pre sWe cedar chest
disceon incubator leen s
leo Elva Presley photo s$
tors more Hari IM East
Murray KY Mon. Tu.
Thur Fn 114, Sat 912
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ENSCHO SD' synth.
surer Ms sue boryeesed
Samara sound OA ei se
wen.* • 35 flee erne
Hundreds or foal
•min
riseurnenas Spealier
Hytioard stand easelent
co(eeon Over $3000
vested yid leke mewl
able od. MO 4729

1,
•• 41.

IIIR weiewe Jury ist emu
PalN• ird Nook op no
Pets &nese refeiences
& deposa 75.3 3919

SAT JUNE 17TH 10:00 A.M.
ZETTIE WATSON: DECEASED
AT SEDALIA KENTUCKY

COZY FRAME HOME-

Hide a bed, $175
435-4236 after 5pm
KING size waterbed, good
condition, padded rails and
headboard, $75. 25- Zenith
console television, $60
759-4432
WATERBEDS
WHOLESALE- Queen soft
sided waterbeds $29900
Waveless mattresses from
$4495 Lowest prices in
America **FREE COLOR
CATALOG** Can di free
1 800 495 75,33

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, June 17, 1995 • 12 Noon
Mr. Lashio has moved to a permanent residence and Is
offering his lake house to the highest bidder.
535 Jennings Road - Lake City, KY
DIRECTIONS: Going east on Hwy 62, turn right just past
Koons Bar-B-0 Restaurant onto Barkley Dam Rd. Turn
immediately right again onto Depot Rd Proceed 10 and turn
right onto Jennings Rd.
A home away from home- If you want to be near Kentucky
Lake, Land Between the Lakes and all the outdoor beauty of
this area - look at this.

-Selling Rogordlosa of PrIco-

-4, AUCTIONEER a REAL ESTATE BROKER
502-623-8466 - FANCY FARM. KY

IC

THE SELLING MACHINE

:IC

AUCTION

This property features a well bunt 2 bedroom Cottage *large
Irving room/dining area, stone fireplace, natural gas arc
public water. Also located on this property is an ideal shop/
storage building 10' a 16' weed and ready
Terms on Real Estate 20% down day of sale balance at
closing within 30 days
Also offered will be several items of personal property
Terms on Personal Property COmplete Settlement day of
sale

ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION
Ilea R. Dodd - Braker
W. Dee Ferris - CM Auctioneer
P.O. Boa III
He, KT
(502H92-8796
as uwww«
•••••••• ••••••••••••• dap•sm
•••••••••• ••••
.•••.• ••••••••m

2BR mobile home C
water furnished $275 mo
Coleman RE 753 9898
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 31s,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209
245

Saturday, June 17th, 1995 • 10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: South Graves County, KY between Podunk and Bell City on the Lynwood Morris Farm. From Podunk Trading
Post turn left on Bell City Road proceed
approx. 4 miles to sale site. Watch for
Signs!!!
TRACTORS, TRAILERS & EQUIPMENT
• M-Farmall w/Front End Loader,3Point Hitch,
2 extra Hyd. Control Valves • 20 ft. Stock
Trailer w/5' Metal Box on front, Custom Built in
Good Condition!' • 14 ft. Two Axle Flatbed
Trailer w/Winch • 14 ft. Heavy Duty Wagon w/
14' Wood Bed and Grain Sides, Rubber Tires,
Custom Built for Tractor Or Team • Custom
Built Parade Wagon for Team or Shows. Pulls
Excellent down the road, built out of an AModel Ford w/19* Wheels & Spares • John
Deere Semi-Pickup Cycle Mower • 2 row
Cultivator with Rams & Hiller'• John Deere 1
Row Semi-Mounted Cornpicker fits Ford or int
w/3 Point Hitch • Glindel Grain Elevator - Good
Shape!!• New Holland 256 Hay Rake - Good
Shape" • And Much Morel
ANTIQUES
Lots of smallsll
WOOD WORKING TOOLS
HUNTING & FISHING EQUIPMENT
Due to Mr. Morris'age, he is offering for sale at
Auction his Rocky Mountain hunting supplies
• 30-06 Springfield Rifle (w/fancy walnut stock
side mounted scope & iron sights reedy for
hunting)• 12 gauge Ivory Johnson single shot.
ribbed barrel shotgun (Shoots Good) • 16
gauge Savage single barrel shotgun w/ 2 3/4
chamber Model 220A (Shoots Good) • And
Much More!!!

• All Kinds of Tack. Equipment • And Much
Morelil
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11113 %NOWELL Re ewe
eve Ha" RE apt min
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is adielawiose
lernishedno p.s111111100•
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HORSE DRAWN EQUIPMENT
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ARE yee wanting ',a...,
WIODWG viGooneys'
LW ale eaperawswe see
NO you wen sew pens
We peed. seelogreehe
Owen vide« lodging
MEMORIES
Call
1 900242 7116

Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo. water furnished
Coleman RE 753.9898
NEW park. newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup • crty water SIOCYMO
492-8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Horne Park. 753-91166

1000 SO FT OFFICE
space or small business
plenty of parking
753-6106. 753-3258
DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
$95/mo including all ute
ties Also we suite of of
lices with windows
$595,rno including all uol
ties 753-1266
OFFICE or busaness 1000
sq ft 308N 12th, next to
Faye s 753 9212
OFFICE or rioted budding
zoned 82 approx 1600 so
rt NE corner 131h & Pop
tar Cal 753 6001
RETAIL or 011toe Space vi
S Side Shopping Center
7534609 or 7536412
UNIVERSITY Square
space available central
gas central so sky legN
retool and/or office space
high traffic wee 753 1492
ask kw Lorelei

AUTOMOBILE
196-4 Plymouth Valiant 6 cyl 3 speed, sharp"
Terms: Cash or Check
In lic 12004
Auction Conducted By
F' 1

1--• r)

r.

.!.7:.....ir....7:..

Steven J Bunch-Auctioneer • (502) 375-2922
Roy Bunch-Auctioneer Real Estate Broker
Rt. 1, Wingo, KY 42088 • ($02) 376-2W2

1.2.3110 we Furnished
very we new MSU No
pets
753 1252
days 753-0606 Misr awn
1702 OAKHILL. win Moe
duple
batten appliances furnished, reale
beck yard deck. lease. de- 'to pets 753-0814
2b1

58

1995

15

Per lime
Or Loss

Niiitom

JAMES R. CASH

JUNE

libeeellessesis

I VERO/KED VIEDOiseG
dI=
CHAPEL Gaeta
F GLEANER comeine sic
nesse* FULL
1101 Acres on Her, 280
hard land plant•r
SERVICES candielieht energy eleasere No wile
7$3 7845
ommnonies relue•C 110or
$285 ono •d•posit
G JOHN Deere 12 500
ers phoworaphs videos
1538846 Wore Ilpen
A BEAuTiFuL Crimean recepeoris imIging or
362 2243 Owl 6prn
tSR turnish•d apt
marriage Geeneurg $ engr donee minsiers no bkxx1
iNTERNATIONAL Super C ri
Sin
diapers(anas
test no waiting (1115) $195,woo 'vetoers now
with 2 row cwItiators
water paid no pets
1911mOrriq
4383 4 0 0
753 1547
753 5980 alter Spre
music Sowers hmos oc
1 SOO 464 3401
753 1203
REPAIR & refinish kink
cuzzi Suites fireplaces
FREE chocolate chosen
lure Also 1951 Plymouth
Weddings Nor any budget
BR turnish•ci apt
mope when ordermg as,
Club Coupe for sale
Taylor
ft•v
Ed
worm aka clamed no
& Easy Crocheted afghan
492 8714
800 346 2779
pets Hwy 121= M lie been
Oasern $2 00/SASE Here
grounds 7533139
GUNS buy sea or trade
ROOM tot rent & aa condi
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL wig Hand Afghan 011er
honors for sale Cali 436 5650
WEDDING in he Smoky P 0 Boa 606 Hopluneville
1BR low wadies fete*
753 6442
Mountains Gatlinburg $ KY 42241
woes & deport required
210
SMe log chapel Charming
wadable Jury 1st, no pee
SEVERAL yards good
MARRY on a mountain' Be
rustic borders nabonal
$1a$ mo 753 3949
used cwpet. cheap Nice
new
secluded
marred
in
•
AMMO/
park A dream wedding to fit hatop
for rental opts Call
chapel surrounded
18/1 nice sa agates now
your
budget
753 4429
A FIREWOOD for sale
by tees and Smoky Moun
Coleman
RE 7539890
1 800 554 1451
437 4.667
ton views' No blood rest
STEPPING stones con
1
OR
39e
wits
near clown
pipriodl
AFFORDABLE and beau. waiting
drill* various shapes
town lAun ay 753 4109
4365
720
220
800
1
Oul
Smoky
Mountain
Wed
Flagstone
sizes $3 50
ding in the mounters log
$450 & up 7594814
1 ROOM efficiency very
MYRTLE BEACH OCEAN
Musical
chapel Everything pro
near IASU panel verities
FRONT RESORT Condo
SUMMER wedding dress
voted including formal wear
'Unshed Available now
with waltz length veil size
PIANO for sale like new and cabins Free video with rents/ stsreng at $83 dory.
Coleman RE 753 9898
$437
sates
weekly
Condo
console
grand
6-8 435-4423
must sell
photo album Chin PA
Cant:sly o•
2br
$65
000
I ROOMS for rent at 1614
Call 753-7316
restry 1 800 262 5663
SUNQUEST WOLFF TAN
cated. indooreutdoor Oere Lielibes furnished
NING BEDS Commercialpools whirlpools, play
Share luktion Wing room
I M.
Nit is.r atm T• •-amm• 44 IS I I
Home Units From $199
gourd 1 800-238 1181
& ballroom became. Wak
BIIIIII I BIM
Factory direct and SAVE' 0411111
111
to MSU Coleman RE
WEDDINGS
OLD
Call Today FREE NEW
7539896
Candlelit.
FASHIONED
Color
Catalog
)
(ESTATE AUCTION
ceremonies Smoky Moun
1-800-462-9197
28R apt 1 block from can
tons Chapel. overlooking
pus 1619 4 Fanner St
USED beauty shop equipriver. near Gatlinburg
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
upstairs apt evader)*
ment for sale Station with
HORSE DRAWN CAR
June 16Ih $210mo CAA
bowl
&
shampoo
shampoo
RIAGE Cabins, Jacuzza
depot* 7534249
chair, $50 Dresser with
Ordained Ministers Corn
mirror, $20 Small manipet. arrangements No 28R apt on 908 fehisood
cure table, $20 Retail
test:waiting HEARTLAND Dr. 286.no 759 4406
clothes rack, $20
1 800-448 VOWS (8697)
28FI bath & duplex 1909
753-1682
Wowed Rd 75%1506 or
270
WHIRLPOOL washer &
f
753 6266
Mobile
dryer, treadmill, Drake
WEST CITY EDGE ON HWY 339
Haase For Sale
26FI duplex in Northwood
satellite system and yid7594406
eocipher Call 436-2667
1966 MOBILE home dean
SIDING
STORM
WINDOWS
ALUMINUM
('
2E1R
dupiex, townhouse
$1,350
489-2896
Cal
WOLFF TANNING BEDS,
tier«. house, appliances
If CITY WATER - NATURAL GAS
Buy direct and save US
1990 CHAMPION 14180 furnished Rent
varies
Full body units from $30 00
B' MATURE SHADE - GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD
3br 2 bath drshwasher, do
$350 430 CH 753 1266
month Home and commerMOVE
INI
TO
Udi CLEAN - NEAT - READY
pose refrigerator with ice
tor more details
cial. Call today for free color
maker, Whirlpoo&. extra in
BEING OFFERED IN 3 TRACTS
Catalogue. Uva 'Sunsysex
package,
many
sulation
28R
duplex central Na
HOME d 1/3 ACRE. TWO LOTS OF 2 1/3 ACRES
tems 1-800-274-1744
tras. in Fox Meadows
available now S375/mo
AND IN COMBINATION OF TRACTS
$17,000 Call 753-1046 be
Coleman RE 753 9898
SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT!!
rween 9am 5pm
28R Embassy Apartments
15% DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYSI!
1994 BUCANEER 14x52 central gas heat availed.
Appliances
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 11:00 A.M.
now $300mo Coleman
2br
1 bath Jacuzzi lub. disMrs. Watson Recently Deceased At The Age Of 95.
KENMORE 16tt freezer
RE. 7539898
10x
1
4
out
build.
hwasher,
She Was A Meticulous Saving Housekeeper.
$60 obo 436-5782
wig. 3 years warranty left
28F1 townhouse on Diu
DON'T MISS THIS QUALITY AUCTION!
Located in Fox Meadows Quad Central H A Available
ANTIQUES AND HOUSEHOLD HIGHLIGHTS
Call now $325/mo Coleman
Firm
$15,000
8eauisfui 4 Pc Liken Russel Cherry Bedroom Suite 'Perlecr Condi759-9311
non•• Wood Armed Captains Chair 't>wor 100 Years Ow'•flosuatul
RE 753 9898
Mettle Top Entrance Table• Marble Top Smoke Stand • Mahogany
LOANS
MOBILE
HOME
Sofa Table • Rose Back Side Chair • 3 Drawer Marto Top Dresser
2814 upstairs apt 1134 S
42" diameter solid oak di
wrSide Glove Boxes• Seth Thomas mantle Cock • Dressing vanity
Sellers/Buyers/Owners
13th St. deposit & lease
• Kitchen Cupboard • Cedar Chest. Flat Top Trunk •Singer Imam
nette table & chairs, $350
Tree
Financial
5%
Green
no pets 753 6001 leave
Sewing machine•Granite Top Tables•Couch Nice••End Tabies•
Solid oak coffee table & end
down payment RefinancRocker • RCA Color Console TV *Memo*, like New • Round
message
tables, $300 Call after 5pm
Maple Table w45 Chairs • Whinciod Refrigerator -Like Neve • GE
ing Equity loans Land/
Fnciosire
Whirlpool
washer
•
Nice"
•
Microwave
•
753-5644
Chest Freezer
DUPLEX 2br noes urvver
Home Realtor calls wet
Dryer•Lamps•Oilers• Linens•Churn•Crockery•Depression Era
sty, quiet rescrental neigh
come t 800 221 8204
Glassware Pressed Glass Pink Cabbage Rose Shawnee Corn
ALL in stock furniture &
Corhood central Na lyr
1-800.554-8717
Ware So Of Corner & Ives Set 01 HOMO( lauphn Sailor Cooke
bedding reduced Must
Jar. And Much More•Old Post Cants /I 0:lector:ties•iron ware •
lease. $350/hno 7538096
make room for new shipGranite ware • 2 Old Does • Dinner Bell • Horse Drawn Toots •
ments. Extra savings' CaHand Toots • Wrought Iron. Wood And Metal Yard Fumeur• • Bid
EFFICENCY apt now
Elan• Fatso Laundry Stove And On And On
Web
raway Furniture, 105 N.
available. $150rmo
For
Rand
Hamm
SALE!
DAY
OF
3rd 753-1502.
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT
7536986

COUCH & char, good condi non. $85. Electric lift
chair, excellent condition,
METAL BUILDINGS. Save $200. Call 753-2635
thousands, immediate FOR sale three pace bedprice, quickest deivery fac- room set consisting of a
tory to you, most economi- headboard and footboard,
cal sizes, erection avail- adaptable to either full or
able. Value Express Build- queen size, chest and
ings 1-800-452-6133 dresser with attached mir(PLANT)
ror, excellent condition
PORTABLE welder, 1993 Call 753-4899 after 5pm or
Miller Bobcat, 225 amp with leave a message
Deutz diesel engine, low HIDE A BED sofa g lovehours 492-8568.
seat, taupe, blue & rust,
$100 435-4525

ART LESSONS
ft

NEW seellel odes• roof °ARUM cr.«..r & awe
ins Cover 36'aa mien.% wei ~HA trouora rem
It
in 10 colors gekerazed o cram Furneure
Mae inefeeng csi parring
and grivelunie Secondary
7552473
awadeale Penable can
poet kits 419 2722 or
419 2724

LADIES small size wedding
dress with veil 753-0789

Want
To Buy

flunitiCS,
positions

agog

1e Die

THURSDAY

EXTRA nice lbr apt across
slreet from MSU no amok
ors or pee $300 depose
Call for appointment Rogers Enterprises 753-5140

LAMM mow SW Mei
aaneel Nis we Noah HI
eimileas Are let refer
snows • doomed mewed
no pets $341-aito
713 3649
MUM CAL Aperenena nwe
accapeng appleasens tor
I 2 we 39r apartnents
Phone 7$9 4964 Equal
Hwang Opportursiy

NOW ient,rig Isslade
Boo • Wu Storer Cal
now as teem« your seems
756 011136 or 75.3 0934
STORAGE
75.3 1168

weave

tor rent

Ureteral
& ?pp -

MURRAY Manor API"!
Nene now aocepeng wet
croons her 1 tes apart
steno Apply in person
10psi 4pm Mon Fr,
1409 Duces/ Dr

8 BABY geese pep &
Wee $10.• 4365390
5111 BAY Mare Kee greet
eeposaion anis IP to hors.
baiting $830 Cal to Spin
or lea.• 'message at
'5.3955.

Nick 3te apt centre n•
located on campus closer
oak than dorms to IASU
very very low uetties
people $403ino 3 peopo
$450 mo 753 2339 or

B.A. P,tvon levet heat
rook $'5 '53 '189

7S3 876 7

NOW Wing appecasons
tor &ocean 9 Co rent houa
wig Apply in person o
Southside Manor 936
Broad St E stroolod be
rennin Sam 12noon No
phone carts Mesas E qual
Housing Opporturely

AL L birds & suppress 30%
oft Aii•s iti.iary SISS 7111
St .•594119
Doc; to. IA
.• month old
Sloe Hewer Australian
Sheppard mi Female
needs room to run Good
strati cs-ig Spoyea and has
had all shots Beautiful
'f.h.te coat wit. tea,* spots
!dyes Pes)per $75 Call
753
'- 5

PASTURE & Own space
inckaded with furnished 1 be
apt
utilities included
$3501no 43$ 4236 week
days '530732

DOG obeduni...• classes or
olive* Serving Mister, 14
'oars 436 2555

TOWER Apts no. renting
no pets
$185-mo
753
753 6546 belay
8Orfl

WANT to buy Rai Tomo
PwPP, muSt have tail
bobbed 493 8754

ROOM for rant •ashinr
kitchen access
753 7115

dryer

L h`y Goo., U peck, bin
rios now open Mon Sat
am to 7pni No. Blueberries

11,

Houses
For Rem
2811 Panorama Shores no
psis $400trio deposit re
puled 436 5663
3I3R 2 bath brick house in
Sherwood Fore
eat
tie
tee
en
eirences
pets $600 mo
deposal 753 4043

Kids. kids. kids
sto (iiLiwMnn 1(4
Sale gArr

how 10

lln rues Set
10104m1 pm
Si UI S‘(1)

38R 2 bath brick 165.3
Ryan central he quiet
neighborhood $600 mo
year lease and deposit
7536424

he $2.00
51(1) A under
he $1.00
will

31314 Wok centre gas heat
aa . stove & refrigerator
neet IASU newsy redo=
sod no pets $500/mo de
posit. references
7533942

Carport Sale
SOS South It Si
Jun• it
Sat. arm 17
WM I 1)
Koren woe & criers
arcs COm tor me •
drapes toys Eon telip
mrevt Mow evaAAr
c:lottes pris &mem we
2 '4 pi,"
Wood,
wise MOWS OW ewe
anathema Avor can
insich none

WI recently remodeled
central he ceiling fans
stove & refrigerator wit
hook up nice yard
S395orno plus domed no
pets relerencos required
753 1059
NEWLY remodeled 2tit
appliances furnished con
tral oas heat detached 2
bay gerape opeonal it
able' & passim 3rni from
MSU horse barn in South
west School district
753 9468

Yard Sale

NICE 38r 2 bath brick
house with 2 car garage n
G& L Rental Properly an
Panorama Shores
flounces openings at
$600/mo plus deposit No
Sherry Lane Apts near
Refer
MSU These attractive two pots 12 mo lease
•ncis required C•II
bedroom units lease lor
4745430 after 6p m
$440 & will be ready tot
June move n Grey's Prop PRIVATE 2br Marne house
ens« is eking appiparkons vi county central rya fruit
Cal 759-2001
trees grapevine garden
area plus storage Avail
KENTUCKY Lake Late
able immediately $390 mo
and Wesly Village lbm
plus deposit 753 7721 or
apartment, utilities in
753 5303
dude(' rent based on n
come 55£ older. handicap SPACIOUS 2br 2 bath
& disabled Equal Housrtg brick. central /vs fireplace
O pportunity
large garage mai nwgh
502 354-8810
boyhood no pee $650
August 1st 489 2711
LARGE 1 br apt 2 wok in
door's closer elan dorms
very low Ake« $225trno
person $250/mo 2 people
753-2339 or 75.38767
CREEKVIEW Self storage
NICE 2br apt acmes street
warehouses on Center
Build
from MSU Business
Dm*
behind Shoney s
ing 753 7397
$20 $404no 755-4001

Fri., June 16
I ant-4 pm.
Sit., June 17
• am.-? p ?It
Intersection 1346 &
1124 at Dexter
Lots of toys glassware
microwave al sues of
clothing Cas lurnase
sewing machine pet
sigiphes and Ids of odds
ancl ands

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat.,June 17th, 1996 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Rarn
at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 Vieat to
Lynn Crave. From Mayfield, Ky.take Hwy. 121 South through
Coldwater turn onto Hwy. 1630 South. Follow to suction.
Watch For suction sign..
Will sell nice used furniture • appliances and antiques. Beautiful 4
piece Lillian Russell bedroom suite - nice dining table & chairs with
nice china cabinet • king sire waterbed & mattress • other nice 4 piece
bedroom suite 2 nice recliners • nice sectional couch nice sofa hidabed couch • nice loveseat - matching oak coffee & end tables and
library table with glass top - other odd beds • odd bed & vanity
manual hoop tal bed - nice baby changing table • nice lamp tables . odd
lamp table* • floor lamp heaters and fans old quilts • nice clean
blankets • nice old meat cutter chopping blocks baby bed sheeta
other crib items • chair pads counter scales luggage • kerosene
lamps • small doll sewing machine 20-25 nice old music boxes or
powder box..- small wagon wheel chandelier • stone jugs • radius.
pots & pans • small kitchen appliances • nice electric stove with
surface unit & oven combination • fishing equipment, rod & reel,
lures, worms - fireplace insert • cheese hoop • air conditioner • nice golf
clubs • trash compactor • washer II dryer • like new humidifier • nice
picture* Ili frames •(2)bath tubs • nice grocery checkout counter • lot
of metal shelving .metal racks display shelving large lot of burlap
begs. nice small hot food mown table type portable food table - used
carpet • lot of electric small appliances(some needs repair) • 12 ga
Lthoca pump gun deer slayer • air compressor • hand & yard tools • 2
wheel trailer and much more Auction held rain or shine Not
responsble for accidents. Lunch available For more information and
TOUT auction needs phone 836-4144.
Itvam. -

1)a I) Ali 114.1. Terry Pasch:all If,
, 1$ •,,

Atirt
If

,

•

•.
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• TIME S

S

905

Toy &
Baby
Yard Sale
139 Pt MA St
Sat, June 17
7 eet..7
Lots cit name brare
toys. baby items
cicres bookS lOr
s and rhuC" nCre

Yard Sale
June Is 1 17
11 Sok.?
albs sew* el Nye
Camosrd ea 121
ethos &
Furness
compider siaipment

1707 Ryan
Sat.. June 17
7 a.m.

horsehoed ma sup
pies anIques aim
ara colaclion GI Joe
owns okl magazines
baby
19411%S
lams

Yard Sale
Fri & Sat.
June 16 & 17
7 a nt-4 pm.
Platten. I mile north
from 4 wey stop sign
en oul Benson Airy
ee tables sewing no
:rev t • 10•Ipeed
.wir bedew* lung sae
earebed nee Aver
Woes ctadren & ask/

Yard
Sale
'991 Tercel sat*
& dryer 2 so cad
konerS 3 Cities end

Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale
128 Riviera

7 MR. IN 7
Women a
and Plus Size dothing
paperbacks and mu
household earns

June 16 & 17
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
•

Yard Sale
inside $ Outside

Yard
Sale
Fri & Sat
June 16 & 17
& tm-2 pm.
Southwest Vida

Su bdivi Win
:1D0 SOuttrweSt Dr
*-5

1503 Park iane
Frt. 4 pm -130 p.m
SA 7 X tat.12 NCO
sow
story eispiar
meter
derst
96^'•
-wear s hefted owe%
moss !roc mil asav
E•
nec •Cularala
•
90

Fri. & Sat.
7 um-?
'me 171 It to 743 k•aort Rot - sora right.
n...ord loves on left
s
I--sc.es bias
iceors
ex dr
aor ass'w a.v.e•Nrare
asses two 1011 liC44
:..otin arc 5."0116 zrud
'sr =ries IDo yew
woCial
salr als
set

Liquidation!
Frt. & Sat.
7 am.-7
759-9258
ant Odom Intersection
a WE arid Mk
3 x ring 11:10•11 set our
.-.7se soup, tester to%
des 54-5e10 iirdie vaslut Obis eie dors.
esectirg
tea
aka
cress ochre Odes
8.-63416 a•6 110,11

Yard Sale

3 Party
Yard Sale

121 South
LyrtwoOd Estates
Fri. June 16
I Lm-5 pat

dots
Ciotres.
emery loyS ne*
and

terns

'hull

-Ye

June 16 & 17
miles out East 94,
to 464 left, turn Oft at
stop sign. Watdi for
sign.
waterbed *rasher
dryer kitchen utensils
cl sties
kerosene
lamps blue fruit ars
gets clothes
blue
pa's baby bed and
"nucti mo••

3 Family
Yard Sale
Saturday
7 a.m..?
121 N. to Stella. turn
richt on 299 to Kirk.
sey, left on 464,
watch for signs.
k-ts macre* bays
wet, proceSsor MAN..** gaw knives kbais
-

Garage Sale
1501 Oxford
Carttertury - In garage behind house.

Fr1. & Sat.
8 1..m.-?
Lots of rice ft:ratite,
v sltxrn door, clothing. pctures, lots oi
books. 'crack knacks,

klOVING,CARPORT
SALE

1715 Wiswell Rd.
comity a miserrawasi
Friday Only
9 am -4 p rn
2 Nvin beds.
canoe (17 ft).
ass care

Thurs., Fri, I Sat
7 30 tat.-6
Sun. I pin -I pm
ifqhway 121 at Stotts
Look lOr signs

Some

•

Friday
June 16
8 a.m. till ?
Old City Park
8th & Payne

Yard
Sale

err benches
end chars coud, comae
Tv does dotes and Cl
• toaks and nix
NSW WM

•

— Run a Classified. —

30 FAMILY YARD SALE
Saturday, June 17th
7:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Inside Murray High
Rain or Shine
COliectibes ix:users:Ad Gams clothes tor 01ages Arai
Wes toys chicken's golf ate.1eme rackets roller
Nadas bass wage lim and video equienerd. much
much mote Thirty families have cleaned 04 genteel
ctosets and sacs lor lha or

1606 Calloway Ave.
ecross from the Boy
Museum
Scout
parking lot
At & Sat.
June 16 & 17
ilift-5 p.m

Garage Sale
Hwy.94 East of Murray across from
Duncan's Market
Frt. & Sat
June 16 & 17
Ciotnes all sues summer outfits and
mist items

Run the 2x2 consitenCy ad
OassrAects every day. including
the Sh(pper. fOr $175 a month
(paid in advance)
ewe FiYacthso Ave 1,1015
763-1116 tor *Nola.

4 CONNECTING toe lo
,
ailed in Crappie Hoke"
Prices range from 4800 to
4600 931-6411 5907
BAYWOOD Vela nice lot.
$1 950 easy terms
759 1922
BEAUTIFUL flat lot all
,inderground city utiles& in
ducting gas Last avadabie
kat an Preston Heights, located behind Gatesbor
ough $13900 7532330
BEAUTIFUL secluded
building site located a New
Concord area lust short de
tance from lake Ware &
sepec suitable for mobiles
$7,500 Call Kopperud
753-1222 MLSI 300194
Noce lope lot 110x217 in
new subdivision. next to
Oaks Country Club
753 5691

xi

surveyed 2 barns a garage
2 small buildings, bad shed
3br doutiewaie with house
roof & carport added. pond
stoduel with fah Shown by
appointment only

Maleseedie

750 HONDA with winds
hold luggage rado with
compartment on it crash
bars slap-up seat new
tees excellent condition
753-6962
1 40

deed
Cafe
1978 MUSTANG II Gotta
V6 pies pti runs good
$700 obo 436 2550
1982 NISSAN Sep sic
cruise who camper topper siva Noe condition
753 4978
1984 BUICK Regal 2dr
super dean new paint,
tires cold air, 92 XXX
miles Call Robert days
753 1372 evenings
753 8165

60 ACRES near Blood
River& Ky Lake reduced to
$695 per acre easy tennis
759-1922
460
Homes
For Sas
1622 KIRKWOOD Dnve
3br home with large
lutchen. LF1. central ha,
floored attc storage, carport storage shed, attractively landscaped with large
backyard 759-1673

28R house with gas heat
city water vinyl siding on 1
acre lot at city limits
$37,500 Call 753-3139

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1918

3-4BR bnck 14 bath 1 car
garage CNN '4 acre lot
Lynnwood Estates
$70000 753-6561
38R1 bath log home, 1250
sq ft central ha. vaulted
owing* groat roorn with
fireplace patio area
$62,700 4896075
3BR duplex for sale
7537947
3 ROOM house on
120x150 lot at 1616 Farmer 2 blocks to unrversity,
rentable at $200 .
753 8831
AVOID roaltors cost 3br 2
bed) with large yard & sty
age, 9mi on 121N
489 2296

430

HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state carttied
Call 489 2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waong to purchase
homes all pesos ranges 11
you we thinking of soling
rented one of our court,
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by ofke at 711 Man St
MUR CAL Realty proles
tonal real estate management resdential dimmer
clad (allow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost cutting oocupancy iin
orovng move 7534444
TAKE a look maks an oiler
Ihr lake property Moon
Call

WANT TO RENT Sung**
responsible prolessiorol
seeks 2 3Par lake or =winery
house near LBL ix now
mum oil months evadable

ASAP Wei wow pew
Call Lisa 615 292 1566 or
502 924 5602 afar 6,21
Las
Prowl,
BEAUTIFUL wooded lake
tont lot deep yew around
woaI. realled wailer brie
restricted s ubd ivisloe
dose to Murray 75164410

EXTRA nice 31x 1 bath
home located in quite
neighborhood in town
Large fenced back yard
new carpet n Inimg room
hall & master bedroom
baseboard heat window
am walk in panty extra
storage areas $57 500
For appointment call
7S36856 after 6pm

condition
good
502 492 8356
19418 OLDS Delta 88
laic, miles new tanarne
son (warranty) $4600
750 2365 or 762 4797
1989 PONTIAC Grand Prui
2dr automatic witi aei
greip wheels sharp
435 4294 alter 6pm
1990 GRAND AM red. 20r.
4cyl, auto ax cassette. exmeant condition 90,XXX
rh4106 7592068
1990 LINCOLN Cononen
tal 74 XXX miles
753 2816
1990 TOYOTA Carnry 4dr
4 cyl dean dependable
car, wholesale price
$4 500 Day 753-8240
night 759 1383
1991 NISSAN Maxima
60K, excellent condition,
loaded 502 247-3856
1993 TOYOTA Camry LE
addition with gold package
18 XXX miles 753-1292

1994 CAMARO Z28, blue
loaded lady driven 17,500
miles Asking $16,650 obo
Frankfort
1964 CHEV Cavalier, 2 Phone
owners good condition 502-227-8015
Call 759-4189
1994 TRANS AM loaded
1985 HONDA CRX red. $19,000 759 1781
new wheels & tires. $2900
1995 NEON,27.XXX Ties
obo 437 4722 alter 6pm
$12,500 474-8367
1986 CUTLASS Supreme
RESTORED 1969 Olds
good condition $2,950
Cutlass Convertible
382 2243 after 6pm
Sharp, Must sell' $6,000 or
1986 DODGE Charger 2 2, best offer Call 753-1660
well maintained $1,300 after 5pm or leave mesobo 753-5380
sage Can be seen at 919
N 18th St
1986 VW JETTA. $1 600 or
best otter 502492-8156

FOR SALE
Beautiful wooded lot in Campbell Estates. Located on Cul-

De-Sac, with large trees. Can
be used for tri-level. Two
story walk-out front and back
or one story. Call 435-4633.

CONCRETE REPAIR
Cracks In Dnveways
Walkways - Patios -Garages
Expansion Jowls Replaced - Waterproofing
Ad *Si 10 Year Warranty

1-800-700-9464
Free Estimates
Call Anytime - Local References
THE tiffAle
...
/Zg CO.
Sr*. 1973
Serving Western Ky. and West Tenn

laity sew

i
\301Broihei.,

morng

Tree Taming
Tree Reina4
Landscapng

Free Estrnaes
24 Hat Servve
He*

Tree Service °eat*); S8612

Trrnming

, Lctit Hai% Etc
Armed & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed .5 Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
tr •

We have been your custom builder in the
past We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind Or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Bruce Green

Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 7534343

FOR Inveetors 2812 siq ft
new Outdo: FaM Brook
Sub Rental income
$1100eno Price $123 000
402-1616 or 762 7221

CUSTOS, PUTCIall caftan
Canna; 110001"01110.640
Al Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

NEW 3br homes priced on
70'$ & 80 s Imencrng avad
able wd consider trade
753 3672 alter 5pm
NEW affordable homes
2*' on city Starts at mid
so s, Itroncing *valeta*
paymeria leas then rent
Sidewalks storm sewers
ourtis & all underground
Odes* 763-4444
NEW home. Coins Carob(mond Rd 30i 2 bath. cenInd
& eledne. 1900era h
ems area on 127 gorse,
nice cos lAir Cal Rosily

75,34444

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And .5•• ao Showroom
es Illosifters Worms (Iholkond Ihrany

•

•

A and A Landis town mow
woe ape koang. tree mei
atm Molt 436-25218
ALCOA vinyl menu & ern
FlIdAlpfloorll sandbars Bd
Speed 024100

Vale

AU. around hauling mow
19011 CHEVY Astro arse in rig tie work (unit damn
ono tor vaceeon emceeing up cleaning out guests
Caviallion inagis & o. Joe 436 2067
77 XXX mese near wt.
Au. careenory 15yrs asp
loaded 502 753 7275
Sandman* lag*. Wow
teat TOYOTA Pewee van, elks driveways. budding'
one owner 62 XXX rniles, remodeling repors AGC
exanded warranty excel- oinked 4892214
lent condition 492 4158
AU. phases of wee care
maineenseoe inctudirg ix
)03
elizaeon peibodabon &
Used
storm damage repair by
Trucks
The Professional John
1067 72 CHEVY truck Boyer CO 4385334
parts short bed SrS 1973ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
87 short bed Chevy body niture
repair & custom
parts 1978 80 Monte
woodworking 753-8056
Carlo body parts
753 6063
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
1967 CHEVY SWB black,
manufacturers All work
new V-8,auto very good
and parts warranted Ask
condition, new wheels & for Andy at The
Appliance
Wes $4,250 obo 4374722
Works, 753-2455
after 6pm
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1989 CHEVY S 10 pickup,
Kenmore Westinghouse
4 3liter, V-6 automatic o/d,
Whirlpool 30+ years ex78,XXX mdes custom steperience
BOBBY
753
9631
reo $5,900
after
HOPPER, 436-5848
5Onl
BACKHOE SERVICE
1989 GMC S-15. 5sp,
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
black, $2,850 obo Call
installation, repair. replace753 1660 after 5pm or
ment 759-1515
leave message
BACKHOE Service' ROY
1990 CHEVROLET fug size
HILL Septic system, driveBlazer 4x4, asp. p/s,
ways, hauling, foundations,
V-8, runs arid drives nice,
elc 759-4664
$3,975 502-875-4050
Dealer
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic.
1990 GMC SLE, sport side
systems R H Nesbitt Conp u , loaded 69,XXX mm, no
struction Phone 492-8516,
hail damage 753-9661
pager 762-7221
1992 S-10 Blazer, Tahoe
BOATS for rent, call for
pkg 2wd, 4 3 V-6, auto
rates and kinds, also utility
$12,500 489-2259
trailers 753-3547
1993 CHEVROLET
BOB'S Plumbing Service
C-1500 Series, excellent
Installation and repair, all
condition, 19,238 actual
work guaranteed
miles, asking $14,500
753-1134 or 436-5832
759-2580 after 5pm
BUILDER, new homes, ad1993 FORD Flareside with
ditions, garages framing
topper, black, 6cyl
starting at $2 a square tt
$10,500 753-0563
Sorry no roofer or cabinet
1994 FORD F-250 XLT maker Tripp Williams
Lanet, 14,XXX miles, mint 753-0563
condition 492-8659
BUSHHOGG1NG Gardens
FOR sale 1988 Chevy plowed, disked, driveways
Milt Jones
Silvered°, black & gray with graded
gray interior, loaded, 437-4030
79,XXX miles 527-5294 af- BUSHHOGGING blade
ter 5pm
work, lawn mowing & weeSHARP 1989 Chevrolet dealing 489-2077
SWB pick-up, priced to sell
753-7701

Campers

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value_ Roy Hill 759-4664

1981 NOMAD 31tt camper
pulls from bumper, roof air
gas/electric, refrigerator,
gas heat, like new, $4,750
753-3494.

CARROLL'S Custom garden tilling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
estimates
free
502-492-8622

510

TRAVEL camper with all CHIN Chlm Chimney
appliances Can be seen at Sweeps has 10% senior
26 Northwind trailer park citizen discounts We sell
759-4525 after 4pm
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
520
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Bode
Homes, trailers, offices
& Motors
Wultf's Recovery, Murray
14FT Alumacraft 25hp 436-5560
Evinrude electric start,
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Hummingbird locator, 712
and Cooling Service ComOlive St 753-5093,
plete installation and ser753-6612
Call Gary at
vice
14FT POLARCRAFT ion 759-4754
boat, 25HP Johnson &
CUSTOM bulldozing and
drive in trailer, $750
backhoe work, septic sys437-4722 after 6pm
tems, 354 8161 after 4pm,
1988 17FT BAYLINER, Horace Sholar
Ford 4cyl engine, OMC outcleaning serdrive, walk through wind DAVID'S
vices We clean vinyl, brick,
shield 753-0410
drive ways, sidewalks, moFOR sale or trade, 1994 bile homes, R V 759-4734
Lowe pontoon boat, 24ft
finishing, refishing package, 70hp mo- DRYWALL,
pairs, additions and blowtor, with trailer, new condiing ceilings 753-4761
tion, $11,500 489-2721
EXPERIENCED roofer,
RANGER 330V bass boat
estimates Call David
free
1986 150HP Mariner Mag
527-3500
num motor, stainless steel
prop, 12 24 motor guide KITCHEN CABINET REPolling motor, 3 new batte- FACING Make your old
ries. Eagle electronics, very new again with Formica All
nice 192 8600
colors, free estimates
Wulff s Recovery. Murray.
KY 436-5560
530
Services
°limed
Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
hedge trimming landscaping. mulching & mulch hauling, gutter cleaning Cleanup Junk garbage Odd lobs,
also Al househld moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

and

IMMEDIATE possession
3Ilar brick ranch with at
etched earage in town
Phone for elaxilnynene to
see en moe home Priced
ei the low 50s 753 7236

aims
11143 Pe SSAN
Gal pay eacelsne condi
son Call 4364003

1617 PLYMOUTH Sun

'951 UNCOLN T own cal

int HONDA Goidwing
1600 SE garage kept
IS XXX mites very race
bike Call for details
750 2473

4365648
33 ACRES stocked lake
fenced pasture green
house 14x70 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Es
tate 753-9898

16/7 CUTLASS Sweeny
lkoughote very sDp &
clew CO 492 1666 afar
41n.1
dance 96W mess good
condoon Call 753 4419 ra
ter 5pm

28R brick Just outside city
limits SUM oom carport
central tva, $67,900 Colaeon RE 753-9898

Pivosedi go a As hairs, Gel Soccer Prepare

Business on
a Budget?

1905 HOP40A Elam scooter
250cc to. •neasea very
good condition $950
7 5 3 1217
0i
901 2328256
•

SMALL air 2 loth GM
town $24 000
41110 2741

/10111

2EIR 1 bath cedar siding
home with detached 20x24
shoogarage on 2 acres
West of Murray, $35 000
3622485

YOUR
Al)
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Realty 121 South
753 5006

LAKE LOT SALE' Estate
sae halloos's with phoebe
Wee access in Kentioake
FICIM $4 900
Financing
FREE odor brochure CO
now SOO 851 1323 sit
3057 Woodand acres

to 3 ACRES all lanced

Estale

-Need Extra —
Cash?

30FI Moven lei solo
75.1 5114

Fano
Far $ale

rnisc nems

Yard Sale

dOtiling. 20
Cootie, tabncs. many
other items
Carceaed in case
al rain

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Garage Sala
Moving Salo

Yard Sale

JUS actuced 2 panne
abis ecru mos wise tool
troneige cor 293.1 locang
41111419P4 *Min mem cher.
He Lasing Wares 40
dace ibspec & wed Call
kepeend Resta ado lor
ackbeonsi inionembon an
MIS a30002e0 CO Rica
kopperud Really 753 1222

2 LOTS on Preston Heights
all Abase wadable lot size
100/230 each 753 9741

Frt., June 16

Courts

•

Law
Fer

1710 Ryan Ave

Ilersiess
OHM

Senams
awed

Wed
COD

Sessalit

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray rig serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492 8737

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:
8 a.m. 5 p.m.
Monday Friday
8 a in 11 a m
S •,,rday

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
onoca wiry
Linowanning
•reume War arp,
••a /0 111" a...• Nan(

6364.90
• Rock Unolorp.nrang
940+99 Roof
S.Nye
COMOr91

Duos Vihnoomi•
Banked
Demi I'wind I.areas"
HanOrams Baruslor Or
orOcri
4
6271.00
•
6 i i0 $42100
•
in
1775 00
10
mete Roots 0.~ Deot
amebae
5 fri.a• mai of Motor
On 641 Him,

(502) 412-0411

LAMB Brothers Tree Ser
vice 502-436 5744
LAMB'S Tree Service, tree
trimming & removal, haul
rig. etc 4362269 Paul
LAWN care, mowing & trim
ming 436 2528
LAWNS
mowed
(502)759-3133
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses mobile homes
brick & vinyl, buildings
R V a, sidewalks, free estimates (502)753-6490
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE carpentry, painting, electrical, siding, other
maint
&
apt
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail
MOODY'S mower repair,
pick-up and delivery
753-5668
MULCH, delivered Murray
area 436-5560
PAINTING int , ext all
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032
PAINTING & decorating,
20yrs experience, I do good
work Angela Montgomery,
437-4706
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing, siding & additions. All type
home & mobile home repair. Free estimates.
474-2307.
ROOFING and painting,
interior- exterior etc_, 25yrs
experience, 10% discount
senior citizens. 474-0107_
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
TODD Roofing, free estimates Call 492-8657 day
or night
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner, is
back Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience free estimates 753-2592
WATER Gardens, preformed & custom pools installed, complete selection
of fountains, lights, filters &
mature flowering water
plants 759-4926
WOOD VCR- repairing
vcr's camcorders, microwaves Mon -Fn 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates 753-0530
560
Free
Cokene
FREE kittens gray's &
tabby uses litter box
759-1424 after 5pm
FREE to good homes, 3
dogs, family pets
436-5832

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
•

753-5940

STORM DAMAGE??

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding

Visa and Master Card

No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Fre* Estimates
CaRMaurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

Master Con

Call Us Today!

753-1916

•
• up •
••I•

•
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DEAR DR GOTT I've been an
meillat dependent diabetic Mr ',years
My doctor placed me as Cardamom that
has caused body heat and flusMag and
he's unable to explain this Can you'
DEAR READER Cardizem .dilti
wens' is a calcium channel blocker
used to treat hypertension and cardiac
disorders Ordinanly it is a safe and
effective 'medicine However, it may
cause a host of side effects including
constipatio& ankle swelling. dizziness
weakness, nausea. headache heart
block — and flushing
Inasmuch as your symptom could
certainly be related to Carduem thera
py. I suggest that you request your
physician to prescribe a different
drug Perhaps an ACE inhibitor, such
as Vasotec. or a beta blocker, such
as Inderal. would be an appropriate
substitute
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Heart
Report - Understanding
Disease " Other readers who would
like a copy should send 62 plus a long.
self-addressed. stamped envelope to
P.O Box 2433. New York, NY 10163. Be
sure to mention the tiUe

DEAR DR 1.0TT Are there an
coneerns or naits in drawing gins
me an•regular tow tyre we*
DEAR RE.kliElt L alike standard
blood donations plasma donations
inviihe separating the blood crib from
the liquid plasma and returning the
blood cells to the donor
I cannot gise you an off the cuff
definitive ansiser because the trrquen
cy of plasma donation depends on your
age and general state of health You
should ask this question of the Red
Cross personnel who carry out the
procedure
I believe that twice %welsh donations
are inadvisable because you re losing
proteins and other vital blood con
stituents each time you donate even
though you are receiving the blood
cells back However. the Red Cross and
your doctor are the best judges of
whether more timely donations *once
every four to siz weeks. for example'
would be more appropriate
DEAR DR (OTT I suffer from reactive hypoglycemia Is it normal to feel
lifeless and as though I might pass out
when my sugar level is between 76 and
84' Is diet the only way to control my
situation'
DEAR READER Most people will

▪ Clearing
I. homes,
buildings,
a,free sal3-6490.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DAILY COMICS

Wing trimmowed

not everts-air %%miaow of loglitheed
rickirs, armors& ad Maar until the
blood sugar level tails twists 45 mul
(warns per deciliter In fact •doctor
should sot disown, hypegbxernia los
blood sugar. mina the patient expert
races ssmptoms when the sugar is
below 4mgdI.
Then-lore based on the hmited data
you supply I am not at all sure that yen
have hypoglycemia You should Muni
or
to yoqr doctor for clarification
seek medical advice from an endoen
nnlogist
In the main true hypoglycemia can
11/C1140iiillS be prevented by dart sear
al small meals a day fnat or Mat nate
for symptoms, no sugar or akobol
W NIA•NP4Plat ENTERPRISE ASSN

111.0NOIF.

CALVIN and HOBBES
PEOPLE CouLD
JT RANBoWS
IN ZOOS.
D
Do IT

, ext. all
repair, tree
II anytime

decorating,
e. I do good
lontgomery.

airman with
mice. Call

1 home reroofing, aids. AM type
home reistimates.

painting,
25yrs
% discount
474-0107.

LET ME SEE IF I UNDERSTANO...1D SAVE MONEY
FOR THE COMPANY, I'M FLYING ON THE CHEAPEST RATE
IN THE SMALLEST SEAT ON
THE WORST AIRLINE ON A
NO-FRILLS, RED EYE FLIGHT.

I'M DESERTING M4 DOG, UPSETTING MY SCHEDULE, RISKING M4 LIFE, CANCELING
ALL AN PLANS AND SACRIFICING THREE EVENINGS AND
A WEEKEND, NOT TO MENTION
FOUR DAYS OF PREPARATION)
AND RECOVERY TIME...

TAKE THE
COMPLIMENT.
ITS ALL
WE HAVE
LEFT.

AND THEN, WHEN WS
ALL DONE, 1111 CAVING
FREQUENT FLIER /MILES I
WAS SAVIN6 FOR AY VACATION BACK TO THE COMPAW! SO THE NEXT 1CKY
BUSINESS TRIP CAN BE
EVEN CHEAPER 77!

putters inor cornGutter Co

•& Stump
ed with full
It. Free esor night,

. Seamless
ins, variety
ensed, inavailable.

, free esti2-8657 day

LIVFM5EFF
WON'T LET
Pie GO I•4
H6ft FLOM.

EWELL,THATS Heft PRIVFIlt EVERYONE NEEDS
WHEREID GO'ffiRT OUT
SPACE JUST LIKE YOUR OF
eicuNDSlb EvercyoNe.
ROOM LS
ELSE, A Ptiee wHerKE

f

EV_Efty1f4nir66 your%
FIND NOTHN6 GETS
MoVIED
-MOOED
— BY AelyCNE ELSE
A SORT CF
SACRED
PEAS° -ZAL
SANCTIA

GARFIF:I.D
IF YOU TELL ME HOW OW YOU'RE
GOING TO BE NEXT WEEK. I
PROMISE NOT TO LAUGH

VENTEEN

repairing
ors. micro14-12, 1-5,
753-0530.
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MALLARD FILLMORE
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a girl to Mr. and Mn Itschie
Hughes, June 12.
Tim Weatherford. Dana Cum Kinshasa. Anna-Mane Hoke. Lee
Ann Rayburn. Ur Marquardt and
Kai Badmen were elected as
officen for 1985-116 year for Student Council at Calloway County
High School.
Twenty years ego
John Randolph of Murray has
been appointed as assistant superintendent of Tngs County School
System.
Stanley Anderson. Peggy
Rogers. Kathie Broach, Rita Gibson. Gary McClure, Becky Imes.
Teesa Erwin, Kathy Calhoun and

11

Thirty years ago
Staff Sgt Hobart C Phillips
was a member of U.S Air Force
Services Force deployed around
the world in support of tutu-day
Gemini two-man space flight
from Cape Kennedy. Fla He is
mooned at Film Air Force Base,

Florida
James L Johnson. executive
secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce. spoke on -Tourism
and Industry in Kentucky- at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House He was introduced by

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June IS, the 166th day of 1995. There are 199
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 15, 1215. King John put his seal to Magna Carts ("the
Great Charter") at Runnymede. England, granting his barons more
liberty.
On this date:
In 1520, Pope Leo X threatened to excommunicate Martin Luther if
he did not recant his religious beliefs.
In 1775, the Second Continental Congress voted unanimously to
appoint George Washington head of the Continental Army.
In 1836, Arkansas became the 25th state.
In 1844, Charles Goodyear received a patent for his process to
strengthen rubber. (However, Goodyear did not benefit from the
invention, and died in poverty in 1860.)
In 1846. the United States and Britain signed a treaty settling the
boundary between Canada and the U.S. in the Pacific Northwest.
In 1849. James Polk, the llth president of the United States, died in
Nashville. Tenn.
In 1864, Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton signed an order establishing a military burial ground, which became Arlington National
Cemetery.
In 1904, more than 1,000 people died when fire erupted aboard the
steamboat General Slocum in New York's East River.
In 1944, American forces began their successful invasion of Saipan
in the Central Pacific in World War II. Meanwhile. B-29 Superfortresses made their first raids on Japan, attacking a plant on Kyushu.
In 1960, the Billy Wilder movie "The Apartment." stamng Jack
Lemmon and Shirley MscLaine, opened in New York.
In 1967, California Governor Ronald Reagan signed a bill liberalizing his state's abortion law.
In 1978, King Hussein of Jordan married 26-year-old American
Lisa Halaby, who became Queen Nom
Ten years ago: On day two of the hijacking of TWA Flight 847,
gunmen forced the jetliner to fly-from Algeria to Lebanon, where the
hijackers killed one of the passengers, U.S. Navy diver Robert D.
Stethem. The plane then returned to Algeria.
Five years ago: Real estate mogul Donald Trump missed a payment
due on junk bonds used to finance one of his Atlantic City, N.J..
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variety
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Fair.
Births reported ',chide a boy
10 Mr. and Mn. Michael Heathen Jr.. May I& a girl to Mr
and Mn. Richard Anat. June II,

One year ago: Israel and the Vatican established full diplomatic
relations. Former President Jimmy Caner arrived in North Korea on a
private mission to try to reduce tensions with the Communist nation.
Today's Birthdays: Forma Arizona congressman Morris K. Udall is
73. Former New York Gov. Mario Cuomo is 63. Singer Waylon Jennings is 58. Comedian-actor Jim Belushi is 41. Actress Helen Hunt is
32.
Thought for Today: "The times are not so bad as they seem: they
couldn't be." — John Franklin Caner, American commentator and
author.
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Seatewell Jeckaos and His
Mink Mee appeared lime 12 at
bieney-Callairey County Jaycee

resorts.

igrEY4°E

lens, prom pools in* selection
its, filters &
'Mg water
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bane beta mewed for allegedly
mein a "dog shor aptiation.

Kelm Pouch are new officers for
1975-76 of Calloway County
High School Chapter of Fawn
Basiseu Leaden of America
Patsy Kirk received the award for
Ostatandiag Club Meat= at the
closing banquet of 1974.75
school year
Fred Overton. head basketball
coach at Murray State University.
spoke at a sweetheart banquet
held by Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Mr and Mrs Leslie M New son will be married 50 years June
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Robin Eiberto•
Recant births reported at Murray licsapstai lacisde a girl to Mr
and Mrs Eugene Pace, a boy to
Mr and Mrs Dan Green, and a
boy to Mr and Mrs Ronald B
B yen
Forty years ago
Aniand rubbers held up a Mar
tia Oil Company station at Main
and Second Streets. Murray.

pm as Bill Ethenon
about 10
was closing the station for the
night on June 17 A large amount
of cash and .hok,ks were taken by
the robbers
Charles Outland and Gear! Sus
ter of Murray Training School
Chapter of Future farmers of
America received stale farmer
degrees at Kentucky contention
of FFA Oilier chapter members
attending were Donald Crawford,
Don Collins and Lugcnc Arms
Units They were a.Lompanied by
Leroy Eldridge. chapter adsisor.
Mrs Eldridge. Mrs I-Inius Out
Inict Collins
land and MIS
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr and
Mrs Edwin Larson. a girl to Mr
and Mrs Donald 1 u,ker. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs Joe Pat I anih. and
a toy to Mr and Mrs Grates
Lampk ins

DEAR ABBY
DEAli ABB\ I tur
hat's will
be born *Our] the (Wilt
tins• NIS
husband and I are .ers eteatest We
know it's a bp, and ha‘r tarn trs
ing to corne up with a TWIN' ar raft
agree "it
SI\T71.01rfM1.114%.1flt..the

to be named after nt%
band
You had a letter iv %our rolurtio
about naming a child 'Junior which my (1,11141,1 had pasted in her
baby hook W,Kild you please ron it
again' It may settle the argument
EXPE1 TI N4 ; IN .11 I 1
bAlit

1)EAR 11•DCPE(11!til;: I think I
know the letter — and I hope it
helps you. Head on:
1)1.:Alt ABBY Pledge print nv
letter so other mothers won't make.
the same mistake. I did After 19
years. I realize the error ot miming
our son after his father
When he was a bah% it was re.
problettlWecalledllurilirlhand
his father war Hill
When he got older he. de( 'tied
"idly WWI SAX) Itabylfh. so he asked
ua to call him Bill. which wasn t too
had --- we called one Big Bill and
the other Little Bill That aorked
out fine until Little Bill got logger
than Big Bill
Now it's worse It's Young Bill
and Old Bill. and you can imagine
Bill
how thrilled Father ii to be
at 44
Not only that. hut their %,oces
are identical, and they are constant
ly bring mistaken for each other on
the telephone Their mail also gets
mixed up
It's a pain in the neck I should
have named him Lawrence like I
that
wanted to I'Ve alusis
name Phooey on thear 'dorm tr%
I_ATE NI 1W
DEAR TOO: Thanks. Expectant parenta take note!
•.
DEAR ABBY 'Harold and I
have been happily married for IS
years It was a first ITLISTage for me
and a second marriage fur him
Other then his daughters' wed
dings, we have never socialized with
his ex-wife's family

m A AO
IMMO
Nliikati MD Li I
LIJMI:31q NMI MOM
COMOVII1 LgIBUNIAN
ION killOW
[AWN IMILADDULJU
DUN GIUMLIPA (0(0710
WC•X•AitiClUtil
DIMIE-1

AVNONO0
MGM XOW NOM
UMW MOU WNW

6-150 1995 Unread Feature Syndicate
5 The ones
Piers
0
6 A.
7 Summar
cooler
8 If Fon

EMMA MENA ANN
MEMO MEMO ME
MUM. NM MINI
MEOW IMMO
ddliMMINIddU
MIME Mid add
MU Mid Wild
Wild Mid MINIM
dd
&Mid MIME
MOM dd dliMiddd
011111 dEd111 IMMO
d11111 din= MUM

9 — control
10 Lon (So I
11 Caresses
16 Law-maiung
trOtly
20 Jet nits
n Welles ID
23 Greek Weer
24 Massey unit
25 Nora symbol
26 Weaken
30601.5
32 Onsat
33 Rowing tools
36 Alphabet
00•^1^9
38 Swelly
41 Four score
arid tin
43 Evil
45 Symbol kir
tellurium
47 SE Maus)
49 Boundary
SO Tabtatand
SI listalod
52 Cry of pan
SO Atm*
00100
UGMmendlo
ADM

SO Coansion
IOMr flumboda
63 Sun god

Recently, his ex wife is grand
mother.'Emma." died. so Harold
sent flowers to his former mother
in-law When I asked him why he
did this, he said. "Emma was my
daughters' great- grandmother. and
I liked her "
Abby, given the corumatances. I
think a nice sympathy card from
*loth of us would have been acerpt•
able, don't you' Also, is it neeraaary
to acknowledge such events in the
lives of former in-laws"
SEMI-SYMPATHETIC
SECOND WIFE
DEAR SEMI-HYMPATHIETIc
Your husband did the right
thing in sending the flowers to
his former mother-In-law for
the remons be stated. However,
be should have put both your
names on the Rower&
When a woman marries •
man with children from • prior
marriage. she must &ergot the

fact that their* will always b•
some connection b•twe•n the
familia&

DEAR ABBY Regarding people
who are always late My late' husband was late for everything
Many twain we would board •
plane just as the doors were about
to slam shut. One time he literally
threw me and our luggage on •
moving train, then ran alongside
and happed on! I imagine he arrived
at St. POWs gate at the last minute

writ* his
How I wish I could dines•law
more trans and planes with that
ditcaHNSON.WIDOW OF
IKENNIMI C.JOHNSON,
IIACRAMINIO,CAIN.
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MSU announces Dean's List
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A iota) ol 1101 raidorsaiduate
madams at Murray StaleUnu
fuse earned rearigastion as the
Dem s Lsi kr the 1995 spring
mamma This total is based un
records submittal by du umber
%I)3 data prosesuag othur
To be mi.luded osi the Deaa s lid.
Iturients Mutt achseire a grade paint
iliCradt ranging (rum 35 su a
pedal 4.01J
The follow mg students Inim Cal •
kialay County are among those
Moored. Thule with perfect scholastic averages(4 00)arc noted is ith

an awn*.
Maims Adams. *Cm Arbbagnea. •KO
,
ASesis, Rapt Alai*. °km Allbwrias
"'Karam Alm& *Cheirey Andantes. Trans
Ameessoa. *Nam, Amassarag„ •Msiasel
Arm& Seam Aisalsany. Nada Asaa
Jams Illarsen. Ilass Ilmasst. •Darrs
Beriums.*Ragas Nary.Seem Seger& April
Bain& Mary Brueshien. lams Brune
*Swim Benham Kameda Cansaahr Craig

Caresam laspharse Leman *Maass Car
ma. •Dabe Came. lama Cambia. *Chia
ma army and lam Chimes.
•Amm Clea. Idam C.Lrem Coma.
Amens Cams. *Damn DIMS. .11111.161
Maio. Mariam Cliseares, Ryas Dame.
Mamas Diamhas. Meer Dame,. •Sieses
Larissa *Charter laridash. •Iallray lamsb.
Lams Fainsue. Sass F.Korea Furey.
Jam Serum Amy ham. Rues. Garbed.
•••acy Cabala_ Pamela G.lklin4 rad K.
Mai Gesso
•ApriJ Hamar 'Mem Hamm. Ray
mond it.,;, •Jana liammanies. •Smaan Hai
awls. •Aim.. liemilsai Melissa H.U. Name
Hit Sams lIJI, T
1 Limas" •Shays liallansysmaan. Badly
11..0.1. sad •Ram liaisank
lit41110.• KAMM •kiwi Houma. Karts
last ma. •Mst. Juimiaa, Came lanes.
•Jaly /arm •Pasia Ikaam •Sibara
•Sani Klaus. Sss.e- I.Ab. Ay Lamont.
•Men••• Lamm. Tam lame •S•saima Lae
taw Cas.S..a 141141•01 •Larrame Itasca.
liambrrt, Labs. TorniuMy Laois. Angela
yaw Cards Maass. *Dame Mane. kislii
Madam Dade lilkCallun. Mans MalditO
I an ya I.I.Clard. •kr,ca M.Kcal. •

Mama.•Arsikes Meyers. Maim Mare
al.. 91barea Wass. *Pam& Mime. Ahem
bleamillathey rad •14Mity *ant
Lam baihsa. *Kane Dam& *Men
Oshig.*Km Ohm.*soap thaw Mohan
lbee Orient Omar, P•swok•
K•maidas Pernik •Kadesty Pasebs11. AN
alinn Amber. Rams Pastas Drury Pet
mak Qamas Pastes. Maar. Pam Ali
sus Peaches, Amends Ray. Tin Rhodes
Tama Bahama. Simla Rehm. Lass Ric.1
m. Pamy Rama Vida Rubutsms
Maims Itassama. Tema, Sales awl
Scsaa
•Saisca Sharp. Neel Sararatrai Karen
•Bea
Semis. •Daind Swamp. 'Leah
vary Seism Falirell. Giblets Siubbefield
Lams Seam Teary Taylu.. Parnela
Mai •Chrtosse Tismpas, 'Sots Thump
sus Team Tumid. Gaya Trimble. •Jamsla
Turner. Krauts ladermad. MMus Vin
einerigart. •Malisas Versa. Amy Vanes.
Sarah Malta. Tern `Nam. Alum Ward.
P•iffi.411 Ward, Barbara Warm. *Shelly
Weatherford, Victor Vida,•Memia We
Aal •Janure Wilson. Julie Wilma. Beverly
V. indiesier. •Shernust Ylesho. Veil Yuali
and Bra.flry Younlin

HOROSCOPES

Murray High
releases year's
final honor roll

•

11(11) . .11 N1- Its. 1995
lot %our persiinalized With

Jeane 131160f1 horoscope. based on your own
date iii binh. call I tat)9/0v."7)04 Your phone company will bill you 99
.cni,Li minute

`••14rr-J, High Shool has reka_sed
tts.c horsy/ roll for the fourth quarter
%with grade
Al As sad Is
David Atinar Magan Etlankensrup. Re•
Medi Bruen Lain Cluume ALM Chase.
Gaannr. CIinitopiter. Own Campion, Nis .1
bars Licnrunin 'rune Graves. Candace
Gurley. kunbrrty Hunan& Mary Halliard.
Darn Ilinisprin Jeremy Hum,karma Mad
itua Kemal M.. Keel. Tracy Ocarina. la
trey Pyge ih art Putiens. Janus Price.
Amber!. k,Ilins and Jary V. uuds
%MO grad.
Al As
Assume Akan. Adam FLI/O1111. Ulm
Carpmes. Alain& lia.creaci. Amy Marigla„
KISCO SAW, Chen RA:del. Brad Samences
*AM Mart Swami
Trash great
Al As Mid Is
Dm Beaks. Aai R Burgess. Ashley R
Burgess. Kane D Fearer Angela I
Melissa D Guidlimer. Jam M Hale.
I yahi4 Harnmitaa, Raberi S Howard.
Dania C Hiadirms, Joanna 1 Kind. Small
R Knish. kande/ A Leans. Crystal IL
Made.Rebecca L Mairt. Rana T. Naelty.
Mega L 011abasy. Albert P PINK Maas
Si,.. Rental Tandem rad Brat D. Linder
Rai
Tenth grade
All As
Elisabeth Breeding. Elisabeth Brasighsaa,
Saphanie HAIL Aare Howard. Alemader
Ilea besides Leary. Cory Marta. KaLl•
M.Seary. Dima Manias sad Deana
Maids
Dress* grade
Al As aid Is
S. Allgusel. Marc Baer, Ken
Jayne Bream. Soon Beam. Madeira Casrungtiam. Neely Gnat. Cane Graidts.
Timelty H.Andres Jadisaa., Jessica
Janes. Dem/ Lipper. Saimaa Kasebone.
Julie KJOII.C. Coeg Miller. Priyesh Nehu
Jasud Plimmer. Smarm Raterscria. loom
R.Alia. Sarah Snyder sal Jam Weebaly
Eirsenth grade
Al As
Lash Chruseasen Canal Chniumber.
Salinas Gloms.Rachel limacea. Emma as..
sal Charles Villsams.
TIMM' grade
Al As asid Is
Lindsay Brandt. Wham" Du. Melody
Elrod. David Graves. Amends amebae.
Terve Hassea. Sarah Katebasse. 'Whims
LAW/. AniCiS Lang. Pence Mating,
I racy Prrifse, Hilary Small sad Leighe
Vivi!
Twelfth grade
Al As
Kam Kt.Dina Fi/anteniltip, Rand
Cella, Lamm Core. Sara Dane.). Angela
Fasebeaks, GUM Jfti.. Joel Johnson and
Mary Mad.tun

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
\T YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
.,.0 mine onward and upward in
tsusine,
.. he open-minded as well as
.rriti%r Other people can hase
cood ideas. too' Romance could
take center stage during the winter
Trascl is tasorrd early in
1446 Visiting a place you fuse
nes et been before proses especially
rewarding .A domestic dilemma
could arise nest spring. Heed the
ads ice ot older people who truly
care tor you.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: author Joyce Carol
(Yates. boxer Roberto Duran. fashion
photographer Irsing Penn. actress
Joan Van Ark.
ARIES March 2I -April 191
Think things through before arming
at Major decisions. You need to
make certain that you understand
higher-ups instructions before proceeding. Career ads ancement could
corm
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Pay attention to a financial ads iser.
Although a business is sailing along
nicely. you must look out for the
sharks. Take your mate into your

L-onfidence.
GEMINI (Ma) 2I -June

20):
Conununication with business panWM is both imperative and satisfying. Be sure to keep abreast of new
deselopments in your field. Some
face a tough choice when deciding
between two different social functions. Heed your intuition.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Your special talents and capable
attitude make you the ideal candidate for a job dealing with the public. Creative types can also make
gains_ Think twice before criticizing
a co-worker. Asoid revealing all
you know.
LEO duly 23-Aug. 221: You arc
noted for your fairness. Be true to
sour ideals. Put yourself in the other
person s shoes before rendering
.iudgment Romantic sparks could
t1y between you and a co-worker.
Avoid acting on impulse.

•'IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Fuzzy thinking, an oserworked
imagination and a communications
snag could add up to a day of aggras anon. Stick to routine tasks. A
quiet evening at home with loved
ones will restore your equilibrium.
Enjoy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Any
obstacles you encounter now should
be handled calmly. Additional work
duties may come to you through
another's inefficiency. Curb your
irritation. Family life should be a
source of strength and comfort. Be
affectionate.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Resist the urge to accept one too
many social engagements. or to take
on more work than you can handle
Asoid gushing over other people's
accomplishments: flattery could
make them doubt your sincerity. Be
dignified.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21r_ If you realize that a plan is
impractical. he grateful you have an
alternative up your sleeve. Your
standing in the community calls for
your best efforts. A marriage proposal will not be rejected.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Foster a spirit of cooperation
and respect at work. A newlyformed partnership comes under
pressure. A minor dispute could
blow up into a major quarrel. Children may need more supervision.
Treat them fairly.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Job pressures could fray your or
your mate's nerves. Financial reality
sets in. Try to get a good night's
sleep before tackling a recurring
problem. Professional advice will
prove worth the cost. Make an
appouument.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Things seem to be settling down a
little. Your plans can be put into
action over the next few days. Good
news comes from out of nowhere.
Be open to suggestions from longtime friends.

Come
Dine
With
Us...
We're Open
To The Public
You don't have to be a Murray State student to dine with us. Enjoy our delicious
menu. We have indoor outdoor seating
facilities, and we're conveniently located on
the first floor of the MSU Curris Center.
Parking is readily available, and we're
open seven days a week.

OPEN MONDAY-SUNDAY
11:30 A.M.-8:00 P.M.
Call In Orders Available

762-4380

TODAY'S CHILDREN

are independent, hard-working and almost
alw • in a hurry They favor shortcuts and will want to take care of busine•• - or their homework -- as quickly as possible. Switching career paths is
common for these multitalented Gemini. They may want to study medicine
Today, law tomorrow. Romantic but somewhat fickle, these Gemini may
postpone marnage indefinitely

Receive a free gift just_Oy mentioning
you saw this ad!

See you soon at Long John Silver's.
Mon -Fri. 7-5, Sat. I-Noon
Salo horns Cash
Carry

/MYERSL umber Co.
SCI°3os.It486
'thun4Y

(542)75344S°

-

Stop by and see our selection of
Swing-N-Slide playground equipment.

LONG
JOHN
SILVEgS
Located in the MSU
Curris Center

The Arts&Humanities.
See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing And Electrical Needs.

There's something in it for you.
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